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ln this Issue
TheHPORCA
Robot
for Chemical
Analysis)
system
is a different
{0ptimized
kind
of robot.Inthewordsof GaryGordon,
oneoftherobot's
designers
andcoauthor
of thearticleon page6,"Whywoulda company
choose
to optimize
itsfirstrobot
for initially
doingchemistry
instead
of.say.circuitboardor instrument
testing?
Theansweristhattherewasa pressing
customer
need.HPis a majorsupplier
of analytical
instrumentation
suchas gaschromatographs.
Suchinstruments
helpensurethecleanliness
of thefoodwe eatandthewaterwe drinkbydetectingharmful
contaminants
suchas pesticides
andindustrial
wastes.
Thefirst
stepin detection
is samplepreparation.
lt is tedious,
time-consuming,
anderrorprone-in short.a ripecandidate
preparation
for automation.
Sample
entails
reducing
pills,or bloodserumto a clearconcentrated
a matrixsuchas apples,
fluidsuitable
for injection
intothechromatograph.
lt involves
suchwet chemistry
operations
as crushing,
weighing,
centrifuging,
extracting,
andfiltering.
Thesearenotenriching
yettensofthousands
tasksfor mostpeople,
of chemists
arelockedintothetediumof theirrepetition.
Whatscaleof sample-prep
automation
is appropriate?
The
variations
fromoneprocedure
to thenextruleoutdedicated
instruments.
Instead
a robotics
approach
fitsbest,interfaced
withcommon
laboratory
apparatus
suchas centrifuges
andbalances.
A searchfor
commercial
robotsshowedthattheyweretypically
toobigandheavy,
wereoptimized
for precision
assembly
suchas installing
machine
screws.andonlyaccessed
smallworkvolumes.
TheHP0RCArobot
system
is quitedifferent.
ltmanipulates
small(subkilogram)
oblectssuchastesttubes
andprobesin and
outoftightplaceswithina hugeseveral-cubic-meter
workvolume
at livelyspeeds.
Muchofthecontributionofthe HPORCA
systemliesintheintuitive
software
interface
anda gravity-sensing
teachpendant
thatsimplifies
teaching
the robotnewtasks.TheHP0RCAsystemcanbeeasilyintegrated
withother
applications
to createsophisticated,
turnkey,
automated
systems."
programming
In obiect-oriented
technology,
anobjectconsists
of somedataandthemethods
orfunctions
thatcanbe usedto accessor operate
programming
onthedata.0blect-oriented
is gaining
wideacceptancefor thedevelopment
of largesoftware
systems
because
it makesdevelopers
moreproductive
and
makessoftware
moremaintainable
andreusable.
Centralto
manylargecommercial
applications
is a
database
management
system,
whichallowsefficient
storageandflexibleretrieval
of largeamounts
of
(page20)is an oblect-oriented
data.HPOpenODB
database
management
systemdesigned
to support
complex
commercial
applications.
lt combines
a fastrelational
database
management
system
witha
specially
developed
objectmanager
andhasa clienVserver
architecture.
HP0pen0DBprovides
tools
thatallowdevelopers
to useobject-oriented
modeling
techniques
to builda database.
Fordataaccess,
it hasa procedural
language
called0S01,whichis basedontheindustry-standard
SOL{structured
OueryLanguage).
performance
lt alsooffersrun-time
features
suchas latebinding
andschemamodificationandfeatures
to controlaccessto dataandensuredataintegrity.
The0penODB
modeldiffersfrom
otherobjectmodels(thereis nostandard
objectmodel);
howandwhyareexplained
in thearticle.
TheHPUltraVGAboardis a videoaccessory
(The
cardfortheHPVectrafamilyof personal
computers.
samefunctionality
is embedded
in HPVectra486/UPCs.)
Usinghardware
accelerators,
the UltraVGA
boardenhances
videoperformance
for graphics-intensive
applications.
lt offersdisplayresolutions
up
to 1024by 768pixels,refreshratesupto 72timespersecond,andupto 256colors.Softwaredisplay
driversallowapplications
to takeadvantage
oftheperformance
enhancements.
Thearticleon page3l
tracestheancestry
ofthe UltraVGAboard-fromCGAto HGCto EGAto VGA-anddiscusses
itsdesign,
including
the hardware/software
trade-offs,
the useof a customintegrated
circuitandvideoRAM
memory
devices,
andthedriverimplementation.
POSIXstandsfor Portable0peratingSystemlnterface,a standardofthe lnstituteof Electricaland
Electronics
Engineers.
lt defines
a standard
operating
systeminterface
guarantee
andenvironmentthat
thatanyPOSIX
application
will rununderanyoperating
system
thatsupports
the POSIX
interface,
which
is similartotheUNIX*operating
system.
As explained
inthe articleon page41,the MPViXoperating
system,
whichrunson HP3000Series900computer
systems,
doesjustthat.In MPV|X.thefunctions,
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program
withHP's
in the P0SIXstandard
areintegrated
interface
specified
andapplication
services,
Xp p l i c a t i o cn as n
M P EX Lo p e r a t i nsgy s t e mM. P EX La p p l i c a t i o cn as na c c e s sP O S I fXi l e sa n dP O S I a
teamhadnotrouble
Theintegration
MPEXLapplications
arenotaffected.
accessMPEXLfiles.Existing
in theareasof directory
system,
butfoundchallenges
visualizing
MPEXLandP0SIXas oneoperating
theirsolutions.
Thearticledescribes
filenaming,
andsecurity.
structure.
H PS o f t w a rE
n gr o d u c t i v iCt yo n f e r e n c>eH
. P's
engineeriP
S i xp a p e r isnt h i si s s u ea r ef r o mt h e 1 9 9 2
withmethods
of preventing
software
andexperimenting
Unithasbeenresearching
MedicalSystems
hazard
Thepaperon page47describes
theirsoftware
medical
applications.
failures
in safety-critical
> lf software
process,
aimedat prevention.
of testingfor hazards
andanalysis
a combination
avoidance
a softareimplementing
tests.Withthisin mind,two HPprinterdivisions
so cansoftware
canbe reused,
tests,determine
theirsuitabilto makeit easierto locateexisting
system
waretestlibrarymanagement
inspections
as a part
ity,andcombine
themintotestsuites(seepage53).> Whilethevalueof software
is well-accepted,
in a busyR&Dlabit'snotalwayseasyto getan inspection
development
of software
Thearticleon page60
program
measure
itssuccess.
it oncestarted,
andmeaningfully
started,
maintain
or T0C,is a process
improvement
effort.> TotalOuality
Control,
oneHPdivision's
successful
discusses
Inthearticleon page64,
andby othercompanies.
withinHewlett-Packard
technique
usedextensively
it to reducethe
applied
Division
tellhowtheysuccessfully
engineers
at HP'slmaging
Systems
software
>A
ultrasound
systems.
textusedin medical
diagnostic
or translate,
software
timerequired
to localize,
forthe
applications
hoursarespentdeveloping
systemadministration
numberof engineering
substantial
The
in achieving
userinterface
consistency.
resulting
in a majorchallenge
HP-UX*
operating
system,
program
interface
thatenforces
consisthedesignof a specialapplication
articleon page7l describes
> Typically,
error-handling
userinterface
technology.
fromthe underlying
tencyandshieldsdevelopers
program.
page
Bruce
Rafnel
arguesthatthismakes
Inthe articleon
80,
throughout
a
codeis dispersed
programs
handling
errorsin programs
as
andreuse.Hesuggests
hardto write,read,debug.enhance,
is canceled
as if
theentiretransaction
transaction
recovery
mechanism:
in a database
theyarehandled
in its processing.
if an erroris detected
anywhere
it hadneveroccurred
R.P.
Dolan
Editor

Cover
withproject
robotin actionwastakenby authorGaryGordon
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IntheAugustissuewe'llhavearticles
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ORCA: Optimized Robot for Chemical
Analysis
Thisanalytical
PCperipheral
isa congenial
assistant,
a sophisticated
robotic
teaching
environment,
andaninteresting
study
of robotic
a r c h i t e c t uAre
. o u gohp ti mi ze
l th
fodrth ea nalytical
labor ator
ity,
also
hasapplications
quality
inelectronic
test,
assurance,
andtheclinical
laboratory,
whereheavy
commercial
assembly
robots
areunsuitable.
by Gary B. Gordon, Joseph C. Roark, and Arthur Schleifer

Analytical chemists currently spend approximately two
thirds of their time preparing samples to be placed into instruments for analysis. This sample preparation is not only
tedious, but also subject to errors introduced by human interaction and human variation. At the same time, an everincreasing number of samples to be analyzed each year
coupled with a declining pool of skilled chemists has resulted in a pressing need for automation to improve the
productivity of the analytical laboratory.
Samples arrive in the laboratory in liquid, solid, and gas
form. Quantities range from the microgram or microliter
size to tank cars filled with tons of material. The instruments that are used to analyze these samples, such as gas
and liquid chromatographs, usually require that the samples
be cleaned up to remove almost all of the components of the
material except for the chemical compounds of interest.
Sample preparation involves many steps, including weighing, grinding, liquid pipetting and dispensing, concentration,
separation, and chemical reaction or derivitization. In most
cases this work is done by hand, although instruments are
available that perform particular preparation operations. To
provide a system that performs a majority of the operations
required for sample preparation requires a great deal of
fl exibility and versatiliff.

robot for many other applications, such as electronic test,
quality assurance, or clinical laboratory analysis (see "The
HP ORCA System Outside the Analltical Laboratory" on
page 9). To fit into existing laboratory environments, a robot
must be installable without modification to the laboratory
furniture. This will allow both rapid installation and easy
relocation of the robot within the facility. The robot's work
volume must allow the robot to reach the entire bench area
and access existing analytical instmments. There must also
be sufficient area for a stoclcoom of supplies for unattended
operation.
The laboratory robot can be involved in three types of tasks
during an analfiical experiment. The first is sample introduction. Samples arrive in a variety of containers. It is timeconsuming and a potential source of error for the operator
to transfer the sample from the original container to one
that is acceptable for automation. The robot, however, carr
be trained to accept a number of different sample trays,
racks, and containers, and introduce them into the system.

A robotic system seemed like the appropriate solution. But
what type of robot? Robots designed for manufacturing and
assembly are not well-suited for the analytical laboratory.
The requirements for a laboratory robot go beyond the traditional characteristics associated with manufacturing systems. Since today's laboratory and instruments axe designed
for people, automation is difficult because not all the pieces
of the laboratory are designed to work with robots. In contrast, assembly lines redesign the environment, process, and
products to work easily with robots. It will be a long time
before the chemical laboratory retrofits for automation.
Manufacturing robots in general are optimized for a different problem: very accurate positioning of often healy payIoads, in seldom reconfigured environments. These robots
perform a small number of tasks very precisely in a small
work volume. In contrast, an analytical robot is required to
perform a wide range and number of tasks over an existing
laboratory workbench and interact with efsting laboratory
containers and instruments. The same might be said of a
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Fig. l. !,pical analytical laboratory work volume. (Photo reproduced
with pernission of Scitec SA, Lausanne, Switzerland.)

The second set of tasks for the robot is to transport the samples between individual dedicated automated stations for
chemical preparation and instrumental analysis. Samples
must be scheduled and moved between these stations as
necessa.ry to complete the analysis. The third set of tasks for
a robot is where flexible automation provides new capability
to the analytical laboratory. There will always be new chemical samples that require analysis steps that have never been
automated. To prototype the automation of such steps, the
robot must be programmed to emulate the human operator or
work with various devices. This last use may require considerable dexterity for a robot. All of these types of operations
are required for an effective laboratory robot.
Additional considerations for a laboratory robot are that it
be the size of a human arm and have the dexterity needed
for interaction with current chemical instrumentation. Interchangeable end effectors (robot fingers) are required to allow the robot to work with the wide range of existing containers and consumables used in sample preparation. The
robot should provide a simple and clean work area with no
external wires to catch on glassware or instruments.
Alter evaluating a number of existing robots for this application, it was finally concluded that a robot could be designed
that was optimized for chemical sample preparation and
other applications that have similar requirements, as mentioned above. The results ofthis analysis are the concept
and design described in this article. The new HP analytical
robot is called ORCA, which stands for Optimized Robot for
Chemical Analysis. Fig. 1 shows it installed on a lab bench.
An anthropomorphic arm mounted on a rail was chosen as
the optimum configuration for the analytical laboratory. The
rail can be located at the front or back ofa workbench, or
placed in the middle of a table when access to both sides of
the rail is required. Simple software commands permit moving the arm from one side of the rail to the other while maintaining the wrist position (to transfer open containers) or
locking the wrist angle (to transfer objects in virtually any
orientation). The rectilinear geometry in contrast to the
cylindrical geometry used by many robots, permits more
accessories to be placed within the robot workspace and
provides an excellent match to the laboratory bench. Movement of all joints is coordinated through software, which
simplifies the use of the robot by representing the robot
positions and movements in the more familiar Cartesian
coordinate space.
The physical and performance specifications of the HP
ORCA system are shown in Table I.
A robot alone does not satisfy the needs of laboratory automation. Besides the physical aspects of the robot, the system
must be able to work with other devices, computers, and
softwaxe. The other m4jor development of the ORCA project
was the control software, which is called Methods Development Software 2.0, or MDS. MDS runs on the HP Vectra and
other PC-compatible computers under the Microsoft@ Windows operating environment. It is designed to allow instruments to be added easily to the system. By the use of industry-standard communication interfaces, MDS can configure
devices, and procedures can be developed to control and
collect data from external devices. It is designed to be

TableI
0RCARobotArmHardwareSpecifications
Arm

Articulated, rail-mounted

Degrees of freedom

Six

Reach

+54 cm

Height

78 cm

Rail

land2m

Weight

8.0kg

Precision

+0.25mm

Finger travel

40 mm

Gripper rotation

+77 revolutions

Teach pendant

Joy stick with emergencystop

Cycle time

4 s (move I inch up, 12 inches
across, I inch down, and back)

Maximum speed

75 crn/s

Dwell time

50 ms typical (for moves within a
motion)

Payload

0.5 kg continuous,2.5 kg transient
(with restrictions)

Vertical deflection

< 1.5mm at continuous payload

Cross-sectional
work envelope

1m2

Power requirements

100V,120V,220Y,or240Y (+5o/o,
-1@/o),
350VA, 47.5to 66 Hz

Operating
environment

5'C to 38oCat 0 to 9ffloRH
(noncondensing)

extensible; new modules can be added to the system at nur
time. MDS is also designed to be remotely controlled by
other programs. This allows the laboratory robot system to
be a server in a hierarchical automation system.
Most previous robots were programmed in coordinate space
with computer-like languages. The HP ORCA system, on the
other hand, is taught by first demonstrating to the robot a
move, using another new development, the gravity-sensing
teach pendant (see "Gravity-Sensing Joy Stick," page 12).
The move is then given an intuitive name, for example
get_testtube.
Later, this or any other move can be called out
by name and built into higher-level procedures. Simple to
grasp yet powerful, this concept is easily expanded to control an entire benchtop oflaboratory equipment. The user is
freed to think about the greater task at hand rather than
specific software details.
Having these components leads to our vision of the automated laboratory bench. For the first time, it is possible to
provide automation for the analytical laboratory all the way
from sample introduction to the final report without human
intervention. The HP ORCA system provides the physical
glue to tie together the individual chemical instruments as
well as the information or data bus, so that the system can
request, acquire, and distribute information to all components
ofthe workbench.
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ORCA System Overview
The HP ORCA system is shown pictorially in Fig. 2, which
shows the m4jor functional blocks. In the broadest sense,
the input to the HP ORCA system is a high-level command,
such as to analyze a dmg (such as aspirin) for purity. Near
the output end, the ORCA electronics deliver strings of millions of individual millisecond-by-millisecond commands to
the six robot servos. To keep this transformation task from
becoming overwhelrning, it is broken down into manageable
hierarchical levels.
Input to the system begins with a user interacting with the
PC, which is rurming MDS. MDS provides experiment control through its own programming language. In coqiunction
with other applications on the PC, such as HP ChemStation
sofhware, MDS can also be used for chromatograph control.
MDS consistsof a core system,which is used to build and
run reusable tasks called procedures, and one or more
modules.such as the robot module.
The MDS robot module acceptsMDS procedure commands
for controlling the robot and parses the commands into endpoints for each of the segmentsof the robot moves.A typical
robot move might be from a starting point taught to the robot
and named0verBalance
to an endingpoint namedOnBalance.
These endpoints define straight-line segments.The ou@ut of
the MDS robot module, and in fact the output of the PC, is a
string of taught Cartesian waypoints representing the robot
moves, sent every few secondsover €mHP-IB link (IEEE
488, IEC 625) to the kinematics processor.

The kin'ematics processor consists of software rururing on a
dedicated68000microcomputer.One of its tasks is coordination of the six axes of the robot to provide smooth motion and arrival at the Cartesian endpoints. This is €lccomplished in part by interpolation. The kinematics processor
also handlestool offsets,so that, for example,a test tube
can be rotated about its lip hstead of its point of support.
The final function of the kinematics processor is to compute
the accelerationand decelerationprofiles and the speedof
each move so that motion is smooth and the axes'speed
limits are not exceeded.
Physically, the kinematics processor shares a cabinet with
the servo power supply. This cabinet has no controls and
can be located out oftle way under the bench. The output
of the kinematics processoris coordinatedposition commands in joint space for motion along the path, sent over an
R5422 bus to the robot at a frame rate of 25H2.
The last functional block of the system is the joint interpolators, which are distributed throughout the robot. T\e 25-Hz
commandsfrom the kinematics processora.recoa.rse
enough that they would cause the robot to vibrate and
growl, so instead they are linearly interpolated into 1.25millisecond demand signals, which are sent to the digital
servomechanisms.
onpage10)
{continued

{8lXlHz}

Joi||r
Microprocessorc
Analyze
Aspirin

o

o
^l

'll

-*'*
;.''

Processor

f
I

Fig. 2. ORCArobot systemdiagram.
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The HP ORCA System Outside the Analytical Laboratory
There
aremanyapplications
in industry
wheretheprecision
of a manufacturing
robotisnotrequired.
0ften,infact,suchrobots
aregenuine
misfits.
Theyare
jobs.TheHP
costly,
bulky,
heavy,
andtoocomplex
to program
forthesesimpler
ORCA
system,
0ntheotherhand,ismuchbettersuited
fortheselighter
tasks.
lt
yetisjustasreliable,
weighs
1/10asmuch
asitsindustrial
relatives.
andit isfar
easier
t0 usebecause
it behaves
likeanappliance
ora PCperipheral.
Therobot
canbeconnected
to a PC,shown
a taskto do,andputto workwithoutmuchfuss.
There
arenumerous
small
applications
inmanufacturing
where
onemight
not
normally
thinkof using
people
robots.
Theyinclude
many
oftherepetitive
tasks
nowperform
inassembly,
test,andquality
assurance.

lathe.
Wewanted
to access
thefullwidthof thelathesowechose
t0 bolt0RCA'S
railontothemachine
bedandoperate
therobotcompletely
withinthelathe
shields.
Although
the0RCA
railendsareoutside
theshields,
thisdecision
meant
thatther0b0t
wouldbeoperating
inanenvironment
withcoolant
andmetal
chips.
jobs,theroborisprotected
Since
thelatheisstillusedB0%0fthetimeforbar-fed
whennotin usebybeingparked
behind
theturretunder
a plastic
bag.0RCAjobsarerunwithout
loaded
coolant
andtherobot
isisolated
fromchips
bya
telescoping
cover
thatextends
overtherailcover.

The0RCA/NC
lathesystem
includes
anOBCA
robot,
a Hardinge
HNClathe,
anHP
Vectra
05/20PC,andanoptointerface
board.
Thecustom
hardware
consists
of
fourpartstaging
grippers
magazines,
special
fortherobot.
a V-blocr,
anoa secAt HP,
twoareasbeinglooked
at areinstrument
front-panel
circuitboard
testand
ondary,rail
coverThevertical
magazines
aremounted
across
thelathebedbehind
instrument
finaltest.Fr0nt-panel
controls
aren0tveryaccessible
electronically,
thelatheturretandhold75partseach.
Thegrippers
areoriented
suchthatthe
andtypically
require
human
intervention
toverify
the0perati0n
0f kn0bs,
switches,
partisperpendicular
axisofthegripped
to 0BCAS
twistaxisTheV-block
isselfpanels
anddisplays.
These
arequiteamenable
to robotic
automation.
R0b0tic
centering
andspring-loaded,
andismounted
onthelatheturret.
Thesecondary
fingers
canmanipulate
controls,
andcanied
sensors
canmonitor
displays.
Such
telescoping
railcoverisattached
to 0RCAs
torsocasting.
robots
fulfilla niche
in medium-scale
assembly,
where
thenumber
0f products
t0
yetnotenough
testist00many
t0 d0byhand,
tojustify
designing,
process,
building,
and
lnonecycle
0fthe0RCA/NC
running
50seconds,
ther0b0tremoves
a part
keeping
trackof hardlooled
testfixtures.
fromthemagazine,
thenpushes
thepartintotheV-block
andmoves
t0 a safeposition.Thelatheturretmoves
sothattheV-block
stuffsthe0artintothec0llet.
The
0thermanufacturing
useslieinassembly
tasks
forwhich
theHPORCA
system
s
c0llet
closes,
thepartismachined,
thespindle
stops,
and
the
c0llet
opens.
0RCA
precision
0.25-mm
issufficient.
Thisrulesoutboard
loading
andfastener
inserting.
removes
thepartanddropsit downa slideleading
parts.
to a boxof completed
0ntheotherhand,
asanassembly
operation
isstudled,
it oftenbecomes
apparenl
thattherearemanytasksjnwhichdramatic
savings
andquality
improvement
can TheHPOBCA
system
andthespecialized
tooling
weresetupin a labfordevelopbehadthrough
robotics.
Twoexamples
arepick-and-place
assembly
andadhesives mentandmoved
0nt0thelathetwoweeksbefore
startup.
lnthelab,partsofthe
appl
ication.
prototyped,
overall
c0ncept
weresimultaneously
thentested
together.
Forexample.thecustom
gripper
fingers
wererevised
fivetimes.
Thepurpose
0f two0f the
groupat HPwasencouraged
The0RCA
whenotherHPgroups
cameto usand
gripping
revisions
wasto increase
themaximum
forcetransmitted
tothepart.
wanted
robots
gaschromatograph
t0 tryout.Fourearlyusers
wereintwoareas:
griphadto exceed
0RCAs
theholding
force
ofthemagazine
andV-block
by
manufacturing
at HP's
Little
Falls
siteinWilmington,
Delaware,
andcolumn
manuparts
enough
force
to pickandplace
reliabiy.
facturing
attheScientific
Instruments
Division
in Palo
Alto,California.
Thefollowing
storyrelates
howthe0RCA/NC
latheproject
cameaboutat LittleFalls.
Critical
requirements
forsuccess
wererobustness
overtimeandtheability
to run
f0roneshiftwith0utoperator
intervention.
Robustness
isdefined
astheabilityto
rundayafterdaywithouta crashorrobotrecalibration
The0RGA/NC
LatheProiect
orrepair.
Theapplicati0n
ofcycles.
The0RCA/NC
latheproject,
conceived
ina typical
HPaisleway
conversation,
was raninthelabforthousands
initiated
to address
bothcunent
business
needs
andvisions
forthefuture.
A shop
Overall
system
control
isvested
inanORCA
MDSprogram
thatcallsrobotsubrou,
supervisor
at HP's
Avondale,
Pennsylvania
Division,
wheremanyHP0RCA
system
pauses,
tinesandstarts,
andstopsthelatheprogram
viatheinterface
board.
To
c0mponents
werefabricated
andassembled,
wasableto baitanR&Dmanager
starttheapplicati0n
cycle,
thelatheprogram
is loaded
andstarted,
andthenthe
withthedream
of a robotbuilding
promptly
itself.Themanager
founda prototype
MDSprogram
isstarted.
programs
Therobotpositions
withinthemovesubroutine
unitto donate
t0 theshop,
andaninvestigati0n
0f potential
applications
began.
joy-stick
wereroughtaught
with0RCAs
teachpendant
andrefined
bykeyboard
Fivemonths
later,
thelatest-model
HPORCA
system
wasoperating
anunattended
input.
Accuracy
andrepeatability
of themovements
werefurther
enhanced
by
NClathe.
programming.
unidirectional
Potential
shopapplications
fora smallflexible
robotincluded
thetransfer
0f parts The
OBCA/NC
system
iscurrentlv
usedt0 machine
twobrass
andaluminum
valve
presses
between
hydraulic
ina sequence
of staking
operations,
theloading
of
stems.
0nlyonepartwasusedinthesystem's
development.
Theotherpartwas
pneumatic
components
ona
manifold,
andtheloading
andunloading
of parts
ona
implemented
bythemachinist
twomonths
afterrelease
oftheapplication.
lnsix
machine
1001,
suchasa lathe
ormill.Theapplication
ofthelatheloader
was
perweek,therehavebeennoproblems.
months
0f operation,
about16 hours
This
chosen
because
it wasthesimplest
profitability
in concept.
lt contributed
to
by
ispartially
because
of therobustness
0fthesystem
and
very
much
because
the
of
(aten-year-old
usingoutdated
equipment
lathe)
andbyreducing
theshopcost
easeof useof thesystem
software.
part
driverrate,animportant
metric
determined
in
bythetotal0f unattended
machining
hours.
The0RCA/NC
|atheproject
meteveryinitialobjective,
isa goodexample
ofteamwork,andhasbecome
a shopshowpiece.
Themachine
shops
atAvondale
were
gained
Theexperience
project
inthelatheloader
wasexpected
to provide
a
bought
bytwoformer
managers
in November
of 1992,whenHPmoved
to Little
projects.
knowledge
base
forfuture
guidelines,
planlt wouldhelpinestablishing
'16
perweekatthenewcompany,
Falls.
TheHP0RCA
system
continues
to run hours
ningresources,
andscheduling
more
complex
applications.
Also,
anunderstanding
American
Manufacturing
Technology.
oftheHP0RCA
system
s capabilities
withrespect
t0 thefabrication
business
was
needed.
Theexperience
ob.jective
wasmade
explicit
because
otherlatheautoloadNancy
Adams
ersexistthataremoreaccurate
andsimpler
in design
thantheHPOBCA
system.
Manufacturing
Process
Engineer
Theproject
process
teamconsisted
of a fabrication
engineer,
a t00ling
designer,
LittleFalls0peration
anda lourneyman
machinist.
Thefirstchallenge
waspositioning
ORCA
onthe
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Fig. 3. Explodedview of the robot arm.
Mechanical Design
Robot design benefits greatly from a careful optimization
oflightness, stiffness, speed, and payload. Airplanes seem
almost simpler in comparison, with some being able to carry
100% of their empty weight, compared to l0o/oto 20o/ofor
robots.
Playing off against the performance goals were economic
considerations, so exotic materials such as titanium and
carbon fiber were not seriously considered. Further, with
the continuing shrinking of electronics, a decision was made
to imbed much of it in the stmcture itself. This diminished
the payload slightly, but greatly simplified the wiring and
improved the reliability.
The ORCA industrial design achieves other less-tangible goals
with little or no additional expense. It provides a smooth
structure for easy cleaning, accessibility for maintenance, a
compact design for dexterity in tight places, and an attempt
to achieve pleasing lines.
ORCA, unlike any other commercial robot, is an anthropomorphic shell or exoskeleton, with its chambers tightly
packed with six axes ofservo control electronics. Fig. 3
shows an exploded view. The shells are of aluminum, chosen over plastics for thermal conductivity. They draw out
what little heat is generated by the pulse-width-modulated

l0
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servos, and spread it over the surface ofthe robot, where it
is dissipated by convection. The shells are ribbed internally
for torsional rigidity so that the robot is mechanically sound
with the covers removed, allowing easy service.
ORCA is scaled roughly to the proportions of humans. The
similarity continues with its "muscles"-its motors-which
are physically displaced toward the torso; the elbow and
wrist motors are situated at the shoulder. This reduces the
static moment loads the robot must carry because of its own
weight.
Particular effoft went into refining the hand to cut weight and
bulk to a minimum. One interesting feature is that the axes
that pinch and rotate the fingers are coupled mechanically
and in software. The fingers are mounted to parallel gear
racks, which are opened and closed by spirning a pinion
gear that engages them both. Without coupling, whenever
the flnger bar was rotated, it would wind the finger racks
around the center pinion gear, open the fingers, and drop the
object. The easy solution is to feed a proportional correction
signal to the pinch servo any time the finger bar is commanded to rotate; software is cheaper than mechanisms.
Fig. 4 shows the interior of the hand.
Because of the immense advantages of keeping the hand
light and small, gear technology was pushed near its limits.

The Kinematics Processor
The kinematics processor is one of the most interesting
blocks of a robot, and gives an insight into how robots work.
Its input is position data received from the PC over the
HP-IB every few seconds, directing the robot to move in a
coordinated nanner from the last Cartesian position to the
next. For example, a command string might direct the robot
to move from coordinates over a test tube rack to coordinates over a balance a meter away. Altogether it looks like a
complicated task, but when broken down into individual
steps it is easy to grasp.

Fig. 4. Interiorc.rfrobot hancl.
Hardened ground gears and tight machining tolerances are
employed to maintain the flve-year minimum lifetime goal
for all mechanisms.
ORCA is supplied rnounted on an optical-bench-style tabletop, which comes in several sizes. This surface forms a
stable platform, and its grid of threaded holes provides convenient attachment points as well as reference locations for
instruments and accessories. A Iinear rail assembly is fitted
to either the rear, the front, or the centerline ofthe surface.
The chassis contains the rail motor, which propels the torso
by engaging a steel-cable-reinforced plastic chain stretched
tightly alongside the rail. A simple flat cable similar to that
used in printers also folds into the rail cavity and canies dc
power and the serial ORCA bus, which affords bidirectional
commnnications with the six robot joints.
The most interesting feature of the shoulcler and elbow
joints is their harmonic drive reduction units, shown in
Fig. 5. These drives use a ring gear with intemal teeth,
which engages a flexible inner gear shell. The flexible inner
gear has slightly fewer teeth than the outer rigid ring gear.
For example, in the shoulder reducer, the ring gear has 102
teeth, while the flexible gear has 100 teeth. Lobes inside the
inner flexible gear shell force it into an egg shape and into
contact with the rigid outer ring gear. One rotation of the
Iobe assembly causes the two gears to displace relative to
one another by two teeth, or 2% of one revolution ofthe
flexible gear. Thus the reduction ratio ofone stage is 50:1, or
far larger than that obtainable with a single stage of pinion
gears. Furthermore, since many teeth are engaged, the torque
transmitted can be substantial. Because the engagement is
compliant, harmonic drives exhibit little or no backlash.
They are more expensive, but are common in robots and
other high-peffonnance applications because they perform
better and reduce the total number of parts required.
Proceeding outward towards the hand, the moment increases, and saving weight becomes more and more important. Every gram saved becomes a gram ofpayload. Saving
bnlk is of equal importance. The hand, shown in Fig. 4, packs
two servos for rotating the finger bar and changing the grip,
all into a cozy 20 cubic inches. Since the drive train for the
grip extends through the rotating finger bar, commalrds to
these two servos must be coordinated; otherwise, rotating
the finger bar would drastically change the grip on the object
held, as explained previously.

BobotJoint Space and CartesianSpace.One importalt simpli-fication in unclerstanding roboLs is to understand the difference
between two different coordinate spaces: the Cartesian space
in which the task is defined, and the robot joint coordinate
space in which ORCA operates.
It takes six coordinates to specifi/ the position and orientation of an object in space. In our familiar Cartesian system,
these coordinates are x, y, z, yaw, pitch, and roll. ORCA is
fixed in yaq so we restrict our interest to the other five degrees offreedom. A sixth degree is added, however, and that
is pinch, to control the fingers. In friendlier terms, we will
refer to these six degrees offreedom as rail (x), reach (y),
height (z), bend, twist, and grip.
Robot joint space is defined as the joint positions of the
robot that must be established to place an object in space
with a specified position and orientation. ORCA has six
movable joints, each controlled by a servo. Setting each of
these correctly will position an object in Cartesian space.
The six joints represent the six degrees of freedom in robot
joint space. They are rail, shoulder, elbow, wrist, twist, and
grip. Note that only rail, twist, and grip are the same in both
coordinate systems.
Part of the reason for belaboring these differences in coordinate systems is that as the tasks of the robot are divided up,
some axe distinctly easier to perform in Carlesian space and
others in robotjoint space. In any case, the transformation
must eventually be made to the joint space coordinate system
to control the robot.

Fig. 5. Harmonic drive reduction unit
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Controllingthe Robot.The first step in robot control is to define
the straight line along which the coordinated motion
Gravity-Sensing Joy Stick
will occur. This is a matter of straightforwaxd interpolation
in Cartesian space. For example, when the robot is 40o/oof
t0 a robot?
FortheHP0RCA
wayto teachmoves
Whatisthemostintuitive
j0ysticks
allowcontrol the way to its destination, the six individual coordinated
frontrunners.
Theyareportable,
rapidly
became
system,
movements
withthecapability degrees of freedom (x, y, z, bend, twist, grip) will each be
andcombine
delicate
degrees
offreedom,
of many
ofhighspeeds.
40% of the way to their final values. If the final twist of a
pouring operation stafting at 50 degrees is to be 100 degrees,
(x),
(y),
needto betaught:
rail reach
of freedom
Theproblem
isthatsixdegrees
for example, then at the 40% point, the instantaneous twist
(z),bend,
areeasyto master.
twist,andpinch.
Twodegrees
of freedom
height
command will be 70 degrees.
and
flytherobotintraverse
Everyone
whopicksupthejoystickcanintuitively
(xandy).Thequestlon
for
andaffordable
was,"Whatwouldbeintuitive
reach
The second step is to compute the velocity and acceleration
butthey
arecommon
theother
axes?"
Shiftkeysonthestickhousing
commanding
profiles so that the robot will accelerate up to speed, tradistracts
onesattenti0n
habitual,
andrelearning
whichoneto press
rarely
become
verse
a distance, and decelerate and smoothly stop at the
therobot.
awayfromteaching
end of the move. Here the task is twofold. One is to allow
its0rientati0n the MDS software to control the speed of the move. The
sensors
t0thestickboxthatsense
TheHPsolution
isto addgravity
pen'
thejoystickintO
a teach
reassign
theaxes,
transforming
anddynamically
second is not to exceed the hardware performance limits of
perpendicular
Thethreemutually
dant.Fig.1 shows
thejoystickandthesensors.
any robot axis. This situation arises because an articulated
aremounted
along
the
required
to sense
thesixpossible
orientations
tiltswitches
robot like ORCA is capable of much faster speeds in some
(1,-1,1),(-1,0,1
(1
),and ,1,1) vectors
directions and portions of the working space than in others.
For example, if the arm is fully outstretched it can move
vertically very rapidly, but if commanded to move inward
towards the torso, its speed is limited for a moment as the
elbow tries to accelerate vertically to infinite velocity. The
HP ORCA system avoids such situations by limiting the
velocity and acceleration to the lower of two numbers: the
command from the PC or the limits of the joint servos.
The kinematics processor code is mathematically intensive
and requires a fairly powerful 16-bit microprocessor. The
processor has quite a number of tasks to perform in addition
to computing waypoints along the straightJine trajectory
between the robot's initial and final positions. It takes the
processor 40 milliseconds per walpoint to complete all of
its computations and tasks. Thus the determination of
where the robot should be is not continuous at this point but
periodic, and the period is relatively long. However, this is
just an intermediate step in the control process. The information is still in the wrong coordinate system and is far too
coarse for smooth motion control of the robot.
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result.
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Immediately after computing each coarse Cartesian waypoint (every 40 ms), the kinematics processor converts the
point into robot joint space coordinates. The x coordinate is
easy to transform since it is the same in both spaces; the
robot merely moves a certain number of millimeters down
the rail to the new x coordinate. The same is true with grip
commands to the gripper. The y (in and out) and z (height)
coordinates are slightly more contplicated to transform, and
use trigonometry to compute the shoulder and elbow joint
angles in robot space. The wrist joint is not a factor if it is
kept horizontal; its angle bears a simple relation to the
shoulder and elbow joints.
In addition to transforming the walpoints from Cartesian
space to robotjoint space, the kinematics processor also
applies the tool offset parameters, if there are any, so that a
test tube can be rotated about its lip instead of its point of
support, for example. The kinematics processor outputs a
joint-space vector every 40 ms and sends it to the six joint
servos for [urlher processing.

Joint Servos. TWo wires of the four-conductor ORCA bus that
snakes through the robot carry the serial RS-485joint commands to the joint servos, which are embedded in the robot
shell. The other two conductors carry uruegulated 32V power.
The data stmchrre sent over the ORCA bus is shown in Fig. 6.
Each pair ofjoints is serviced by a microprocessor which
strips off its command from the bus at 40-ms intervals. After
each joint's two-byte position command is sent, an idle space
is provided for the joint to send back its position and status.

position of that joint to generate a position error value. The
servo motor is then commanded to move at a velocity proportional to that position error, with the velocity and position of the joint servo motor being derived from the incremental encoder. Since each joint position is fed back to the
PC, the control software lcrows if the robot has bumped into
anything, and can also employ integral control to correct
small errors such as sag of the arm caused by the influence
of gravity.

The fourth step in the robot control process takes place in
the joint microprocessors, which further interpolate the
40-ms interval down to 1.25-ms position demands for the
joint servo. What is the purpose of all this interpolating? If
the 40-ms points were sent directly to the servos, the robot
motion would be jerky. Yet it is uneconomical to generate
them faster than 40 per second; that would take an unnecessarily fast kinematics processor and would take up too
much bus communication time. There is an easier way to get
the fine increments to send to thejoint servos to ensure
smooth motion. This interpolation step is the task of the
joint microcomputers, which divide the motion down into
1.25-ms intervals. This interpolation produces smooth, nonjerky robot motion by keeping the step noise at a frequency
well beyond the passband of the robot servos.

A new HP technology introduced in the HP ORCA system is
digital absolute position encoding (see "Absolute Digital
Encoder," page 14) at each of the m4ior joints. Its purpose is
to allow the mechanism to ascertain its position when first
powered up.

This is a particularly easy interpolation to accomplish, since
the number of steps chosen, 32, is a power of two. Interpolation then consists of subtracting successive positions, dividing the difference by 32 (a right-shift of a binary number by
5 bits), and successively adding that quotient into an accumulator initialized to the starting servo demand position.
A consequence ofthis design expedient is that the robot
actually moves in slight scallops, 40 ms long, since a straight
line in robot joint space is curved in Cartesian space. However, these deviations are on the order of thousandths of an
inch and are insignilicant.
The remaining task performed by the joint microprocessors
is to close the digital servos at each joint. These servos use
incremental encoders, dc motorns, and pulse-width-modulated
amplifiers-technology
borrowed from HP plotters. 1 Briefly,
each joint demand position is first subtracted from the actual

Application Development Environment
Although clearly the most conspicuous element, the robot is
but a piece of a total automation system that also involves
controlling and collecting data from analytical instmments
and common laboratory devices, such as pH meters and
balances. The HP Methods Development Software (MDS),
written to address this need, provides a development environment for creating automation systems with laboratory
robotics. MDS runs under Microsoft Windows on an HP
Vectra or other PC-compatible computer. This choice was
based on users'preferences for a PC-based system, compatibility with HP ChemStations, and the features that Microsoft
Windows provides for a multitasking gfaphical user interface.
The targeted customer for MDS is a laboratory robotics application developer, gpically an analltical chemist with
instrumentation and BASIC programming experience. These
developers create applications that a technician mns and
monitors. Robotics programming has to be presented in a
conceptually simple format that makes it easy for the chemist to create tasks, which can then be combined to form an
application.
Again, the differences between the use of a robot in the laboratory and the manufacturing environment were considered.
Whereas a manufacturing robot is typically programmed to
repeat a small set of tasks in a world that can often be
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defined with information from CAD drawings, a laboratory
robot is used to perform a wide variety of tasks in a world
where very little predefined lcrowledge is available. The
laboratory robot must be taught how to interact with test
tubes, vials, racks, balances,and other instruments.
Teachinga robot all ofthe individual positions and trajectories it must follow for every step in a laboratory application
would be very time-consuming and tedious. The teaching

process can be greatly simplified by providing a mechanism
for teaching small manipulations instead of individual positions. These small manipulations can be used (and, most
important, reused) as building blocks. This idea led to the
concept of a robot moti,on. A motion in its simplest form is a
sequence of robot positions. The motion is taught interactively using a special motion editor and the robot teach pendant. The motion is given a descriptive name, which is used
in a program to have the robot execute, or move through,
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the sequence of positions. In MDS, the program is called a
procedure. Procedures are used as building blocks to connect
robot actions with control of other devices and instruments
into higherJevel ta.sks. Procedures can call other procedures,
much like a subroutine call in BASIC.
The concept of a motion was generalized to be an abstract
execution object, which led us to consider other tlpes of
objects that could be provided to simplify robotics programming. These types include:
. Tool. Defines the endpoint of the robot arm.
" FYame. Defines a frarne of reference for a motion.
. Motion. A sequence of robot positions.
n Rack. A rectilinear array of positions (similar to a pallet).
n SyrconJig. A configuration for a syringe pump dispenser.
. Procedure. The basic programming unit.
. Device. A configuration for an RS-232 or HP-IB device.

WITHand ATprovide a very natural-language-like look to procedure statements for robot control and help the procedure
code to be self-documenting. The use of longer names is
simplified and encouraged by providing a variety of selection, copy, and paste features in the user interface, which
reduces typing and programming errors that arise from
typing mistakes.
MDS allows two dictionaries for editing and execution of
entries: a user dictionary and a master dictionary. When an
entry is referenced in a procedure statement, the user dictionary is searched first, and allows redefining entries that
are in the master dictionary. Although developers are free
to choose their own guidelines, the master dictionary is
recommended for saving entries that are to be used across
multiple applications and the user dictionary is generally
application-specific.

The metaphor used to create and store these objects is that
of entries in a dictionary. Motions, racks, tools, frames, syrconfigs, devices, and procedures axe all types of entries that
can be created. An entry is an execution object, and a dictionary is a file that holds the entry objects. Users create and
name entries, and save them in a dictionary. Each entry type
has its own special editor, or form, for defining or teaching
the entry. Entries can be used as commands (motions and
racks), or as modifiers of entry commands (tools and
frames).

The user interface for selecting entries to edit and for general
browsing of the dictionaries is the MDS dictionary manager
window (see Fig. 7). This window is the main user interface
to MDS, and provides access to administration utilities, dictionary and entry manipulation, and selection of various
views for the entry listings. Double clicking on an entry
narne presents an entry information dialog box, which in
turn allows access to editing, execution, or printing of the
entry. Keystroke accelerators are provided for quick access
to common functions, such as editing and execution.

For example, the following procedure statement will exeThe dictionary manager also provides a command line, with
cute a motion PickUpDispenserNozzle
using a tool offset defined
history for execution of commands. MDS supports the conby the tool NozzleGripper
and referenced to a frame NozzleStand: cept of a live command line, from which a user can execute
anything at any time. The new execution preempts current
PickUpDispenserNozzle
WITHNozzleGripper
ATNozzlestand
execution. This feature is used most often to access or
The frame and tool that a motion uses can also be attached
change the value of a variable quickly, and to execute proceto the motion from within the motion editor, and may provide
dures to correct problems when the application is paused.
defaults for the motion to use when it is executed. The use
of Iong (31-character) names and the command modifiers
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Variables that axe defined exist until they are explicitly removed. These features give MDS an interactive feel, and
allow the creation and testing of an application in terms of
small units.
The other main user interface window is the MDS monitor
(see Fig. 7), which shows display output from procedure
statements and provides execution control and debugging
facilities. Debugging facilities include execution stepping,
tracing, and logging display output and errors to log files. A
variable-watch window, which can be used to monitor the
values of variables as they change, is also provided via the
MDS monitormenu.
The procedure editor is the other most commonly used element for developing an application. Each procedr.ue is edited
within its own window. Multiple edit sessions are possible,
and text can be copied and pasted between them. The procedure editor also allows execution ofthe entire procedure
or any highlighted text. This feature allows quick and simple
testing ofstatements and procedures. The procedure editor
also provides direct access to other types of entry editors,
including other procedures. For example, the user need only
double click with the mouse to highlight the name of a procedure, or other entry and press Gtrl+Eto access the editor
for that entry. The procedure editor's features encourage the
use of small procedures that can be easily tested to become
building blocks for higher-level procedures and enhance the
interactive feel of MDS.
MDS Architecture
In addition to supporting the features described in the previous section, MDS is designed for extensibility. Because of
the wide-ranging nature of laboratory robotics, and because
it is a developing field, the types of instruments and objects
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Fig. 8. MDS architecture.
with which the robot must interface cannot be predefined in
the softrarare. Thus the software has to be both configurable
and piecewise upgradable. The software also has to support
multitasking of execution and simultaneous editing and programming during execution. These requirements suggest a
modular design, with several prograrns that interact with a
defined protocol. Fig. 8 shows the MDS architecture.
The design of MDS is based on a core system that can be
enhanced by the addition of software modules. It is implemented as several Windows progr€uns that communicate
with a set of MDS messages, and a set of Windows dynamic
link libraries that provide the basic "glue" for the architecture. In Windows, the use of dynamic link libraries allows
sharing of common code and sharing of data between programs. MDS takes advantage of dynamic link libraries for
both of these purposes. Since Windows itself is implemented
as several dynamic link libraries, the various programs that
make up MDS do not have to include code for the windowing
interface. Run-time memory requirements are also minimized
by taking advantage of Windows memory management facilities that allow code segments and data to be marked as
load-on-call and discaxdable.
An important design rule for MDS was that no data structure
definitions could be shared between the programs and dynamic link libraries that make up MDS. This nrle allows MDS
to be truly modularized so that parts of MDS can be modified without affecting or requiring changes to other parts. A
direct benefit was that it enabled the core system to be developed in Palo Alto while the robot and dispenser modules
were developed at the Avondale site, 3000 miles away.

Instead of data structures being shared, a set of data objects
were defined and supported with calls to access their properties. These data objects are supported within dynamic link
libraries, which provide the function call access, and which
"own" the data and allow it to be shared. For example, the
MDSDICT dS.namic link library supports the dictionary and
entry objects, the MDSCFG dynamic link library suppofts
the configuration and module objects, and the MDSCPLIB
dynamic link library supports objects used for execution.
The use of the dynamic link library's local heap for allocating
the objects compensates for the performance penalty of the
overhead ofthe calls to access the object data. Handles to
the objects are passed among the MDS programs using MDS
messages, which specifii an action to take with the object.
Certain objects and their corresponding calls and messages
are considered "core-only" property. Modules can only access information in these objects using an intermediary object that can be properly shared with modules. For example,
the entry and dictionary objects are core-only, so an entry
edit block object is used to create and edit an entry object
and is accessible by modules. Even in this case, though, not
all of the object's properties-its
corresponding entry and
dictionary for example-are accessible by modules. These
properties can only be set by a part of the core (the module
m:urager or browser in this case).
MDS modules extend the functionality of MDS by providing
support for new entry types and commands. Currently, there
are three modules available: the MDS system module, the
ORCA robot module, and a dispenser module that supports
the HP 1243A syringe pump dispenser. The system module is
different from the other modules in that it is an integral part
of the MDS core, while the other modules can be optionally
configured to mn as part of MDS. Modules are responsible
for the control of their respective hardware and entry editorc,
and for execution of the commands and functions that they
register with MDS. Although the current modules all support
hardware, modules can be written simply to add commands
or other functionality to MDS, such as interfacing with
another software package.
MDS Gore.The MDS core system consists of the module
manager MDS.EXE, the browser MDSUSER.EXE, and the
executive MDSEXEC.EXE (see Fig. 8). The executive in turn
supports the MDS command processor MDSCPEXE as a sepaxate prograrn that it manages. Three dynamic link libraries,
MDSCFG.DLL, MDSDICT.DLL, and MDSCPUB.DLL, complete
the MDS core.
The module manager is the main MDS program. Its window
appears only momentarily to show booting information, and
is then hidden. The module manager acts as the main gateway for all MDS messages. It is responsible for maintaining
the configuration of MDS modules (via MDSCFG.DLL) and
dictionaries and entries (via MDSDICT.DLL). When MDS
boots, the module manager reads configuration information
from the MDS.INI file, and executes the module programs
that are to be activated. Modules dynamically register their
entry type and keyword information with the module manager at boot time. The module manager also supports diaIogs for modifying the configuration, and for creating and
saving entries.

The browser is the main user interface for MDS. Its window
title is MDSDictionary
Manager,
because that is how it appears
to function to the user. Internally, however, it is not the dictionary manager; it serves only as the user interface to the
module manager, which is responsible for maintaining dictionaries. This distinction between how a user views MDS
and how MDS is implemented internally was important for
maintaining a consistent internal design. The browser window provides the command line and a listing of entries defined in the selected dictionaries. The browser also supports
the server portion of Windows dynamic data exchange
(DDE) for MDS.
The executive provides the other window into MDS, the MDS
Monitorwindow, which displays output from procedure PRINT
statements. The executive also manages the MDS command
processor and provides the user interface for execution
control and debugging facilities.
The MDS command processor is responsible for procedure
and text execution. AII execution begins as text execution
(from the command line, a procedure editor, or remote DDE
execution), which is parsed and executed the same as a procedure. The syntax for the MDS procedure language is
based on the HP ChemStation macro language (which is
BASIC-like) with a number of enhancements.
Among the enhancements are support for the MDS entry
concept and a PABALLEL
command. The PARALLEL
command
allows procedures to be executed in parallel, sharing the
same global s;'rnbol table and dictionaries. A set of commands for synchronization ofparallel execution is also provided. This multitasking feature is used to increase the overall throughput of an application. For example, a procedure
that tares a balance can be done in parallel with another
procedure that uses the robot to get a beaker for weighing.
When a PARALLEL
command is executed, a new instance of
the MDS command processor is run. Because Windows
shares code segments for multiple instances of the same
prograrn, the command executes quickly, and the demands
on memory are limited to the additional data segment for
the new instance.
The MDS command processor parses and executes each line
of a procedure at run time. An execution block object is
used to pass execution information between the command
processor and the modules during execution. Parameters to
module commands are preevaluated for the module and
passed on a shared stack object, whose handle is part ofthe
execution block object.
An important part of automation is the ability to detect and
recover from error conditions. MDS supports the 0N ERR0B
statement, which specifies an error handling procedure to
call. Through the use of a RESUME
statement, the error handler can propagate the error back (RESUME
EXIT),fix and
retry the statement (RESUME
RETRY),
skip the statement
(RESUME
NEXT),or have the user decide (RESUME
ALERT).
The
automatic error handling can be disabled, so that an error
dialog box is always presented to allow the user to decide
what action to take. The user can execute new procedures
to fix the problem and return the application to a continuable state. This feature is particularly helpful during development ofthe application, and reduces the need to abort and
restafi an application when something goes wrong.
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MDS SystemModule. The MDS system module provides support for procedures and devices. It is a "core-smar1" module
in that it uses certain calls and messages that are considered
core-only. For this reason, it is usually thought of as part of
the core system. Also, it is not a true module, in that it only
provides for the creation and editing of procedures and devices. Procedure execution is handled by the MDS command
processor, which is maintained by the MDS executive. Device
entries are used in procedures, so their execution is also
handled by the MDS command processor.
DispenserModule. Liquid handling is impofiant in many laboratory robotics applications. Solutions must be prepared,
filtered, ar.rdextracted. The use of liquid dispensing in combination with a robot and a balance allows the gravimetric
preparation ofsolutions, eliminating errors that often occur
with the more traditional volumetric methods.
The dispenser module supports the syrconfig entry type, and
control of the HP G1243A syringe pump dispenser. A sy'rconfig specifies which syringe to use, the syringe size, and the
dispense speeds. An AutoFill feature allows the user to set
levels at which a syringe will automatically refill. When enabled, this feature eliminates the need for the application to
keep track ofsyringe levels, thus reducing procedure coding.
The dispenser module also registers a set of commands that
are used -sitl.. the syrconfig entry to dispense and fill liquids.
The dispenser module is implemented as a single program.
For example, the following statement will dispense 10 ml of
Iiquid using the syringe specified within the syrconfig Buffer:
DISPENS
1 0EM LB u f f e r
With AutoFill enabled within the Buffersyrconfig entry, the
syringe will fill and empty until 10 ml are dispensed, using
the volume setting in the entry as a guide. During the fill ancl
empty cycles, a valve is automatically switched so that filling is done from a reserwoir and emptying is done out
through anozzle.
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Fig. 9. Robot,motion, rack, attcl
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RobotModule. The robot module supports the HP GIZUJA
ORCA robot. The robot module provides the tool, frame,
motion, and rack entry types, and a set of commands and
functions for explicit control of the robot arm. The main
robot window presents current robot position and status
information, and provides access to calibration and entry
edits (see Fig. 9). Multiple editors can be opened at any
time, and positions can be copied and pasted.
All ofthe robot entry editors except for the tool editor are
used interactively with the robot and its teach pendar-rt.The
user can also manually enter position information. For example, the motion editor presents a form for recording a
sequence ofpositions. Pressing the remote teach pendant
Enterkey automatically records the current robot location as
the next position in the motion. The motion editor allows
setting force (grip) and torque (twist), as well as speed for
individuat steps in the moti<,rn.These parameters, along with
a reference frame and tool offset, are called motion attrican be applied to indibutes. Another attribute, Don'tChange,
vidual a-xisvalues, and indicates that the axis value does not
change for that position, no matter what value might have
been taught. Once taught, positions in a motion can be
rearranged or copied between motions. A motion that is
used to pick up an object can easily be reversed and saved
as a motion that replaces the object.
A rack is defined by teaching two cor-ner locations and an
access location, and by entering the number of rows and
columns for the rack in the rack editor. Once defined, the
desired rack location, or index, is specified as a parameter
to the rack name in the command to move the robot to that
rack access location. By teaching a rack with respect to a
three-point frame, the rack can be accessed in viftually any
orientation, with the robot bend and twist axes changing to
reflect the new access angle. A hand-reference mode of
teaching, by which the bend is locked at an angle petpendicular (or parallel) to the rack surface, greatly simplifies
teaching access to tilted racks and centrifuges.

The robot coordinate system is presented as a Cartesian system with additional bend, twist, and grip axes. The robot
module provides the frame and tool offset transformations
for motion and rack positions. The conversion to joint values
and the straight-line trajectories are all computed in the robot
kinematics processor. When executing a motion, for example,
the robot module applies the frame and tool offsets to each
position in the motions, convefting these values into absolute
positions to send to the robot kinematics processor.
Use of Other Laboratory Equipment
A critical requirement for the MDS software is that it be able
to support common laboratory devices through standard
interfaces. MDS supports control of HP-IB (IEEE 488) and
RS-232 (COM) interfaces using the device entry type and
procedures written to use the devices. The device entry type
provides a simple form for assigning the address, COM port
parameters, and buffer sizes. The MDS procedure language
suppofts using the device entry name in place of a file name
in the BASIC-like 0PENstatement. This allows the BASIC
examples included with most manufacturers'instmments
to
be easily incorporated into MDS.
Dynamic Data Exchange(DDE).Early in the project we envisioned MDS as being the master controller of the robotics
bench. As the project progressed, it rapidly became evident
that MDS must also be capable of being controlled by other
applications and must be able to exchange data with other
applications. High on the list of other applications were the
HP family of ChemStation products and software provided
by other manufacturers for instruments that HP does not
provide.
Windows dyrramic data exchange (DDE) was chosen as the
mechanism for the control and exchange of data. DDE allows Windows applications to control and pass data using a
clienVserver model. MDS supports DDE in both client and
server modes. The DDE client support is handled by a set of
commands that allow developers to add DDE to their application at a very high level. MDS handles all of the low-level
details of the protocol. The DDE server support is handled
by the MDS browser and command processor, and allows
remote execution of any block of text that follows MDS
command sy'ntax. AII MDS variables are accessible via DDE,
both for setting and requesting values. In addition, MDS variables can be put on advise, or "hot-linked," which means
that the client application is notified whenever the variable's
value is changed.
By supporting DDE, MDS is able to interact with a wide variebr of software that runs under Windows. Features that MDS
lacks, such as database management and report processing,
can be provided using software designed for that purpose,
using DDE as the connection with MDS. Another example is
the use of HP ChemStation software with MDS. Using DDE,

MDS is able to instruct the ChemStation to load and run
methods for samples that the robot has prepared and placed
in the chromatograph's injector. The use of DDE to integrate
MDS with other Windows applications provides a new level
of systems automation for the analytical laboratory.
Conclusion
The HP ORCA hardware and software provide a robotics
system that is easily adapted to the needs and requirements
of the analytical laboratory. The use of a gravity-sensing
teach pendant, in co4iunction with a graphical user interface, provides an intuitive and simple means for programming the robot. Supporting both client and server d5mamic
data exchange, the HP ORCA system can be fully integrated
into the information flow as well as the sample flow of the
analytical laboratory. Applications outside the analytical
laboratory are also easily found (see "The HP ORCA System
Outside the Analytical Laboratory" page 9).
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. Programmatic capabilities that allow storing code in the
HP OpenODB is an advanced object-oriented database
database and interfacing to external functions that support
management system (ODBMS) that is designed to support
access to external data and preexisting applications
complex commercial applications. Commercial applications
.
many
Run-time performance features such as Iate binding and
userc,
concurrent
require support for large numbers of
schema modification
short transactions, security and authorization procedures,
. Access control and data integrity features.
high availability of information access to other databases,
and high Lntegrity. HP OpenODB is a hybrid ODBMS that
Obj ect-Oriented Modeling
.combines several years of research and development on a
The features in this category allow users to use OpenODB
database object manager with a decade of investment in
objects, types, and functions to model the attributes, relarelational database technology. This powerful combination
tionships, and behavior of things in the real world.
brings the two pieces that make up an object together in an
ODBMS. It also enables a smooth evolution from, and coexObiect ldentity. Each object stored in OpenODB has a systemistence with, a relational database management system
provided unique handle called an object identifier (OID).
(RDBMS).
OIDs reduce duplication of information and relieve the developer of the need to create unique keys to identify stored
In the current release, all of HP OpenODB's stored data is
information in the database.
managed by ALLBASE/SQL which is HP's ANSI standard
relational database and is tuned to be the fastest RDBMS on
Gomplex Obiects. Complex objects can be constmcted from
HP platforms. The HP OpenODB object model is implesimpler objects. Complex objects relieve application code of
mented by an object manager which provides unlimited
the need to manage the relationships between simple objects.
user-defined types of information. HP OpenODB is designed
to port easily to other RDBMSs.
Beferential Integrity. Since OpenODB lcrows about the relationships between objects, it can manage referential integHP OpenODB is well-suited for applications with one or
riW. With this feature, if objects referenced by other objects
more of the following characteristics:
are deleted, the system removes all dependencies. The user
Complex and varied data stmctures
can speciff whether or not to cascade changes orjust to
Various data formats
delete the immediate dependency. For instance, if manager
Access to data stored in different systems
Al supervises employees John, Mary and Joe, and employee
Constantly changing environment
will return just
Joe is deleted, function call Name(Manages(:Al))
Multimedia storage and manipulation
John and Mary. The result is a simplified database schema
Multiuser access to information.
and simplified application code that can be developed more
quickly since the user does not need to manage referential
and
the
software
features
the
This article will describe
integrity explicitly.
architecture of OpenODB and the object model provided in
OpenODB.
User-Defined Data Types.Users can construct user-defined
data types in OpenODB rather than having to do it in the
Product Features
application code.

OpenODB's object-oriented features help reduce development and maintenance costs by allowing the developer to
model business problems more intuitively. These features
can be divided into the following categories:
. Tools that allow developers to use object-oriented modeling
techniques to build a database
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Type Hierarchy. \pes can be organized in a hierarchy. This
hierarchy of types and related functions allows users to minimize the translation from a business model to an OpenODB
schema. The hierarchy also enables a type to inherit functions defined on paxents, eliminating duplication of functions.

Multiple Inheritance. Functions defined on a type can be
inherited by one or more subtypes. By inheriting rather than
redefining functions, developers can easily extend the functionality of an application by reusing existing functions.
Overloaded Functions. Several functions can have the same
name with different implementations. In an application, all
that is needed to do is to call a function (e.g., Salary).OpenODB will determine which code (salary for employee or
salary for manager) to execute based upon the parameter
passed at run time. As a result, application code is simplified
since the logic for determining which function to execute is
in OpenODB.
Dynamic Typing.An object's types can be dynamically
changed without having to destroy and recreate the object.
This is possible because an object can belong to more than
one tJ4)e.
Encapsulation. OpenODB supports the combination of data
and user-defined functions. Since OpenODB only allows
access to data through these functions, an application is
protected from changes to the function implementation
and the user has control over how to access information
in OpenODB. Encapsulation allows modification of the
function body without changing application code.

application that accesses data stored in other databases
(e.9., ALLBASE/SQL, T\rrbolmage, or DB2) as well as data in
flat files. OpenODB acts as an integrator so that an application just needs to know OSQL. OSeL statements can call
functions that access data and encapsulate code stored
outside of OpenODB.
Run-time Features
late Binding. OpenODB suppofts functions that are resolved
at run time. Late binding allows more flexibility in application development and gives the full power of overloaded
functions as described above. Late binding also shields user
applications from changes to functions since these changes
can be made online and the new function definition resolved
at run time.
Dynamic SchemaModification. New functions and t)1pesin
OpenODB can be created at run time. Users can also change
the implementation of firnctions without having to recompile
applications.
Performance. To improve run-time performance, functions
can be compiled ahead of time. Also, related functions carr
be stored close to each other (clustered) to optimize
performance.

Programmatic Features
Procedural Language.OpenODB provides the language
OSQL (Object-Oriented SQL), which is based on SeL. OSeL
includes programming flow statements, including IFIIHEN/
ELSE,F0R,and WHILE.This procedural language allows OpenODB functions to be quite complex, simplifying application
code. Also, application code can be moved into the database, allowing applications to share code and get all ofthe
benefits of sharing data. The code is tightly coupled with an
object type, and OpenODB manages the integrity of the code
and its associated type. This is one ofthe features that distinguishes OpenODB from more mature database architectures in which all of the application code is located in the
application (see Fig. 1).

Access Control and Data Integrity
High Availability. OpenODB maximizes the availability of
information by providing:
. Dual logging to ensure the integrity of the log file
o Database replication on other systems so that more users
can effectively access the same information and applications can quickly switch over to another system in case of
an unscheduled shutdown
o Automatic switch to a second log file if the original log file
is damaged or becomes full
. Dynamic file expansion to expand the size of the OpenODB
file system if it becomes full
. Online backup ofthe database, which backs up the database
while it is being accessed.

External Functions. Using external functions, distributed data
and code stored outside of OpenODB can be accessed, regardless of data format or location. This simplified view of
an enterprise allows programmers to develop complex applications that integrate existing data and applications more
easily. For instance, a programmer can develop an OpenODB

Multiuser GoncurrencyGontrol.OpenODB is designed to
support hundreds of users accessing the same information
whi-le guaranteeing the integrity of that information.

FileBased

c

l{etwork

Relational

Access Methods on Stoled Data. Indexes are automatically
defined on object identiliers (OIDs) when types and functions
are created. These indexes help provide quick access to
0biect-0riented

UniqueCode

6
o

UniqueCode

o
G

195llsto 1960s

o
cl

1960s
ro1970s
l97(h to 1991h

f

1990s--_J
Code
l Applicarion

Fig. l. With each new database
architecture more and more major
components have been moved
from the application level to the
database level. The years show
approximately when the architecture was introduced and the peak
years of use. By the way, all of
these architectures are sti_llin use.
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information stored in the OpenODB database management
system. Users can also define indexes.
Authorization. Access to OpenODB is controlled at the database and function levels and is based on authorization level
(individuat or group). Authorization statements provide a
flexible way to control access to tlpes and functions in

The user can write OpenODB applications using any language
that links with the C programming language including COBOL'
FORTRAN, Pascal, Ada, and C++. Any fourth-generation
language (4GL) or CASE tool that generates C code will interact with OpenODB. Application development can also be
made easier by using tools that generate user interface code
(e.g., OSF/IVIotif) in an X-Windows environment.

OpenODB.
Persistent Data and Code. OpenODB allows the storage of
data as well as code between application sessions.
Recovery.OpenODB uses the robust logging and recovery
facilities of the ALLBASE RDBMS. In case of a failure,
OpenODB can handle rollback or rollforward recovery to a
particular time, using the log file to recreate saved work.
Transaction Management. OpenODB ensures the logical and
physical integrity of the database by giving the user complete control over the unit of work to be performed within a
single transaction. With this control, a transaction can be
saved or rolled back (temporary work thrown away) to any
point in the transaction.
Multimedia. OpenODB allows the storage and integration of
large, unformatted data in binary format. Some examples
include graphics, images, or voice data. Users can also defin-e fi-rrctions in OpenODB to manipulate this multimedia
information. For example, the user can store a picture as
well as the function to display the picture.
Product Structure
OpenODB uses a client/server architecture, enabling the
user to use available computer power effectively. The OSQL
interface and a graphical browser are located on the client
side, and an object manager with a relational data storage
engine and an external function interface are located on the
server (see FiS. 2).

A software developer uses OSQL as an object definition,
manipulation, and ad hoc query language that interfaces with
the OpenODB server. OSQL can be used either interactively
or from a program. We chose an evolutionary approach for
developing OSQL by using ANSI standard SQL commands
where possible and adding the full power of objects.
The graphical browser tool allows a developer to explore
the structure (schema) ofthe database and its contents. The
graphical browser is designed to increase the speed of application development by making it easier to reuse code stored
in OpenODB.
The object manager supports all of the object-oriented features. This includes complex objects (objects that contain
objects), dy'namic schema modification, d}'namic typing and
multiple inheritance, encapsulation, Iate binding, object
identity, overloaded functions, type hierarchy, and unlimited
user-defined types.
The HP ALLBASE /SQL relational database provides the
data storage and dynamic schema manipulation capabilities.
These include authorization (security), declarative queries,
high availability, multimedia support, multiuser concrilrency
support (e.g., graphics, images, voice), recovery referential
integrity, and transaction management. HP ALLBASE/SQL is
transparent to the application developer and end user'
In keeping with an evolutionary approach, we recognized
the need to access data and applications that already exist
in a company's network. It is important to provide a developer access to this information regardless of which vendor's
system it is stored on and regardless of its format. A gate- .
way approach was considered but rejected because a significant arnount ofvaluable data is stored in legacy (in-house)
databases that axe either custom-designed within a company
or are spread across many different vendors'databases, and
HP would never have the resources to build all the gateways
needed to support commercial applications' Instead, we
created an external function interface that acts like an exit
subroutine in application code. Through this interface, database developers can access any code or data that resides
within a company's network. Once external data is brought
into the object manager, it can be integrated with data stored
inside OpenODB and put into a format that is appropriate
for the object-oriented application and the end user.
System Environment
The OpenODB server and all clients are available on HP-UX*
8.0 or later versions for the HP 9000 Series 700/800 systems'
and on MPE XL 4.0 or later versions for the HP 3000 Series
900 systems.
OpenODB requires TCP/IP transport and ARPA Berkeley
Services. The OpenODB graphical browser requires the X
Window System.

Fig. 2, HP OpenODB client/sewer components.
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data values in the object, or doing some computation on the
data. For example, in the employee object there is an operation to add a provider to the data and another operation for
computing the total premium for the employee.

Pointersto 0ther
0biects
Fig. 3. The structure of a t5,pical object. Notice that the data part
contains pointers to the data (or other objects).

Object Models
There is no standard object model. The popular models in
the programming language community are the C++ modell
and the Smalltalk model.2 These two models and others
share many common features.
The commonly accepted definition of an object is something
that contains data and code (called methodst) that operates
on the data. This feature is lcrown as encapsulation. External
users retrieve or manipulate the data stored in objects by
sending messages to the object. These messages are handled
by the methods in the object.
FYom a database standpoint, the data stored in an object is
the object's attributes or its relationship to other objects.
The relationship is typically represented as a pointer to another object. The methods are the possible operations on
the object.
For example, an employee object may have an employee
identifier and name attributes (see Fig. 3). The object may
also have information about the employee's heatth provider
and who the employee works for. Notice in Fig. 3 that the
relationship information is represented by pointers. Operations on data in an object may include setting or retrieving

A data abstraction technique called classification abstraction3 is commonly used in object models. In this technique
objects of similar characteristics are modeled using classes.
A class is used to define the structure of the data part of the
object and the code that operates on the data structure.
Each object that belongs to the class is called an instance of
the class, and it has a copy of the data structure of the class
and can be operated on by the methods specifred for the
class (see Fig. 4). For example, to define employee objects,
we would define the class Employee.
The class definition of
Employeewould state the data structure and the methods in
some syntax. Once the class has been defined, any number
ofinstances (employee objects) can be created by sending
an appropriate message to the class.
Another abstraction technique called the generalization/
specialization abstractiona is also used for object models. In
this technique, a superclass may be created to model the
common characteristics of two or more classes. Conversely,
a class's characteristics may be refined by creating subclasses. For example, we may define a class Manager:rsa
subclass of Employee.
In this case every method and data
structure definition applicable to the employee object is also
applicable to the manager object. Fig. 5 shows that the
classes Managerand Staffinherit the methods and data structures from class Employee
and also have their own methods
and data structures.

The OpenODB Model
The OpenODB model is based upon three concepts: objects,
t1pes, and functions. OpenODB objects are still modeled as
data and methods but data is no longer automatically private
to the object. Tlpes are used to define functions, and functions are used to define the attributes, relationships, and
operations on objects.

t Theterms
methods,
functi0ns,
andoDerations
refer
tothecode
inan0biect.

Class Emptoyee

Instances
of ClassEmployee

Fig. 4. An illustration of the data
abstraction technique called classification abstraction. With this
technique each object that belongs to a class is ca.lled an
instance of that class. Although
each instance contains data
unique to that instance, the data
structure is the same as that defined for the class the instance
belongs to. Note that the same
methods defined for the class
are used for all instances of the
particular class.
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The second difference between an OpenODB object model
and an OOPL object model is the way in which an object's
data is organized. In OOPL, the object's data is stored in
some contiguous axea of main memory and the object's reference is the address of the first byte of this memory axea.
For example, a reference to an employee object is an address in memory in which an instance of the employee data
structure is stored. In OpenODB, the object's data may be
stored (either clustered or dispersed) anywhere in main
memory or on disk. The reference to the obiect is independent of the data associated with the object. This allows
OpenODB objects to evolve gracefully without requiring the
schema to be recompiled every time the object gains or
loses data items.

d Er@u

I
MethodsandData
StructuresAddedto
Thoselnherited
lrom Employee

obiect
to EmPloYee
Subclasses

Fig, 5. An illustration of the generalizatiorVspecialization data aband Staftinherit characstraction technique. Here two objects Manager
They become subclasses when
teristics from the superclass Employee.
is augmented
the methods and data structure inherited from Employee
with new methods and data structures in each object.

Object
An object
concept

is a model

(computer

in the real world.

Unlike

representation)
data, which

of a thing or
models the

static aspects of the thing such as its attributes and relationships, an object also models the dynamic behavior in terms
of the methods applicable to the object.
Conceptually, an OpenODB object is an encapsulation of
data and operations. However, there are two important differences between OpenODB objects and those defined for
object-oriented programming languages (OOPL). First, every
data item in OpenODB is created as a function and is accessible and modifiable only through functions. This allows a
uniform view of an object since there is no distinction between accessing an bbject attribute and invoking a method
that returns values. For example, suppose the employee
identification number data item in the employee object is
defined as the function IDNwith an integer return type. To
access the employee identifier, we would evaluate the function IDN(e),which is equivalent to using a method in an OOPL
model to access the employee's identification number in an
employee object e. The difference is that OpenODB does not
support strictly Iocal data items as does the OOPL model, in
which local data items are directly accessible only by the
methods defined for the object. With OpenODB, since every
data item is a function, any user who has the proper access
privilege can evaluate the function and modify the data
associated with the object.
It would seem that this model defeats the purpose of private
data in the object-oriented methodologr. However, OpenODB
provides mechanisms for maintaining the concept of private
data. Access control mechanisms provided in OpenODB are
discussed later in this article.

OpenODB supports three kinds ofobjects: surrogate, literal,
and aggregate (see Fig. 6).1 Surrogate objects represent
things or concepts in the application domain. The characteristics of the thing or concept that the surrogate represents
are obtained by applying relevant functions to the surrogate
object. In OpenODB, a surrogate object is identified by a
unique object identifier (OID) that is totally separate from
any data associated with the object. Examples of things that
could be modeled as surrogate objects include persons, employees, parts, and manufacturing plants. Surrogate objects
may also represent entities used by the OpenODB system to
manage its own data such as the types and functions that
keep track ofOpenODB objects. Surrogates must be explicitly created and deleted either by the system (for systemdefined objects) or by the user (for user-defined objects).
Literal objects are self-identifying in that they have extemal
(printable) representations that correspond to well-lcrown
concepts. For example the number 123 and the string'abc'
are literal objects.
An aggregate object is a set, bag, list, or tuple of other
objects. Table I lists the characteristics and some examples
of aggregate objects.
The difference between a list object and a tuple object is
that list objects and tuple objects have different constraints
on the object types that make up their collections. These
differences are described in more detail later. Sets are
subtypes ofbags.
In OOPL aggregate objects are supported by built-in constmcts such as arrays, structures, and a library'ofpredefined
classes of aggregate objects.

toas
referred
collectively
aresometimes
andtypes
objects
thatliteral
andsurr0gate
t Note
atonict\Des.

0biect

t,
Aggregate
(List,Bag.Set'TuPle)

Atomic

surJogate
I

Literal
(e.g.,123,'abc')
System-Defined
(e.9.,Functions
that
Manage0pen0DB
0biectsl

Fig. 6. The taxonomy of OpenODB objects.
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User-Defined
(e.9.,persons,
partsl

Table I
Aggregate0bjects

Type

Characteristic

Example

Set

Contains no duplicate
elements

Set(123,'abc')

Bag

May contain duplicate
elements

Bag(123,123,'abc')

List

Ordered collection of
objects that may contain
duplicates

List('ab','ba','ab')

Ordered, fixed-sized
collection of objects

Thple(1,'abc',2)

T\rple

A type is an object that implements the classification abstraction technique described earlier. OpenODB t54)esare
similar to OOPL classes. However, there are two m4ior differences between an OpenODB type and an OOpL class.
First, an OOPL class must have a declaration of the data
structure for the data part of its object instance (if there is
any data part for a particular object). Since an OpenODB
object is independent of its data part, OpenODB flrpes do
not have any data structure declaration. The data for an
OpenODB object is defined by means of functions on the
type, and such functions may be defined at any time, not
only when the type is created. This difference can have a
profound effect on the evolution ofthe application. Consider the following fragment of a data schema (written in
hypothetical syntax for OOPL) for an application. Assume
that the classes or types Company
and Department
have already
been defined.

ClassEmployee:
Data
IDNinteger;
Namecha(20);
Providers
Set(Company);
WorkslnDepartment;
Methods

The second difference between an OpenODB type and an
OOPL class is that an OpenODB type has an extension, which
is a set of instances of that type. This feature facilitates
queries over classes of objects. For example, in OpenODB, if
we want to obtain the name of an employee whose IDNis
123456789,
we simply pose a query as follows:
Selectname(e)
for eachEmployee
= 1234567g9;
e whereIDN(e)

TVpe

OOPL Declaration

With OpenODB we simply define a new function DOB(dateof-birth) on object Employee
to return a date (which is a predefined type). Furtherrnore, the definition ofa DOBfunction
can happen even while the application is running.

OpenODB Declarationt

OpenODB is able to find the correct employee because for
this example it keeps track of all the objects of type Employee.
The taxonomy of types is topologically identical to the taxonomy of objects because types are also divided into three
groups: literal, surrogate, and aggregate. Literal tlpes include integers and characters with extensions that are predefined and infrnite. An extension of a type is the set of
instances that belong to the type. For example, l, 2, B. . . are
predefined extensions of the literal tlpe integer.
Surrogate types include system and user-defined types.
When a surrogate type is first created, the extension is
empty. However, the extension for a surrogate type expands
or contracts as objects are explicitly added to or deleted
from the type. For example, the function Createpersonwould
create a Personobject and store it in the extension ofthe
type Person.
The aggregate types supported are bag, set, tuple, and list
types. They are referred to by type expressions consisting of
constmctors BagType,
SetType,
TupleType,
and ListType
respectively. Their extensions are automatically maintained and
the user cannot explicitly insert objects or delete objects
from extensions of aggregate types. For example, the type
SetType(Person)
refers to a type whose instances are sets of
persons. If p is a person, then the object Set(p)is an instance
of the type SetType(Person).

CreatetypeEmployee;
Create
function
IDN(Employee)
-> integer
uniqueasstored;
Create
function
Name(Employee) The difference between a list type and a tuple type is that a
-> cha(20)asstored;
list type permits the specification of only one type for its
Create
f unction
Providers(Employee)
members while the tuple type permits the specification of
-> SetType(Company)
as stored;
multiple types for its members. For example, an instance of
Create
Function
Worksln(Employee)
the type ListType(Person)
is an ordered collection of any num-> Department
as stored;
ber of objects of gpe Personor its subtlpes. On the other
The OpenODB declaration could also be writterr as:
hand an instance of the type TupleType(Person,
integer,
char)is an
ordered collection ofthree objects, the first is oftype person,
(
Create
TypeEmployee
Functions
the second is of tlpe integer,and the third is of type cnar.
I D Ni n t e g eurn i q u e ,
Namechar(20),
OpenODB supports subtype/supertype relationships among
Providers
SetType(Company),
types.
The subtype/supertype relationship implements the
WorkslnDepartment)
specialization and generalization abstractions described
asstored;
earlier. This relationship induces a directed acyclic graph on
Assume that sometime after the application has been in use,
the types lcrown as the OpenODB type hierarchy (see Fig. Z).
we decide to include date-of-birth information for employees.
The type hierarchy is rooted in the type 0bject.If an object is
With OOPL, we would have to declare the date-of-birth field
an instance of a type, it is also an instance of all the type's
in the data structure for the class Employee,
define relevant
supertypes. Thus the functions defined on the supertypes
methods for it, and then recompile the entire application.
can be evaluated with instances of subtypes as axguments.
Conceptually this is the same as subclass inheritance in an
t The0pen0DB
program
fragments
used
here
andintherest0fthedocument
arebased
on
OOPL. For example, we can define the type Manageras a
0SOL
oriented
S0L},
which
{object
is0pen0DB
programming
s database
larrguage.
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Since by definition members of
subtlpe of the type Employee.
subtypes are also members of supertypes, every manager is
an employee. Therefore, all the fiurctions defined on Employee
can be applied to any manager object. We can define additional functions on Manager.For example, the function Supervises(m)which takes a manager as an argument and returns
the set of employees supervised by the manager, can be defined on type Manager.In general, this function cannot be evaluated with an employee object as an argument because not
all employees are managers and the function is not defined
for those who are not managers. Finally, since OpenODB allows a given type to have multiple supertS4res, the inheritance
in Fig. 7).
is actually multiple inheritance (see TeachingAssistant

Tablell
andTheirRelationships
FunctionParameters
Argumenl
Type

ResultType

of tuples.
The result constraint can be specified for functions stored in
the database (stored functions) only. If the stored function's
result type is an atomic type or a tuple type of atomic t54les,
the result constraint can be specified as unique or nonunique
(default). A unique constraint states that the function will
never produce the same results for two different axguments.
For example, the function IDNwill never retum the same
integer for two different employees. More important, a unique
constraint will not permit setting the same number as the
result of two different arguments. For example, two employees cannot be updated with the same lDN, otherwise an
error will occur. For a flrnction whose result type is SetType,
the result constraint can be specified as disjoint or nondisjoint (default). The disjoint constraint states that the results
of two different axguments will never overlap. For example,
-> SetType(Employee)
returns a set
the function Worksfor(manager)
of employees that work for a particular manager. Thus,
returns
returns {mary,iack,jill},and Worksfor(henry)
Worksfo(john)
{cathy,abe,tom}.Each call results in a distinct set of names
being returned. If the result constraint is nondisjoint and iack
works for john and henry,then jack would appear in both sets.
Table II summarizes the ffpes allowed to be assigned to fiutction pararneters and the relationships between the instances
0biect
r'-_--_-

. J;'

-i..**
'.i-\--__
,,.,,

. ::

:-.

,"],on

.

RelationshiP
Modeled

A

R

Unique

One-to-one
(e.g.,IDN to
employee)

A

R

Nonunique

ManY-to-one
(e.g., employee to
manager)

Disjoint

One-to-many
(e.9.,manager
to employees)

Nondisjoint

Many-to-many
(e.g.,skills to
employees)

Set of R
Functions
A function is an object that represents an attribute, a relationship, or an operation on an object. A function maps objects from one tlpe to objects in another (not necessarily
distinct) type. A function has one argument type, one result
tJ4)e, a result constraint, and an extension consisting ofa set

Result
Gonstraint

A

Set,Bag, or
List ofR

lypes
0rtuple
ofatomic
types
A=R- atomic
= literal
type
orsurrogate
Atomic
of atomic types and a tuple of atomic types that are modeled
by the different pa.rameter settings.
The specification of the function name, its argument and
result types, and the result constraint constitutes the declaration of a function.t Like types, functions also have extensions that represent the attributes of and relationships between objects. For example, consider the function Name
which is defined on type Person.This function retums a
string of characters whenever it is called with the appropriate parameter. A set of object identifier and string pairs
makes up the extension of the Namefunction' For example:
H,e l e n >. }
H,a r r y<>0 1 D 3
{ < 0 l D lJ, o h n >< 0 1 D 2
where 0lDn represents the unique object identifiers and the
narnes represent the strings oftype Person.The declaration
and implementation of a function may take place at different
times in the database schema creation. The implementation
of the function can be changed without recompiling the applications (although the database functions may have to be
recompiled).
A function can be implemented as a stored function, a
derived function, a computed function, or an external function. Derived and computed fimctions are collectively lcrown
as OSQLbased functions.
Stoled Function.In this case the extension ofa function is
stored in an SQL table. For example, the functions lDN, Name,
Providers,and Workslnare stored functions. Their result values
can be assigned and modified by the user. The following
script creates an employee and assigrs an employee identifier
and a name.

Employee

-:'
,*in ,

..'''-l----[,tu,l"s", n]r"t",

Teaching-/
Assistant
Fig. ?. An example of OpenODB subtype and supertlpe relationships
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e;
Employee
Create
:= 1234s6789;
IDN{e)
N a m e ( e: =) ' S m i t h ' ;
hasnoargu'
type0rtheresulttypecouldbev0lD,inwhichcasethefuncti0n
t Theargument
database
t0model
used
aretypically
withn0results
Functi0ns
resoectivelv.
0rn0result
ment
uodate
ooerations.

Derived Function. In this case the extension is described by a
query using other functions. This is analogous to views in
the relational data model. For example, assume we have arr
overloaded function called Nameand we want to create a
function Employeelnfo
that returns the identifier, employee
name, and department name for a given employee. We could
use the following script:

table. The fourth argument is the SQL statement to be
executed. It may contain references to host variables such
as :x. The fifth parameter is a list of values to be substituted
for the host variables. In this example, IDN(e)will be evaluated and the resulting string will be substituted for:x. A connection will be made to the current database (if one does
not exist) using the user narne and the password. Then the
query
will be executed. The result will be converted to
Create
function
Employeelnfo(Employee
e)
-> TupleType(lntegelChar,Char)
OpenODB format and returned to the caller.
asosql
. Specify the implementation to be 0sCommand
(an OSeL funcselectsingleIDN(e),Name(e),Name(Worksln(e));
tion tied to operating system commands) and provide the
In this example, Employeelnfo
is not stored, but derived from
operating system with the command to be executed to obtain
the functions lDN,Nameon Employee,
and Nameon Department
the extension of the function. For example, we could define
and Worksln.Unlike stored functions, not a]l derived fi.rnctions
a function Dir to look at a listing ofthe current directory in
are updatable.
HP-UX with the following OpenODB function.
GomputedFunction. In this case the extension is described by
Create
function
Di(Chard)-> bagtype(char)
as
a prograrn written in OpenODB's database programming lan('ls$d');
external
0sCommand
guage OSQL. For example, if we want to convert all managers
. Speciff the implementation to be GeneralExtFun
or SimpleExtFun
who have less than a specified number of employees to proand provide the names of three routines (for GeneralExtFun)
grammers (assume that Programmer
is a subtype of Employee),
or one routine (for SimpleExtFun)
that are linked with the user
we would write:
application. For GeneralExtFun
the first routine is used to open
-> Boolean
(lnteger
Create
function
MgrToEng
minemps)
a sca.n on the result of the function for a given axgument.
as osql
The second routine is used to read the result objects. The
begin
third routine is used to close the scan. SimpleExtFun
can only
declare
SetType(Manager)
mgrseq
be used for functions whose result type is atomic (literal or
d e c l a rM
e a n a g emr ,
swrogate) or tuple type of atomic. When called, the specified
*/
in mgrset
/* getallthemanagers
routine must return the result for a given argument.
mgrset:=
selectdistinct
atomicm for eachManager
m;
for m in mgrset
do
To show how SimpleExtFun
is used to implement an external
if (count(Supervises(m))
< minemps)
function suppose we have a C program called CreditRating
that
then
computes
the
(an
credit
rating
integer
pernumber)
of
the
*/
a manager
to a programmer
/* convert
son with the given identifier (assume a 9-character string).
begin
We could make the C program the body of an OpenODB
addtypeProgrammerto
m;
function called CrRatingas follows:
remove
typeManager
fromm;
end
p)-> charasexternal
Create
function
CrRating(char
endif;
SimpleExtFun('Cred
itRating');
en0;
SimpleExtFun
is appropriate here since the C program will
External Function. For an external function OpenODB uses
return a single integer number for each a-rgument.
code outside of itself to obtain the extension of the function.
The user specifies how to invoke this code. External code
Let us now consider an example that uses the general extercan be specified to be invoked in the following three ways:
nal function to implement an external function. Suppose we
. Specify the implementation to be SQL and provide an SQL
have an OpenODB function called JobHistthat returns the job
statement to be executed to obtain the extension. This is
history of a person as a array of character strings. We could
used to access SQL databases. For example, assume that
define an OpenODB function that uses the following C code:
there is a table EMPHIST0RY(IDN,
DEPT,
JOBDESC)
in an Admin
Create
function
p)-> BagType(char)
JobHist(char
asexternal
database that describes the employ'rnent historv of emGeneralExtFun('JobH
ist0pen','J
obHistNext','JobH
istClose');
ployees. We could create a function in OpenODB to access
Here, JobHist0pen,
JobHistNext,
and JobHistClose
a.rethree routhis information as follows:
tines written in C. When JobHist0penis called with a person's
Create
function
EmpHistory(Employee
e)
identi{ier, it should create a scan data structure and return a
-> bagtype(tupletype(Char,Chad)
as external
pointer to the data structure as an integer number. One posS0L('Admin','JSmith'.'htimSJ'.
'Select
sible way to implement JobHist0penis to have the routine
DEPT,J0BDESC
allocate storage for the returned array. JobHist0pencan then
fromEMPHIST0RY
return a pointer to a structure that contains an integer numwhereIDN= :x',List(SSN(e)));
ber and a pointer to the array. The integer number (initialHere the first argument to SQL is the database narne. It could
ized to -1) keeps track of the the next element of the array
be specified as NULL in which case the current database
to be returned by JobHistNext.
Each time JobHistNext
is called it
would be used. To access remote SQL databases, ALLBASE/
is given the pointer obtained from JobHist0pen.
JobHistNext
Net must be installed, and the database must be registered
increases the integer number of the structure, accesses the
in AliasDB.s The second and third a-rguments are the user
array element at that location and returns the string. When
name and the user password respectively. If the second
JobHistClose
is called, it is given the pointer obtained from
argument is specffied as NULL, the third must also be NULL,
JobHist0pen.
JobHistClose
frees the storage that was allocated
and in this case the default user is used to access the SeL
by JobHistOpen.
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The extensions of all stored functions and some derived
functions can be changed by authorized users. Such a
change is accomplished by update functions associated with
the original function. These update functions are automatically generated by the system for updatable functions. For
the sysexample, for the stored function Nameon Employee,
tem might create an update function called Updname,which
takes the OID for an employee object and a string object and
creates an association between the two. Thus, after using
the Uodnamefunction with an Employeeobject that has the
'Smith' as parameters,
and a string labeled
identifier 01D123
'Smith' and vice
references to 0lDl23 will be associated with
versa.
Function Name Overloading
OpenODB supports function name overloading. Many functions can have the same narne but different argument types.
the
and Weight(Unit),
For example, in the functions Weight(Part)
returns the weight of an individual part
function Weight(Part)
returns the weight of a]l the
and the firnction Weight{Unit)
parts on a particular unit.
The functions that are explicitly created by the user are
lcrown as speciJic functions. For a set of specific functions
with the sarne narne, OpenODB creates a function called the
genzric fiutction, whose name is the same as those in the set.
However, the generic function has no implementation. The
name of a function by itself refers to the generic function
and is called a generic function reference. However, if the
name is followed by a type reference separated by a period,
then it refers to a specific function, and such a reference is
called a specific function reference. For example' if function
Weightis defined on type Part,the generic function reference
is Weightand the specific function reference is Weight.Part.
Since the generic firnction has no implementation, it carmot
be directly evaluated. It must first be bound to a specilic
function. OpenODB supports late binding of a generic function to a specific function. If a generic function is used in an
evaluation, then the specific function to be used is determined based on the actual axgument at run time. However, if
a specific function is used in an evaluation, then that specific function is used regardless of the argument (the argument must be an instance of the argument type). Thus specific function reference supports early binding.
For example, assume that we have the generic function
that returns the salary of a given employee.
Salaryon Employee
Suppose we want a manager's salary to include the bonus.
We could overload Salaryon Managerto return the sum of
the manager's salary and bonus as the following example
illustrates.
e)-> Floatasstored;
function
Salary(Employee
Create
m)-> Floatasosql
function
Salary(Manager
Create
+ bonus(m);
salary.employee(m)
will return
If e is an employee but not a manager, then Salary{e)
the salary of employee e. However, if e is also a manager,
Salary(e)will return the sum of the salary of e as an employee
plus the bonus of e as a manager.
In some cases, mapping from a generic function to a specific
function is ambiguous. This happens because objects may
belong to multiple types and there may be more than one
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specific function defined on those types. OpenODB does not
prescribe default semantics for choosing a specific function
in case of ambiguities. Instead it reports an error.

Access {hnt,rol in HP OpenODB
One of the functions of a database management system
(DBMS) is access control. A DBMS must prevent unauthorized access to data stored in the database. Although commercially available DBMSs do have security subsystems that
support access control, support for authorization in objectoriented and functional database systems has not yet been
fully addressed. ln such systems, authorization features
must interact with advanced model and language features
such as user-defined operations, encapsulation, multiple
inheritance, generic operations, and late binding.
Object-oriented languages inherently provide some form of
access control in the way abstract data types encapsulate
private state information.6 Although abstract data types
provide support for access control at the implementation
level, there still remains the need to protect data at the
organizational level.
The authorization model in OpenODB is based on the notion
of controlling firnction evaluation. Only a sin$e privilege, that
is, the privilege to call functions, is necessary to support art
authorization model that is more powerful and has finer
levels of access granularity than the traditional authorization
model of relational databases.T
Model of Relational Systems
The Authorization
The basic authorization model of standard SQL can be characterized by a matrix captured by a relation schema
(S,O,M). S is the domain of all subjects that access the database system (users, processes), O is the domain of objects
(base relations and views), and M is the domain of access
and ALTER).8
UPDATE,
operations (SELECIINSERIDELETE,
Most RDBMS implementations support the notion of ownership. Each database schema has a designated system administrator, database administrator, or database creator who is
the owner of all objects created in that schema. F\rrthermore, the creator of an object becomes the owner of the
object and typically holds all privileges on that object.
An object owner can grant access to the object to other users. Commercial systems implement mechanisms that allow
and ALTER
UPDATE,
the owner to grant SELECIINSERIDELETE,
privileges on objects to other users selectively. Furthermore,
an object owner can permit a GRANTprivilege on the object,
thereby enabling other users to further grant privileges on
the object.
in OpenODB
Authorization
Many of the concepts developed for relational database authorization are fundamental and are applicable to other
technologies such as object-oriented database maragement
systems. These fundamental concepts include the notion of
ownership, users and groups, privileges, and granting and
revoking privileges. The authorization model of OpenODB
uses many of these fundamental concepts.

Users, Groups,and 0wners. Users are modeled by the OpenODB type User,which is characterized by a set of functions
that create and destroy user objects, return valid user
narnes, and match passwords. For example the strings:
Create
User'Smith'
Password'x012'
intester;
Create
User'Jones'
Password'y2'
in engineer;
create the users Smithand Joneswith their respective passwords and assign Smithto the group testerand Jonesto the
group engineer.
Users can be classified by groups. Privileges granted to a
group apply to each user in the group. \pically, users are
classified based on their roles.9'10'11'12
4 user can belong to
multiple groups thereby accumulating the privileges from
each individual group. Furthermore, groups may be nested.
A nested group inherits the privileges of the nesting groups
similar to the way functions are inherited by a subtype from
a supertype.
A group is an object in OpenODB that is mocleled by the
type Group.A group has attributes such as name and members and is made up of either individual users or other
groups. Tlpical functions defined on the type Groupinclude
functions for creating and deleting groups, for adding and
removing subjects, for returning group members, and for
granting and revoking call privileges. The following statements create the groups specified for the users Smithand
Jonesin the example above.
groupdeveloper;
Create
groupengineer
Create
subgroup
of developer;
grouptestersubgroup
Create
of developer;
The access-control hierarchy created for these functions is
shown in Fig. 8.
The user who creates a given frurction is said to be the owner
of the function. The owner of a function automatically has a
0biect
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The group hierarchy is rooted in the group publicwhich has
call authority on common system functions such as Connect
and Select.Every authenticated user by default belongs in
P ub l i c .
Database administrators (DBAs) are special users with more
privileges than ordinary users. For example, DBAs have all
the privileges implied by function ownership.
Grantingand RevokingPrivileges.Call privileges can be
granted and revoked on aper-group basis. privileges can be
granted unconditionally using the Grantstatement or conditionally using the Grantstatement with an lF option. With unconditional privilege granting, an authorized group member
can call a function for all possible argument values. For example, if the user Jonesfrom the example above wants to
grant a call privilege on the salary of employees to the group
tester, the OSQL statement would be:
Grantcallonsalaryto tester;
For granting a conditional privilege, a predicate (Booleanvalued function) is associated with the group and the function. The predicate has the sarne argument type as the function. When the function is called, the argument is used to
evaluate the predicate. Ifthe predicate returns true, the user
can call the function with that axgument. For example, suppose user Joneswants to grant the privilege to testerto be
able to modify the salary for part-time employees. First the
function to filter part-time employees is created:
Create
function
SalaryGuard(employee
e,floatsal)->
B o o l e aans0 S O L
b e gi n
= 'part-time')
if (status(e)
returnTRUE;
returnFALSE;
en0;
To grant the privilege to tester:
J :=funassign(function
salary.employee);
Grantcallon:ftotesterif SalaryGuard;

----.-_

,1n,"{u*,

(|:-.

^rtff,:".''.:.,O

call privilege on the function. F\rrthermore, the owner can
grant call privileges to other users using the Grantfunction
which is described in the next section.

I

o'u''oo"'

tnSin""rf
Fig. 8. An example of an access-control hierarchy in OpenODB.

The OpenODB access control model is based on the single
concept of controlling function invocation by allowing only
authorized groups access to a function. The OpenODB access control mechanism does not impact the performance of
the owner of the function, the database administrator, or
other common OpenODB services.
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The HP Ultra VGA Graphics Board
Byincreasing
thedisplay
memory
to 1Mbyteandproviding
somelocal
graphics
processing,
theHPUltraVGAboard
isableto increase
VGA
resolution
to 1024
by768pixels
with256colors
atallresolutions.
by Myron R. Tirttle, Kenneth M. Wilson, Samuel H. Chau, and yong Deng

The HP D2325A tlltra VGA board, which represents the latest
in the evolution of HP personal computer video systems, is a
video accessory card for the HP Vectra line ofpersonal computers. This board offers exceptional video performance for
graphics-intensive applications such as Microsoft@ Wndows
and AutoCADrM. It enhances overall system performance by
using hardware accelerators to relieve the CPU of common
video processing functions. For high-resolution and flickerfree operation, the Ultra VGA board offers display resolutions up to 1024 by 768 noninterlaced and refresh rates up to
72 Hz. Fnally, the board is upgradable to lM bytes of video
memory to give 256 colors in 800 by 600 and 1024by 768
resolutions..
In this article we present a brief history of the evolution of
PC video systems. We will then discuss the benefits of adding acceleration to video hardware and the hardware and
software partitioning trade-offs that must be made. Finally,
the implementation of the IIP Ultra VGA board is described,
both as a plug-in accessory and as an embedded feature as it
is in the HP Vectra 486/U family of personal computers.
Evolution of PC Video
1981 marked a dramatic change in the world of computing
because that was the year the IBM personal computer was
introduced. The first IBM PC came equipped with 64K bytes
of RAM and an alphanumeric Monochrome Display Adapter
(MDA). The MDA contained 4K bytes of memory enough to
store one screen (25 lines of80 characters each) ofalphanumeric information. The PC with one of these adapters functioned like most terminals available at the time. It had very
clean alphanumerics but lacked any graphical capabilities.
Until the introduction of the MDA, virtually all PCs or "home
computers" such as the Apple II, Commodore PEI and the
Tandy Radio Shack TRS-80 used a television monitor or a
modified television monitor as a display, grossly limiting the
resolution.
Also available from IBM in 1981 was the Color Graphics
Adapter (CGA). This adapter contained 16K bytes of memory
enough to hold four alphanumeric pages and provide limitedresolution graphics. The graphics capabilities of the CGA
allowed it to display 320by 200 pixels in four colors, or 640
by 200 pixels in two colors. The price of memory was still a
limiting factor in display resolution. The 200-line vertical
resolution severely impacted the CGAs alphanumeric capabilities because all characters were displayed in an eight-byeight cell and were difficult to read. Several companies, including Hewlett-Packard, introduced their own extensions

to the CGA, allowing greater resolution. The HP 4b98lA
multimode adapter increased the resolution to 400 lines but
kept the same horizontal and color resolutiors and increased
the memory to 32K bytes. The CGA became the lowest common denominator for graphics-based programs and, in fact,
is still supported today by many applications-especially
games.
In 1982 the Hercules Company introduced the Hercules
Graphics Card (HGC). This adapter fully supported the alphanumeric capabilities of the Monochrome Display Adapter as
well as providing 720-by-348-pixel monochrome graphics.
Because of its modest cost and industry support, the HGC
became very popular.
The next big brealcthrough in PC video came in 1985 when
IBM introduced the Enhanced Graphics Adapter (EGA).
This was the first affordable PC video adapter to enter the
"high-resolution" arena. It supported a resolution of640 by
350 pixels with up to 16 colors simultaneously displayed
from a palette of 64 colors. The memory required was 128K
bytes. The EGA was fully backward compatible with the
CGA (and with the monochrome monitor, the MDA). In 1987
the IBM PS/Z line of PCs was introduced and with it the
Video Graphics Array (VGA) video adapter. The VGA has
become the de facto standard ofthe PC industry today. The
original VGA contained 256K bytes of video memory and
supported resolutions up to 640 by 480 pixels with up to 16
colors simultaneously displayed from a palette of 262,144
colors. As memory prices have continued to decrease, the
VGA has been enhanced. The first enhancement was the
Super VGA (SVGA) which increased the resolution to 800 by
600 (or 1024by 768) pixels. The color depth increased to
allow up to 256 colors to be simultaneously displayed. Display memory was increased to 512K bytes. The VGA is fully
backward compatible with the CGA, EGA, and HGC video
adapters.
The video adapters mentioned above map the display memory into the system processor's memory space. AII video and
graphics operations are handled directly by the system processor. Newer display adapters, such as the HP Ultra VGA
board, have taken the next step by increasing the VGA resolution to l024by 768 pixels with 256 colors available at all
resolutions (increasing the display memory to 1M bytes) and
providing some local graphics processing in the video display system. This frees the system processor from much of
the work of updating the display and accelerates display
operations.
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HP Ultra VGA Board Implementation
In any design there axe always trade-offs to improve performance, save board space, add more features, and so on. The
Ultra VGA board implementation was confronted with some
of these same trade-offs as well as the need to adopt some
new technologies to provide a high-resolution, flicker-free
graphics system.
Sofrbware versus Acceleration Thade-offs
In almost aII nonscientific programs, video processing is the
performance bottleneck. By taking some of the graphics
burden offthe applications, a good video solution is able to
improve overall system performance dramatically. This is
especially tme as graphics-oriented user interfaces become
more popular.
Performing the high-level graphics functions like area fill
and line drawing inside the hardware has only become popular in the last few years. The MDA and CGA video solutions
used video routines located in the main system BIOS (basic
inpuVou@ut system) of the computer and offered a few lowresolution modes. The EGA and VGA were logical extensions to MDA and CGA. They offered more modes, higher
resolutions, more colors, and had their own video BIOS.
There was no support for any highJevel graphics functions,
though a few simple graphical mixing functions like XOR
were available. It wasn't until the IBM 8514 that highJevel
graphic functions were performed in the hardware. The 8514
is an accelerated display adapter that contains a graphics
engine implemented in hardware. The problem with the
8514 is that it is not bacloarard compatible with VGA.
Since the advent of the 8514, other video manufacturers have
started to put high-level graphics functions and support for
VGA on the same card. Some manufacturers add the capabilities of high-level graphics functions directly to the VGA
modes while others add special video modes and VGA modes
that have the extra capabilities the 8514 made popular.
Ttade-offs must be made to determine where the highJevel
graphics functions like line drawing are implemented. In the
past, an application would use the CPU to calculate all the
points in a line and then write each separate dot in the line
to video memory. This works very well if the CPU has bandwidth to spare and all video solutions behave the same.
Since all video solutions do not work the same, each application has to either pander to the Iowest common denominator or not work on all machines. Tlvo main solutions to
this problem have been implemented: video BIOS intermpt
calls and application drivers.
The HP Ultra VGA video BIOS contains an industry-standard
set of intermpt calls that change the configuration of the
video adapter, get information about the video solution, and
access all ofthe functions needed to work with text. All applications that know about the VGA standard can use these
intemrpt calls to perform the video BIOS functions. This is
great for text, but there is almost nothing in the VGA BIOS
that helps with drawing objects in graphics modes. Since
graphical user interfaces axe now becoming very popular,
graphics support is very important.
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Display Drivet The display driver fills the graphics support
gap. A display driver is responsible for providing the means
to translate application graphics commands to hardware
commands and simulating capabilities not directly provided
in the hardware. Each display driver is tailored to a specific
application. Every application designer decides on the
graphics commands needed and how they will be implemented. In the same way, each video chip maker chooses
the graphics commands to implement in hardware. The application must supply a driver for every different video
adapter it must run on (or the hardware manufacturer must
supply a driver for every application it wants to support).
This allows video manufacturers to produce software that
allows specific applications to mn at peak performance on
their hardware.
The combination of display drivers, BIOS, and hardware
provides the excellent video performance seen with the HP
Ultra VGA video solution. The HP Ultra VGA board not only
supports all of the modes that VGA contains, but also has a
set of enhanced high-resolution modes that use a graphics
engine to accelerate the most commonly used graphics functions. The enhanced modes are not standard VGA modes, but
applications can get access to them via the display drivers.
The drivers increase application performance by taking a
highJevel graphics operation like rectangle fill and performing the operation as fast as the video hardware can do it.
Applications send the display driver all graphics-related
operations and the driver decides the best way to perform
those operations. For example, to switch from mode three
(text) to mode 201 (enhanced graphics) an application will
send the driver the command to make the mode change. The
driver then has to decide whether to make the mode change
itself or send the command to the video BIOS. Tlrpically, the
driver will call the video BIOS for commands like mode
changes. However, for commands like line drawing, the
driver will usually communicate directly with the hardware
to draw the line.
The implementation of display drivers is described later in
this article.
Graphics Engine. The graphics engine is a state machine inside the video ASIC on the HP Ultra VGA board (see Fig. f).
Its purpose is to perform the high-level graphics functions in
hardware so that the CPU is free to do other tasks. An eightword FIFO buffer is provided so that the CPU can send all of
the commands needed for at least one operation (the number of commands varies between operations). The FIFO
reduces the amount of time the CPU has to wait when the
graphics engine is still performing its last command.
The highJevel graphics functions supported by the graphics
engine include rectangle fills, line drawing, short stroke vectors, hardware cursor, bit-block transfers (BitBlt), and image
transfers. Rectangle fill is the ability to fill a rectangular area
of video RAM with some specific color and at the same time
change what is already at that specified location in video
RAM. For example, filling an area with all ones and the XOR
operation will invert all colors (pixels) within the rectangle
specified.

Lllca llGA Gontollcr ASIG
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Line drawing is the ability to draw a line between any two
points. Short stroke vectors are a special case ofline draw_
ing in which short lines of sixteen dots or less are drawn at
any forty-five degree angle (see ng. Z). Each short stroke
vector takes only one byte to specify, and the graphics en_
gine can accept two bytes at a time. This is very handy for
shapes that use many short lines, like characters, and since
only one byte is sent per line, this operation is very fast.
Bit block and image transfers are for moving rectangular
images around in video memory. A BitBlt is the fast transfer
of a rectangular image from one location in video memory to
another. Since the CPU only has to specify the source and
destination coordinates and rectangle size, it can do other
operations while the graphics engine does all of the work.
The BitBlt operation is performed by the CpU first wdting
the source, destination, and rectangle size to the FIFO buffer
if the FIFO has enough empty entries (the CpU requires four
empty entries for this operation). Then the CpU writes a com_
mand word to the FIFO that tells the graphics engine what
operation to perform. As soon as the command word propa_
gates through the FIFO and the graphics engine receives it,
the operation begins immediately. The graphics engine will
read pixels from the memory within the source rectan$e and
the corresponding pixels from the destination rectangle. The
graphics engine mixes the two sets of data in any of 2b6
dif_
ferent combinations and then writes the resulting pixels to
the destination rectangle's video memory. This will continue
until all the pixels in the destination rectangle are written. As
soon as the graphics engine has completed this command, it
will go back to the FIFO for the next command.
Image transfer performs the same function as a BitBlt ex_
cept that it transfers an image from the CpU memory to
video memory and vice versa. For this operation, the CpU
only has to compute the number of bytes to be transferred

Fig. l. A simplified block diagram of the Ultra VGA board.
and then write (or read) that number of bytes to or from a
dedicated 7O register.
Since the graphic functions named above are constantly
used with any graphicat user interf'ace, a la.rge perf'ormance
gain will be seen on any benchmark that tests video using
these graphic operations. Since video is often the perfor_
mance bottleneck, application-level benchmarks tend to
improve as well.
After the CPU offloads operations to the graphics engine, it
checks the FIFO to make sure that there is enough room
before sending the next command. This means that the CpU
might still have to wait (when the FIFO if tull) if all it is do_
ing is sending high-level video commands. For benchmarks
that do a large number ofone type ofoperation, the results
may not indicate real performance. Because of this fact,
benchmarks today are moving towards using real applica_
tions performing normal operations that can be completely
automated.
Today the most useful benchmarks are applications that use
a graphical user interface. Because ofthis, many pC bench_
marks measure the performance of graphically intensive
applications such as CAD programs. Tivo industry bench_
marks, one running on Microsoft Windows and the other on
AutoCAD, showed that HP Vectra 486N machines using the
HP Ultra VGA card significantly outperformed other pCs
running the same benchmarks.
Host Bus versus the ISA Bus
Peripheral adapter cards are generally connected to a pC
via the ISA (Industry Standard Architecture) bus, which
runs at approximately 8 MHz (BCLK).BCLKis the ISA clock,
which is obtained by dividing the CpU clock by either three
or four depending on whether the processor clock is ZSMHz
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Fig. 2. (a) Short stroke vector directions. (b) Byte encoding of a
short stroke vector. (c) Example of a character drawn using short
stroke vectors. This character would require 48 bytes if stored as
X and 12 Y vaiues each tv/o by'tes long'
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or 33 MHz. One-byte accesses to an accessory caxd require
a minimum of three BCLKsor approximately 375 ns' Tlvo-byte
accesses require a minimum of six BCLKsor approximately
750 ns. If the accessory board is not ready to start a cycle
when it is accessed, or ifthe access takes longer than the
minimum, additionat wait states of one BCLKeach are inserted. In Fig. 3 the signal BALE(bus address latch enable)
signifies the start of a processor cycle and that the address
on the bus is valid. Read/write (RM)) and memory-VO (M-li0)
are control signals indicating the direction and source or
clestination of the data on the bus. The read and write data
signals indicate when the data must be stable for either type
of transfer.

Itzsnsl

The HP Ultra VGA board is implemented as a 16-bit ISA accessoryboard. Becauseof this, its performanceis limited by
the bus bandwidth. For example, transferring a word from
(750
one location to another takes a minimum of six BCLKs
ns) even though the memory is capableof 80-nsaccesstime'
The HP Vectra 486 and 486/33Tcomputers have an EISA
bus, but the additional cost of implementingthe llltra VGA
board as an EISA peripheral was not justified since it could
not take advantage of the advanced features of the EISA bus
such as bus mastering.Also, being an ISA board allows it to
be used in other HP computerssuch as the Vectra RS 25lC,
which doesn't have an EISAbus.
In the Vectra 486/U, the video subsystem is not a plug-in
accessoryboard but is embeddedon the processor PC
board. It is connecteddirectly to the host bus and thus can
take advantage of the 32-bit bus width and the fast clock
speed.The chipset used in the HP Vectra486/Uallows for
four separatebuses:the local bus, the host bus, the EISA'/
ISA bus, and the peripheral bus (seeFig. 4). The Intel486
processor and the secondary cache memory directly interface with the local bus. This bus architecture is unique to
the Vectra 486ru. h most Intel486 designs, what we refer to
as the host bus is the local bus and the cache sharesbus
bandwidth with other elements of the system. The HP 486/U
gains performance by sepa.ratingthe local bus from the host
bus since most high-speedcritical operationsaxeprocessor
accessesto the cache.This also allows simultaneousaccess
to main memory or mass storage by intelligent peripherals
without interfering with the CPU.
The host bus is a 32-bit bus, operating at the Intel486 clock
speed,which connects the mdn subsystemsof the processor'
As shown in Fig. 4, these subsystemsinclude the memory
controller, the EISA/ISAbus controller, the peripheral controlleq and the video controller. The EISMSA bus is the
backplanebus used for plug-in accessorycards' The peripheral bus connects many of the onboard subsystemsin an ISA
style protocol.
(host adDeviceson the host bus receive the signal HADS
dress data strobe) to begin a cycle (seeFig' 5)' This causes
an addressdecodeto take place in the device' Ifthe device
recognizesthe addressas its own, it respondsby asserting
(host local access)'This causesother devices
the signal HLAC
on the host bus to remain quiescentfor the duration ofthe
bus cycle. Ifno device responds,the addressis propagated
onto the EISA/ISAand peripheral buses.Whenthe responding host bus device completesits operation, it respondsby
(host ready) which ends the cycle'
asierting the signal HRDY
By comparing the timing diagrams shown in Figs' 3 and 5, it
can be seenthat the host bus implementation can speedup
individual VO or memory cyclesby afactor of four to six'
The decreasein CPU-to-peripheral transfer time and the
acceleratorbuilt into the chip (describedbelow) contribute
to the superior performanceof the embeddedUltra VGA
subsystem.

BAtE
R/W,M-Uo
Read Data
Write Data

Fig. 3. A tlpical six-BCLKISA cycle.
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VRAM versus DRAM
Most PC video adaptersuse standarddynamic RAM (DRAM)
for display memory.While this is a cost-effectivesolution, it
leads to performance penalties. Becausea DRAM has a sin$e
data port, accessesfrom the CPU and the display controller
must be time-multiplexed.The display controller must have

LocalBus

EISMSABus

IDE
HardDisk

'
Controller
FlexibleDisk
Controller

a high priority because any missing data would show up as
noise or snow on the display. In the original CGA, the only
time the CPU is allowed to access display memory is during
the retrace intervals at the end of each scan line. This means
that that the CPU can get only two or three clean accesses
every 63 gs (see Fig. 6a).
The EGA and VGA architectures also use DRAM, but by using
four-bit wide chips, the CPU/display interleave is brought
down to 1:2 (see Fig. 6b). This allows a CPU access every
450 ns. This still necessitates slowing the CPU down, since if
the access just misses, the processor has to wait 450 rts until
the next access window opens.

is used to select one of the column sense amplifiers to read
or write a single bit of the array.
In a VRAM, access to a row is also selected by the row address. However, instead of only one column being selected,
all of the columns are simultaneously read into a serial shift
register. The data is then shifted out of the shift register as it
is needed by the display. In this way the display controller
need only lock out the CPU for one cycle out of every 256
(or less depending on the width of the VRAMs) to present a
clean display.
The Ultra VGA board uses the VRAM mode when it is operating in its enhanced mode. In the standard VGA mode of

Another RAM architecture made especially for video use is
the video RAM O|RAM). VRAM is a dual-ported device that
allows the CPU almost unlimited access to the display memory while still maintaining a noise-free display. Fig. 7 shows
a simplified drawing of a 256-bit \IRAM. The RAM array in
this case is 16 rows of cells by 16 columns. In an actual
VRAM the a"rray would be 64K bytes in a256-by-256 array.
In normal DRAM accesses, a row is selected by the row address and read in to the sense amplifiers. The column address

Fig. 4. Basic block diagram of the
HP Vectra 486fu.

DisplayAccess

CPUAccess

l- RetaceInterval2-3ps-1
53Ps ---------------(al

| 3llnsI
HClt(
HAD$i
HI.AC

45ll ns
{b}

HRDY
Bead Dala

reffiffiFR

Write oata

Fig. 6. CPU/display memory accesses. (a) In the original CGA implementation the CPU gets access only during retrace intervals. (b) In
the EGA and VGA architectures the CPU gets access to memory one
out of every two memory cycles.

Fig. 5. T\rpical host bus cycle.
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DotClock
ShifVload

Dynamic
RAM
Array

DRAM
DataPon

operation the Ultra VGA board accessesvideo memory as if
it were DRAM.
Clock Synthesizer
Because of the many different display resolutions and monitor characteristics associated with the Ultra VGA board, up
to 16 different video dot clock frequenciesare needed.The
board spaceneededwould be prohibitive if these clocks
v/ere generated with discrete crystals or oscillators. Instead
we use a clock synthesizer IC. This relatively new chip
combines analog and digital circuitry on the same chip. It
DataBus

Fig. 7. Simptifieddiagramof a
VRAM.
contains an oscillator, a phase-locked loop, and digital dividers that drive the phase-locked loop. Except for the reference frequency crystal (14.31818 MHz) and an RC filter, all
of the necessary components axe contained on the chip.
This gives enorrnous capability in very little board space.
RAMDACS
The CGA runs its monitor with four digital signal lines: red,
green, blue, and intensity. This allows a maximum of 16
colors to be displayed. In graphics modes the colors are
fixed by the hardware and selected from two palettes of
four colors each.
The EGA extends this by providing six digital sig;nals: red,
red', green, green', blue, and blue'. This allows a maximum
of 64 different colors to be displayed. The digital-to-analog
converters (DACs) are built into the monitor and the 64
shades are fixed by the manufacturer. The EGA board has a
palette consisting of 16 six-bit entries, and each palette
entry can be progr4mmed to select one out of 64 shades.
The VGA doesn't drive the monitor with digital signals, but
uses analog signals instead, one for each primary color (red,
green, and blue). By varying these signals, an almost infrnite
range of colors can be displayed. The standard VGA uses a
RAMDAC with 256 eighteen-bit entries. Each of the entries
has six bits each for red, blue, and green (see Fig. 8). The
maximum number of colors that can be generated is 218or
262,144. Of these, any 256 can be displayed simultaneously.

Ergonomics in PC Graphics

Analogoutputsto Monitol
Fig. 8. Simplified diagram of a RAMDAC.
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Higher Resolutions and Higher Refresh Rates
Since the establishment of the IBM VGA as a PC graphics
standard, there has been steady progress in the development of higher screenresolutions.The IBM VGA offers a

maximum resolution of 640 by 480 pixels with 16 colors.
Recent super-VGA boards from various manufacturers support higher resolutions of 800 by 600 and 1024by 768 pixels,
along with 256 colors.
The most direct benefit of higher screen resolution is a larger
display area for the user. This translates to advantages such
as the ability to display more rows and columns of a spreadsheet, or larger sections of a word processor document.
The display refresh rate has also been steadily improved to
address the problem of screen flicker. Flicker is perceived
by the user as a direct result of the monitor screen not being
refreshed at an adequate rate. Since all PC monitors are
based on cathode ray tube (CRT) technologr, the contents of
the screen are not static but are constantly being swept onto
the screen phosphor on a line-by-line basis. Ifthe graphics
system does not support an adequate screen refresh rate,
pixel intensity will have time to decrease between successive
refresh cycles, resulting in the perception ofrapid screen
flashing, or flicker. Viewing a monitor screen with significant
flicker, especially for long periods of time, can result in eyestrain and other health hazards. The recent improvement in
screen refresh rates has been largely successful in reducing
the problems associated with screen flicker.
The standard VGA implements a screen refresh rate of T0 Hz
for all text and graphics modes, except for 640 by 480 graphics modes, which offer a60-Hz rate. The Video Electronics
Standards Association OESA) provides standards for refresh rates at higher resolutions including 72 Hz for 800 by
600 resolution and 70 Hzfor 1024 by 768 resolution.
Monitors
Increasing the screen resolution or the refresh rate will
directly increase the graphics output horizontal scan rate
(Hsync), a measure of the time between successive horizontal display lines on the screen. The standard VGA uses a fixed
Horizontal
Resolution

Vertical
Resolution

Colors

ModeType

Hsyrrc rate of 31.5 kHz for all text and graphics modes. Combinations of higher resolutions and higher refresh rates can
yield an Hslmc rate ranging from 31.5 kHz to beyond64kHz.
All standard VGA-only analog monitors on the market can
support only the standard 31.5-kHz Hsync rate. To properly
support modes with higher Hsync rates, dual-symc or multis;,nc monitors are required. Dual-sync monitors, such as the
HP Super VGA Display (HP Dlf 94A) and the HP Ergonomic
Super VGA Display (HP Dl195A), can support Hsync rates
other than 31.5 KHz. The capabilities of these two monitors
and others are listed in Fig. 9.
Multisync monitors are typically capable of synchronizing to
a continuous range of Hsync frequencies, allowing them to
support standard VGA modes as well as higher resolutions.
The HP Ultra VGA Display (HP D1193A) is an example of a
multisl'nc monitor.
The HPUVGA
Utility
With the choice of multiple refresh rates and monitors with
different resolutions, the user needs to configure the graphics
system to select the correct refresh rates for the resolutions
supported by a given monitor. The HP Ultra VGA board is
shipped with a configuration utility called HPUVGA.EXE,
which
allows the user to customize the Ultra VGA board output to
any HP PC graphics monitor.
Embedded within the HPUVGA
utility is information pertaining to the synchronization capabilities of all of HP's PC
graphics monitors. By correctly selecting the monitor in use,
the user is able to view the refresh rates supported by the
monitor at graphical resolutions of640 by 480, 800 by 600,
and 1024 by 768 pixels. In cases in which the monitor can
support two or more refresh rates for a given resolution, the
user is given a choice. All refresh settings are saved in an HP
CMOS video byte, which is described later.

Memory
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Hsync(kHz)

Vsync{Hz}
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32columns

25rows
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5l2K Bytes

31.5
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480

zfi

Graphics

5tZKBytes
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Graphics
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zffi
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tM Byle

37.9
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2W

Graphics

lM Byre

/|8.1

72

1024

768

16

Graphics

5t2KByles

48.4

60

1024

768

16

Graphics

5t2KBytes

56.5
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tM Byre
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256

Graphics

tM Byre

56.5
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01192A
/
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011934

01194A

t/
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/

/

01195A
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01192A-HPMonochrome
Display
Dl 187A-HP20-lnchHigh-Resolution
Display
Dl193A-HPUhraVGA17-lnchDisplay
Dlt94A-HP SuperVGADisplay
Dl 195A-HPErgonomic
SuperVGADisptay
Fig. I' SunLmaryof HP PC monitor capabilities. In acldition to the capabilities listed, all of the monitors provide standard VCA modes
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utility also supports emulation modes for the
The HPUVGA
MDA, HGC, and CGA PC graphicsstandards.T\vo additional
l32-column text modes,with 25 and 43 rows respectively,
utility.
can also be set via the HPUVGA
IIP CMOS Video Byte
Refreshrate settingsfor graphicsresolutions of 640 by 480,
800 by 600, aorrd1024by 768pixels are savedin the HP CMOS
video byte. The assignmentsfor each bit in this byte are:
Bit 7: Alternate VO port select
Bit 6: Reserved
Bits 4 and 5: L024by 768refresh timing
Bits 2 and 3: 800by 600refresh timing
Bits 0 and 1: 640by 480 refresh timing
The monitor timings for all supportedvideo modes are
stored in table format in the video BIOS,with one table
entry per video mode. When an application calls the Int10h
set-modefunction of the video BIOS to enter a specific acceleratedgraphics mode, the video BIOS accessesthe HP
CMOSvideo byte to determine the refresh rate currently
selected, then uses the corresponding timing table to get the
correct refresh rate. This schemeallows the refresh rate
control to be application independent.
Since HP CMOSmemory is a nonvolatile systemresource,
the refresh rate settings are preserved in the same way as
other standard system con-figuration information. This
schemeis capableof supporting operating systemsbesides
Altematives to HP CMOSmemory for savingreMS-DOS@.
fresh rate settingshave been carefully considered.Adding
EEPROM hardware to the HP Ultra VGA board to store the
refresh rates had the disadvantagesof high cost and increaseddesigncomplexity. Using a TSRprogram (memory
resident software) to preserve the refresh rates would have
worked only for M$DOS, and other systemssuch as the OS/2
and UNIX* operating systemswould also require specific
memory resident software. Memory resident software would
occupy valuable system memory and reduce easeof use.

Display Drivers
A display driver is a distinct program module that is made
up of a group of display functions that provide a standard
interface between an application and a particular type of
video display hardware.
The HP Ultra VGA accessorycard provides many features,
such as hardware line drawing, bit-block image transfer
(BitBlt), rectanglefill, and hardware clipping. However,
these features can only be accessedthrough some special
video enhancedmodes which are unique to the graphics
processor in the HP Ultra VGA card. In most cases,application programs,such as Microsoft Windows and AutoCAD, do
not know (and do not want to lorow) how to enter these
enhancedmodes.It is the manufacturer-specificdisplay
driver that lets the application program take full advantage
of the graphicsprocessor.
For example,to make the HP UltraVGA card work in
resolution,
256-colorenhancedmode with 1024-by-768-pixel
a display driver has to call the BIOS intermpt 10hwith regisIn general,to set the display in
and BX=0x205.
ters AX=0x4F02
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one of the HP Ultra VGA enhanced video modes, the driver
calls BIOS interrupt 10hwith the AX and BX registers set to
values that represent different resolutions and colors.
To access hardware line drawing, BitBlt, and rectangle fi-ll
features of the HP Ultra VGA hardware, the display driver
sets the drawing command register at VO address 9AE8h.
Fig. 10 shows a definition of each bit in this register.
For example, when an application wants to draw a line on
the screen, the display driver sets the following bits in the
drawing command register at VO address 9AEBh:

Bits
13-15
04
00

Meaning
Draw Line Command
Draw = Yes
Write

Setting
001
1
I

The driver also has to find out the drawing direction to fill in
bits 5 to 7.
Another important feature of the HP Ultra VGA card is the
short stroke vector drawing abiliff. Using short vectors for
displaying text in the graphics mode improves video performance. When an application program requests to display
text on a high-resolution graphics screen, the display driver
sets the short stroke vector cornmandregister at the VO
Fig. 2b shows the bit definitions for the short
address9EE8h.
stroke vector register.
TVpically,an application prograrn uses a standard interface to
the display so it doesn't have to be concemed with the type
of hardware installed on the machine in which it is rurming.
This isolates the application program from the display hardware. For example,most Windows applicationsare written
without regard to the type ofvideo adapter used. lnstead, the
programs are written to interface with Microsoft Windows.
Meaning

Bit

Type
15,11,13 Gommand
0ll1:OrawLine
Fill
010:Rectangle
110:BitBlt
12

B Y t e S w a (P1= Y e s 0 = N o )

11

0

10

{Reserved}

m

BusSize(1= 16bit 0 = 8 bit)

m

Wait (1= Yes 0 = No)

07,06,05

DrawingDirectionin Degrees
00ll:0-45
fl1l:45-90
010:!10-135
011:135-180
lm:180-225
101:225-270
110:270-315
111:315-0

04

Draw (1= Yes 0 = Ilo)

03

D i r e c t i o n T y p{ 1e= R a d i a 0
l =x-y}

U2.

LastPixel{1= Off 0= 0n)

01

PixelMode (1= Multiple 0 = Single)

00

Read/Ullrite
{1=W 0=R}

Fig. 10. Definitions of each bit in the drawing command register

o Colorlnfo.Thanslates between logical colors, which are
passed by Windows as double word RGB values, and physical colors recognized and used by the Ultra VGA display
drivers.
. BitBlt.Supports bit-block transfers by copying a rectangular
block of bits from bitmap to bitmap while applying some
specified logical operations to the source and destination
bits. A bitmap is a matrix of memory bits that defines the
color and pattern of a corresponding matrix of pixels on the
device's display screen. Bitmaps provide the ability to prepare an image in memory and then quickly copy it to the
display.
o ExtText0ut.
Draws a string of characters at a specified location on the screen and clips any portion of a character that
extends beyond a bounding box ofthe string.
. StrBlt.Supports text drawing for the earlier versions of
Windows. (It just makes a call to E)ftTextOut.)
. Control.Passes special control information to or receives
special information from the tlltra VGA display driver.

Fig. fl. Softwarehierarchy from the application to the display driver.
The video adapter's display driver takes caxe of writing to
the display hardware. The Windows display driver works
with any Windows program. By going through a standard
interface, the display driver developer and the application
progr€un developer are isolated from each other (see Fig. U).
The Windows Display Driver
The display driver for Windows is a dynamic link library that
consists of a set of graphics functions for the HP Ultra VGA
display card. These functions translate device independent
graphics commands from the Windows gfaphical device interface (GDI) into the commands (such as the drawing command described above) and actions the Ultra VGA graphics
engine needs to draw graphics on the screen. These fr-rnctions
also give information to Windows and Windows applications
about color resolution, screen size and resolution, graphics
capabilities, and other advanced features, such as BitBlt,
line-drawing, polygon fill, and hardware cursor suppofi.
Applications use this information to create the desired
screen oulput.
The HP Ultra VGA Windows display driver is based on the
sample driver for the IBM 8514 graphics adapter. The source
code for the 8514 driver is available from Microsoft's Driver
Development Kit. Like most Windows display drivers, the
Ultra VGA driver provides the following basic functions:
o 0utput.Draws various shapes.
r Enable.Starts or resumes display activity.
r Disable.Stops display activity.
r RealizeObiect.
Creates physical objects (e.g., pens, brushes,
and device fonts) for exclusive use by the display driver.
This is where the translation between device independent
(or logical) and device-optimal (or physical) objects takes
place.

Besides the functions listed above, the following features
have been added to take full advantage ofthe graphics engine
in the Ultra VGA.
r Different Resolutions. Separate display drivers are provided
to support resolutions of L024 by 768, 800 by 600, and 640
by 480 pixels with 256 colors.
o Hardware Cursor. An onboard hardware cursor (Mby 64
pixels) for fast cursor movement in the enhanced mode.
. Fast Po$ine Draw. Onboard hardware is used to draw solid
polylines at a very fast speed.
. Polygonal Capabilities. An onboard drawing command
register and hardware axe used for quick rectangle fill and
scanline drawing.
e Fast Rectangular Clipping. Rectangular clipping is provided
via a clipping window boundary register and hardware that
discards points that are outside of a specilied rectangle or
region drawn on the screen.
. High-Speed BitBlt. Onboard hardware is used for highperformance bitmap image transfer operations.
r FastBorderFunction. A function that draws borders for
windows and dialog boxes very quickly.
. Save Screen Bitmap. The SaveScreenBitmap
fr.rnction allows
Windows to save bitmaps temporarily in offscreen video
memory. This function speeds the drawing operations that
require restoring a portion of the screen that was previously
overwritten.
. Support for Large Fonts. Support for large fonts is provided
in which the font and glyph information can exceed 64K
bytes.
. DIBs Support. This function converts device independent
bitmaps (DIBs) to physical format for direct transfer to the
display without applylng a raster operation. Note that a DIB
is a color bitmap in a format that eliminates the problems
that occur when transferring device dependent bitmaps to
devices having difference bitmap formats.
. Support Device Bitmap. A device bitmap is any bitmap
whose bitmap bits are stored in device memory (such as
RAM on a display adapter) instead of main memory. Device
bitmaps can significantly increase the performance of a
graphics driver and free system memory for other uses.
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. Font Caching. Font caching is temporarily saving the most
recently used fonts in offscreen video memory. This firnction
speeds up text-redisplaying operations.
. Small and Large Fonts. The Ultra VGA display driver provides both small and large fonts in the 1024-by-768 highresolution mode.
Fonts. The Ultra VGA display driver supports vector
Vector
"
fonts. Avector font is a set ofglyph definitions, each containing a sequence of points representing the start and end
points of the line segments that define the appearance of a
character in a particular font.
Working Together
The functions in the Ultra VGA display driver and the Windows graphical device interface (GDI) work together to
make efficient use of the features provided in the HP Ultra
VGA board. The rest ofthis section describes how these two
entities work together to initialize the display and perform
some simple graphical operations.
When the user q4)es WIN to start Windows, a small program
WIN.C0Mdetermines the mode in which Windows is to mn.
If it determines that it can run in the enhanced mode, Win(via W|N386.EXE).
While initializing,
dows runs KRNL386.EXE
file
setting in the SYSTEM.INI
Windows checks the DISPLAY.DRV
to determine the file name of the display driver to load. The
HPUxxx.DRV
driver nlodules are the display drivers for different resolutions and video memory configurations. The
Windows graphical device interface (GDI) then calls the
selected display driver's initialization routine.
During initialization, the Windows GDI makes two calls to
the Enablefunction in the Ultra VGA display driver. After the
first call, the Enablefunction then retums to the GDI the
GDllNF0data structure, which describes the general physical
characteristics and capabilities of the HP Ultra VGA graphics engine. The GDI uses this information to determine what
the Ultra VGA display driver can do and what the GDI must
simulate.
The second time the GDI makes a call to the Enablefunction,
the display driver does three things. First, it initializes the
Ultra VGA graphics engine to be ready to run Windows. This
includes saving the current mode, using the video BIOS firnction 10hcalls to set the enhanced display mode and colors,
load the palette, and so on. Next, the Enablefunction calls the
function in the display driver so that each call to
hook_int_2Fh
interrupt 2Fhwill be checked to detect any screen Switch
function calls. This is because in a preemptive multitasking
environment such as 386-enhanced-mode Windows, the display driver has to save and restore the display hardware
settings, such as video mode and register data, whenever
Windows is changed between a Windows application and a
non-Windows application.
The last thing the Enablefunction does is to initialize and
data structure
copy the PDEVICE
data stmcture. The PDEVICE
defines physical objects rather than bitmaps. Physical objects define the attributes (such as color, width, and style) of
lines, patterns, and characters drawn by the display driver.
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Physical objects correspond to the logical pens (used to draw
polylines and borders around objects drawn by the Output
function), bmshes (used to fill figures drawn by the Output
function and to fill rectangular areas created by the BitBlt
function to draw
function), and fonts (used by the ExtText0ut
text). Physical objects also contain Ultra VGA hardware
device dependent information that a display driver needs to
generate ou@ut. These physical objects are created by the
Realize0bject
function.
function is finished creating the default
After the Realize0bject
pens and brushes for Windows and the bmshes needed to
draw the desl<top and fill the Program Manager window, the
BitBltand EnText0utfunctions are called to do all the drawing
on the screen. First, the BitBltflmction draws a rectangle on
the screen with the background color by using a pattern
copy operation. Next, the BitBltfunction is called to draw
some borders and rectangles. FinaJIy, to complete display
initialization all the icons, text, and pictures are put on the
Windows screen by using functions such as BitBlt,ExtTextOut,
function.
and the bmshes created by the RealizeObject
When a Windows application requests to draw a line on
the screen, the GDI checks the dplinesentry in the GDllNF0
structure, which was filled by the display driver during initialization, to see if the display driver supports line drawing.
Since the Ultra VGA driver supports hardware line drawing,
the GDI calls the 0utputfunction to draw a line on the screen.
Otherwise, the GDI has to simulate line drawing by combining scan lines and polylines.
If a Windows application asks to display text on the screen,
function in the display driver. The
the GDI calls the ExtText0ut
function receives a string of character values, a
ExtText0ut
count ofthe characters in the string, a starting position, a
physical font, and a DRAWMODE
stl'ucture. These values are
used to create the individual glyph images on the screen.
Finally, when a user asks to quit Windows, the GDI calls the
Disablefunction in the display driver. This function frees any
resources associated with the physical device and restores
the Ultra VGA hardware to the state it was in before Windows
started. Alter the display driver returns from the Disablefunction, the GDI frees the memory it allocated for the PDEVICE
structure and frees the display driver, removing any driver
code and data from memory.
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The IEEE standard for a Portable Operating SystemInterface,
or POSIX, defines a standard operating system interface and
environment to support source level application portability.
POSIX specifies the fimctions and services an operating system must support and the application programming interf'ace
to these servicesand functions.
POSIX 1003.1,which definesa standardset of programmatic
interfaces for basic operatingsystem facilities, and POSX
1003.2,which specifiesan interactive interface that provides
a shell and utilities similar to those provided by the UNIX*
operating system (see Fig. 1), are integrated in the MPE XL
operating system to form the MPE/iX operating system,
which runs on the HP 3000Series900 system.
The programmatic interface and directory structure of
POSIX 1003.1allow MPE/iX users to use POSIXfunctionality without any impact on existing HP 3000 applications.
Moreover,MPEI applicationsare able to accessPOSIXfiles,
and POSIXapplicationsare able to accessMPE files. Thus,
MPE/iX provides interoperability and integration between
MPE and POSIXapplicationsand data.
t From
hereonMPEwillbeusedto refert0thel\,4PE
XLversion
oftheMpE0perating
sysrem.

Application
[evel

POSIXis significantly different from MPE in a number of
technical areassuch as directory stmcture, file system,security, user identification, file naming,process management,
and signals.In the summer of 1990,a POSIXarchitecture
team was formed to look at these differencesand to architect a way in which MPE and POSIXcould coexist on Hp
3000Series900 systems.
Despitethe differencesbetween MPE and POSX concepts,
the team had no problem visualizingMPE and POSIXas one
operating system. To achieve a successful integration of
POSIX and MPE, several stumbling blocks had to be overcome. This paper describesthe problems encounteredin
merging POSIXand MPE in three major technical areas:
directory structure, file naming, and security. The paper
also describes the alternatives rejected by the POSIX
architecture team.
Directory Structure
MPE has a fixed, three-level directory structure. In this
model, the directory tree consistsof one or more accounts.
Each account contains one or more groups and each group
has zero or more files in it (seeFig. 2). On the other hand,
POSX supports the notion of a hierarchical directory structure. Fig. 3 shows a typical POSIXdirectory. Someof the
features that POSIX requires in a directory stmctu_reinclude:
. Suppoft for the . and .. entries upon creation of a directory
o Support for a true hierarchical directory with file names of at
least 14 characters and path names of at least 2bb characters
. Support for the POSX mle for directory deletion, that is,
the directory must not contain any entries other than . and ..
for the unlink of a directory to succeed.
RootDirectory
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Fig. 2. A typical MPE directory.

Fig. l. MPFI and POSIX applications coexist on the same system
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Accounts and groups are distinguished from POSIX files and
directories based upon how they are created. An account is
command and
a directory that is created by the :NEWACCT
purged via the :PURGEACCT
command. Similarly, a group is a
command and
directory that is created by the :NEWGR0UP
commands.
purged with the :PURGEGROUP
or:PURGEACCT

RootDirectory

tf-I
bin

lib

use*

tnP

l-t
bruna

libc.a

ieff

I
bin

In the new directory stmcture all users are registered in the
UID (user identifier) database required by POSIX, and the
combination of the UID and GID (group identifier) databases replaces most of the information formerly held in the
MPE account and user directory nodes.

addr bk

lr
my-ls

down-load

Fig. 3. A ttpical POSIXdirectory.
MPE groups and accounts are different from the POSIX
directories because of the special information contained in
them. To integrate the POSIX and MPE directory structures
successfully, we had to consider removing this special information from MPE groups and accounts to accommodate the
new directory structure. The following lists some of this
special information.
r On MPE, accounts are used to manage collections of users
for file sharing. Each MPE account entry contains a pointer
to a list of users that are members of that account.
. MPE groups and accounts keep track ofthree resources:
disk space, cormect time, and CPU time.
. MPE groups and accounts contain security information that
is used to evaluate permission to access certain flles.
One of the challenges for the architecture tearn in inte$ating
the hierarchical directory of POSIX with the MPE directory
structure was to make the directory generic enough so that
future standards could be supported and the accounting and
user identification functions could be removed from the
directory in the long term. These efforts resulted in the directory shown in Fig. 4.
Conceptually, the new directory structure is just a tree
stmcture (a directed acyclic graph, to be more precise). The
root ofthis tree is designated by slash (/). The root may have
files and directories under it. Each directory may have files
and directories under it. There is no architectural limitation
on the depth of the directory tree.
The only restriction on the directory structure has to do
with the MPE groups and accounts. MPE accounts can only
exist as immediate descendants of the root directory and
MPE groups can only exist as immediate descendants of
MPE accounts. This means that although files and directories
can be placed anlwhere, MPE directory objects (groups and
accounts) are restricted to their conventional locations.

Rejected Directory Designs
In the beginning the architecture team considered the idea
of a dual-root directory structure. Fig. 5 shows an example
of this idea. In this scheme, a directory called MPEXLwould
exist directly below the root of the hierarchical directory.
This directory would be the root of the MPE directory containing all the accounts, groups, and files. Underlying this
proposal was the assumption that the MPE environment
would not be changed. Factors motivating this proposal
were the desire to maintain compatibility with existing applications, to eliminate the need to modify existing directory
services, and to isolate the POSIX hierarchical directory
services from having to interact with MPE directory structures. This idea was rejected by the architecture team for
several reasons. First, this would make the hierarchical directory nonuniform. The MPEXLdirectory (shown in Fig. 5)
and all its descendants would not follow the normal hierarchical directory rules, and applications would have to make
exceptions for them. Second, this would prevent users from
incorporating the hierarchical directory into their current
environment. Finally, this proposal was not in line with the
long-term goal of making all the directory objects in the
system one tJ,pe.
Another idea was to use the same dual-root structure but
not externalize the fact. With this idea, the directory services would determine which of the two roots to use when
searching for a particula.r narne, and duplicate entries would
not be allowed in the two roots. Thus, for the directory
would orily refer to
shown in Fig. 5, a name like CI.PUB.SYS
in the MPE directory and a POSIX interface would
CI.PUB.SYS
not be able to create a directory /SYS'While this solution
solved some of the problems with the previous alternative, it
still had some problems. For example, the directory services
would have to do an extra search just to determine which
root to use, thus affecting performance. More important,
MPE and POSIX directories would not have been integrated.
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Naming

In designing the file naming rules, the main objective was
that the existing MPE interfaces such as MPE intrinsics and
command interpreter (CI) commands should be able to refer
to all objects in the same way they did before MPE/iX. The
familiar MPE objects can be refelTed to by using the syntax
or file.The entire file
file.group,
for file names file.group.account,
name is first upshifted by the MPE narne server. For examthe MPE name server
ple, if the file name is prgfile.px.develop,
Simiin group PXin account DEVEL0P.
refers to the file PRGFILE
larly, if the file name is, say, prgfile.px,it refers to the file
PRGFILE
in group PXin the logon account. Finally' if the file
narne is fully unqualified (no group or account), say, prgfile,it
in the current working directory
refers to the file PRGFILE
(CWD). When a user logs on, the CWD is the same as the
user's logon group. So unless the user has explicitly char-tged
the CWD, a fully unqualified file name such as prgfilecontinues to refer to the same object as before MPEi/iX (e.g., file
PRGFILE
in logon group PX.DEVEL0P).
The file naned down-loadin Fig. 4 cannot be referenced
through the MPE name server because the file is not in art
MPE group and it doesn't have a valid MPE file name. The file
name must somehow escape being processed by the MPE
name server so that it can be processed by the POSIX name
server. This is done by using the characters . or I at the beginning of a fiIe name. For file names beginning with . or /, the
MPE name server does not upshift the name, but passes it to
the POSIX narne server. Therefore, the file down-loadin Fig. 4
can be referred to by using the name /users/jeff/bin/down-load
(the complete path name). Alternately, if the CWD has been
changed to /users/jeff,the file can also be referred to by the
name . /bin/down-load.Fig. 6 illustrates the MPE name server
rules for MPE and POSIX file names.

down_load

Fig. 5. A directory structure that
was reiectedfor MPE/iX.

The name serwer used by POSIX 1003.1 ftrnctions and POSIX
1003.2 commands is the POSX name selver. However, MPE
interfaces such as intrinsics and CI commands escape to the
POSIX name server when the file name begins with the . or /
escape characters (see Fig. 7).
The POSIX narne server can also refer to all the objects in
the directory. For naming purposes, MPE accounts and MPE
groups can be treated as directories. Hence, the file
can be referred to as /DEVELOP/PVPRGFILE.
PRGFILE.PX.DEVEL0P
Since the POSIX name server does not upshift names, the
cannot be used to refer to this file.
name /develop/px/prgfile
Since file narnes are always in POSX syntax in POSIX applications, they don't have to begin with . or /. Thus, if the CWD
(see Fig. 4), the file name main.cwill not
is /DEVEL0P/Px/ledger
refer to the file MAINin group C ofthe logon account, but to
the file named main.cin the CWD. The . is a valid POSIX
character.
A problem with the approach just described is that some
interfaces might have to do special processing to accommodate POSIX file names. For example, the MPE :listfile
command might have to query the MPE name server to
Command
MPEIntrinsics,
Inte.preterCommands

Functions,
P0SIX1003.1
P0SIX1003.2
Commands

File l$arnr
Server

MPE
File ltlames

P0stx
File Names

file namesandP0SIXdoesnot.
t Remember
thatMPEupshifts

Fig. 7. The POSIX and MPE name servers. The MPE nanle selver
escapest.o the POSIX name sen/er if the file name begins with or /

Fig. 6. MPE name server rules for MPFI and POSIX file uames.
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determine the type of file name it is dealing with (POSIX or
MPE) before accessing the file system. However, this problem is minimized because there is one central file narne
server for parsing both MPE and POSIX flle names.
Rejected File Naming Alternatives
The architecture team considered and rejected the following alternatives for file names using the MPE command
interpreter.
PXUTII.This program would have been an MPE system utility
used for supporting POSIX file names. For exanrple, in PXUTIL
a user could have purged a POSX file as follows:
pxutil>purge/users/jeffladdr_bk.
PXUTIL
would have also supported the POSX chdi()function,
allowing the above file to be purged as follows:

Among the few functions provided by PXUTILwould have
been a mechanism (using : as the first character) for escaping to the MPE command interpreter so that the user could
use MPE commands from within PXUTIL.
This would have
created problems when the CWD was different from the
logon group. Consider the following scenario:
(logongrouppx.develop)
(runpxutil)
workingdirectory)
{change
( e s c a pbea c kt o M P E )

Ideally, in this example the MPE:listfile commancl should
display the files in the directory /users/jeff/.What happens
instead is that the :listfilecommand transfers control back to
the MPE command interface into the environment in which
PX.DEVELOP
is the Iogon group and there is no concept of current working directory. Hence,:listfile would display the files
in the group PX.DEVELOP.
This example illustrates that using PXUTILand the escape
feature to the MPE command interface would have required
enhancements to the CI commands so they could have understood POSIX names and the current working directory.
We concluded that if all the CI commands were enhanced in
such a manner there would have been no need for pXUTlL.
G|_POS|XToggle. This alternative defined a command interpreter variable Cl_P0SlX,which, when set, would enable
some of the MPE command interpreter commands to accept POSIX-named objects directly. The following sequence
illustrates this idea:
:hellojeff.develop,px
:printdaily_log
(try to use a POSIX file name directly
^
in the MPE CI command PRINT)
Invalid
Character
In FileName.(CIERR
5B3l
:setvarCl_P0SlX
true (tell the CI command to accept the
POSIX file names)
:printdaily_log
The main problem with this idea was that with the variable
Cl_P0SlXset to true, commands that were not enhanced
would not recognize POSIX named objects. Thus, in this
scheme if the :listfilecommand was not enhanced, the user
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cr_P0srx.

It would have been nice to have an "accept POSIX names"
switch on a per-command basis. In fact, the chosen design in
which the leading characters . or / are used to escape to the
POSIX name server does precisely that.
New CommandInterpreterCommands.The last rejected idea
was to create a new set of commands that would have
directly accepted POSIX names. Consider the following
scenario:
:hellojeff.develop,px
:chdir/users/jeffl
:oxlistf@

pxutil>
chdir/users/jeff/
pxutil>
purgeaddr_bk

:hellojeff.develop,px
:pxutil
pxutil>chdir/users/jeff/
pxutil>
:listfile
@

would run into the same problem encountered with the
PXUTILutility. What is worse is that if the :tistfilecommand
were enhanced in the future to support POSIX names, the
user would be surprised to see different results. This means
that the same commands would have behaved differently
when they were enhanced to recognize a variable Iike
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Presumably, pxlistfwould be a new command that behaved
like listf and:listfile and understood POSIX names and the
CWD. This command would have displayed all the objects in
the CWD (/users/jeff/)as opposed to listfand:listfilewhich would
have displayed all the files in the logon group pX.DEVEL0p.
The
biggest concern with this idea was that multiple commands
would have been doing the same task.
FiIe Access and Security
In ttre POSIX file access model a process carr access a file in
the following ways: read, write, and execute/search. Search
access applies to a directory and execute access applies to
an executable file like a program file or a shell script file.
There is a subtle difference between read (as applied to a
directory) and search access. Ifaprocess wants to open a
directory and read the entries in it, the process needs read
permission for that directory. But if a process wants to access a fiIe, say,/users/jeff/addr_bk,
the process needs search
permission for all the directories in the path, namely, /, users,
and jeff in this particular case.
The standard file access control mechanism of POSIX uses
file permission bits, and every file in the POSIX directory
structure has file permission bits associated with it. All
directories in POSIX are just files of directory type. File permission bits contain the information about a file that is used,
along with other information, to determine whether a process has read, write, or execute/search permission for that
file. The bits are divided into three classes: owrler, group,
and other. In addition to the file permission bits there is a
user identifier (UID) and a group identifier (GID) associated
with every file. File permission bits are set at file creation
time and can be changed by the chmodflfunction. These bits
can be read by using the statfl or fstat()functions.
For access control, processes are classified as belonging to
one ofthree access classes: file owner class, file group class,
and file other class. A process is in the file owner class of a
file if the effective UID of the process matches the UID of
the file. A process is in the file group class of a file if the
process is not in the file owner class and if the effective GID
or one of the supplementary GIDs of the process matches
the GID associated with the file. A specific implementation

of POSIX may define additional members of the file group
class. Lastly, a process is in the file other class if the process
is not in the file owner class or file group class.
Implementations of POSIX may also provide additional or
alternate file access control mechanisms. An additional access control mechanism can only firrther restrict the access
permissions defined by the file permission bits. An alternate
access control mecharrism, if enabled. is used instead of the
standard mechanism. The altemate access control mechanism has some constraints, the chief being that it must be
enabled only by explicit user action on a per-file basis.
Lastly, POSIX also allows privilege-based security in which
access may be granted to a process if it has the appropriate
privilege. Each POSIX implementation can define what
constitutes an appropriate privilege.
The MPE access control scheme is based on several mechanisms such as a file access matrix. lockrarords, and access
control definitions (ACDs). Implementing POSX 1003.1on
MPE required a mechanism that conformed to the POSIX
1003.1 standard. The existing MPE access control mechanisms did not satis$r the requirements specified in the standard. MPE file user types defined for the file access matrix
are not exclusive categories and MPE XL 3.0 ACDs cannot
express access permissions for a frle's owner or group.
To support the POSIX 1003.1 access control mechanism, the
architecture team considered either extending an existing
MPE mechanism or developing a new mechanism. It is generally preferable to extend an existing MPE mechanism since
this approach often minimizes customers'training costs and
HP's development costs. These benefits are maximized
when the modification is a logical feature extension.
The architecture team noticed the close similarity between
the evaluation of ACDs and the POSIX 1003.1 file permission
bits. In both implementations access control evaluation progresses from the most specific entry or classt to the most
general entry or class. A process can match only a single
entry or class because entries and classes are exclusive. The
two access control schemes are also similar in the way they
store access permissions locally with the file object. These
observations led to the design decision to implement POSIX
security using MPE ACDs.
In MPE/iX, POSIX 1003.1 frle permission bits have not been
implemented as a sepaxate access control mechanism.
Instead, POSIX 1003.1 firnctions support the file permission
bits via the MPE ACD mechanism. ACDs themselves have
been enhanced to enable the ACD mechanism to operate as
a POSIX 1003.1 additional access control mechanism and to
provide directory access control. Fig. 8 illustrates these access control relationships. The translation block performs
the conversion from file permission bits to ACD format and
vice versa.
POSIX 1003.1 applications will continue to use POSIX file
permission bits to specify access permissions and will be

Control
Delinition
ACD= Access
Fig. 8. Accesscontrol implementationin MPE/iX.Note that the
ACD mechanismis the foundationfor both the MPE ACD intrinsics
and the POSIXfile permissionbits.
unawaxe that file permission bits are implemented on top of
the ACD mechanism. On the other hand, MPE applications
will never deal with POSIX file permission bits; they wi-ll
deal with ACDs, the file access matrix, and locloarords.
When a POSX 1003.1 interface such as open0creates a file,
an ACD will be assigned to the file as part of the file creation
operation. When the POSIX 1003.1 function chmodOis invoked to set access permissions for a file or directory ACD
information will be manipulated. Similarly, the stat() and fstat()
functions will evaluate an ACD and map the access permissions granted by the ACD into file permission bits using this
mapping in reverse. Fig. 9 illustrates the mapping between
file permission bits and MPE ACD entries.
File
Owner

FileGloup Fileother

Fig. 9, Mappingbetweenthe POSIX1003.1file permissionbits and
ACDmechanism.
the underlying

inFig.9,andclassisone0fthethree
toanentryintheACDsuchasI w,x:@.@
t Entry
refers
0rlileother
class.
class,
filegroup
class,
a process
canbein:flleowner
classes
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Conclusion
When the MPE XL operating system was being designed for
the new PA-RISC machines, baclcvrard compatibility with HP
3000 machines running the MPE V operating system was a
major goal. This resulted in the design and implementation
of the compatibility mode on the new HP 3000 Series 900
machines. Implementing POSIX on the HP 3000 Series 900
machines presented at least as great a challenge to the architecture team. Maintaining backwaxd compatibility while
searnlessly integrating POSIX and MPE concepts was one of
the chief objectives of the architecture team. This paper has
shown how this objective was achieved in the technical
areas of directory structure, file naming, and file access and
security.
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Since the occutrence of several patient i4juries related to
software failures of medical instrumentation,l much effort
has been put into finding ways to prevent these software
hazards in systems designed for medical use. Software hazards are a special category ofsoftware defects. Ifthey occur
during the operation of a system they may cause grave danger to human life and property. Software by itself does not
harm anyone, but the instruments it controls and the information it collects from those instruments can cause damage.
Therefore, since accidents in complex computer-controlled
systems involve hardware, software, and human failures,
software procedures to avoid hazards must be considered as
part of overall system safety.
Many methods of analysis, prevention, and verification have
been proposed to handle software hazards. HP's Medical
Systems (MSY) Unit has researched and experimented with
some of these methods and processes. This paper describes
how we combined the most appropriate elements ofthese
methods to develop a software hrazard avoidance process
for our organization. We will also show how the process was
applied to one product.
MSY develops and manufactures instruments that provide
clinical practitioners with patient information at bedside, a
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central nursing station, a hospital information system, a doctor's office, or anywhere the data is needed. Fig. 1 shows the
Iayout for a typical high-level medical information and moni
toring system. The information comes from transducers
connected to a patient. Physiologic electromechanical activity is converted to analog electric signals. These signals are
routed to data acquisition subsystems or modules of a complete patient monitor. The patient monitor electrically isolates the patient and digitizes the signals. Up to 12 modules
can be connected to the patient. The digital data is moved to
the monitor software subsystems where it is formatted, prioritized, and queued for display on the local patient monitor
screen. In addition to local display, there is a proprietary
local network, called SDN (serial data network), which is
the pathway and protocol for displaying selected data from
tp to 24 bedside monitors on central repofting stations.
The patient data, whether at a bedside monitor or a central
station, is used by the clinician as one element in patient
treatment. Therefore, in analyzing the hazards in a medical
instrument, consideration must be given to a direct hazard
such as a software condition that produces an unsafe situation for the patient, and the possibility of patient mistreatment as a result of a monitor or central station indication
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Fig. 1. A typical high-level medical information and monitoring
system.
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providing inaccurate trend data or failing to call a patient
alarm. Preventing these problems was the motivating factor for the software quality engineering group at MSy to
investigate software hazards and their avoidance in medical
monitoring and reporting systems.

The Hazard Avoidance Process
Our hazard avoidance process is a combination ofrefinements to our existhg verificatiort methodologr, which focuses
on testing for hazards, and hazard avoidance analysis, which
focuses on prevention.
Verification
When our investigation of software hazards began, the primary focus of the group was testing and veriJication of integrated embedded microprocessor-based patient monitoring
systems and central reporting stations. Initially we exploited
our experience in testing for hazards to develop a verification methodolog5r.z This methodologSr was integrated into
the normal product test development and test execution
phases of product development.
The approach, as it is currently used, involves documentation
ofthe test strategy and the creation ofa software hazard
avoidance fault tree, which shows the step-by-step verification of safety-critical subsystems. A portion of a software
hazard. avoidance fault tree is shown in Fig. 2.
Generation of a software hazard avoidance fault tree starts
with identification of the most critical system hazards.
There are many methods for identifying these particular
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hazards. The method we use involves investigating data on
edsting products and discussions with internal and external
experts. The data collected consists of HP customer complaints, reports from the goverrment regulatory agencies,
joumal articles, and internal HP defect data. External experts
typically include clinicians such as nurses, technicians, doctors, and biomedical engineens. Internal experts include MSy
engineers and marketing product m:rnagers. The experts use
the data and highJevel descriptions of the proposed product
to determine the highestJevel hazards to be avoided in the
new system implementation.
The fault tree format provides a hierarchical decomposition
of the areas of concern. At the lowest level of the tree, the
"leaves" are tests that must be passed to establish safety for
the lowest subsystem level. For example, tests 1.1.1.2.1
through 1.1.L.2.3in Fig. 2 must be passed to ensure that the
patient monitor is able to detect a failure in updating patient
data in a specified time period. (Note that a failure in any
one of these lower-level tests is analogous to a logical one to
the next-higher level in the fault tree.) If any test fails, it is a
simple exercise to evaluate the effect on the system. This is
a valuable feature when considering releasing a system for
clinical or beta testing and in making the trade-offs during
development about whether to remove or correct an offending subsystem. The software hazard avoidance fault tree
provides a summary of the plan for verification of hazard
avoidance ofthe system and a way to ensure that test cases
exist for veri$ring that the systems software safety goals are
addressed.

1.1.1.1.1
ECGAccuracyTest

1.1.1.2.1
ECGResponse
TimeTest

1.1.1.1.2
Pressure
Accuracy
Tesl

1.1.1.2.2
Pressure
Response
TimeTest

1.1.1.1.3
02AccuracyTesl

1.1.1.2.3
02Response
TimeTest
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Fig, 2, A portion of a software
hazard fault tree for a patient
monitor.

Fig. 3. An example of fault tree
analysis.

a
a
a

At MSY, hazard avoidance tests are used to verify the safe
operation of the system because when the system is partially implemented, it is used in a limited basis in clinical
trials. Clinical trials provide valuable feedback from our
customers in the early phases of implementation when we
can easily make changes.

prevention techniques are used from the earliest user requirements phase ttuough the code phase. Since hazardous
defects are a subset of all software defects, prevention techniquesare neededto complementthe veri$cation process
describedabove.

For our hazard prevention program, we investigated processesand analysis techniques that would fit into our product developmentprocess.The IEEE draft document that
defines a standard for software safety plans3 recommends
the following four documents for safety-critical software:
r Preliminary hazard analysis report. This report should document the results of looking for potential hazards from the
Avoidance
initial system design documentation.
The software hazard avoidance fault tree and its associated
r Software safety requirement analysis report. This report
tests provide a basis for understanding the compliance of a
should document:
system with high-level safety objectives. As is the case for
i,,The list of hazards,their criticality level, and relevant
dudng
the
verification
activities
typical software defects,
associated software requirements
development process focus on how to either find defects
i' Software safety design requirements and guidelines
earlier or ensure that they are not included in the first place.
. Safety-related test requirements.
For finding defects, a whole industry provides tools for low- o Software safety design analysis report. This report may be
level, or white box testing. Instead of manual testing at a
divided into two parts. The first part addressesthe safety
system level, commercially available tools can enable the
analysis of the system's preliminary design, and the second
developer to test individual software components in an autopart addressesthe safety analysis of the system's detailed
mated fashion. This is more comprehensive than finding
design.
defects in the system test cycle, which occurs at the end of
. Software safety code analysis report. This report should
the development process. The focus is still on defect removal,
document:
rather than prevention. In the prevention case, tools such as
' The rationale for and types of analysesperformed on each
formal design reviews are used on design and specification
module
Since the hazard avoidance fault tree exists in a graphical
representation it provides developers and government regulators with a clear map of the verification strategy for a
product and its subsystems.

documents, and formal inspections are used on code. These
Areaol Goncern
Alam Pliority

FailureMode

FailureCause

FailureEflecton
System

lncorect Alarm
Alam Priority
High-PriorityAlarm
Maskedby Instrument SchemeNonstandard Sounding
StatusMessage

Risk

Recommendations

High FollowScheme
0utlinedin XYZ
Specification

Fig. 4. A part of a table used to
document the results from a failure modes and effecls analysis.
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0n Evenl
Initialize
fimel andBeds

0n Event
Initialize
TimerandEeds

MessageReceivedand

0n Event
Initialize
limer andBeds

Itlo ldentity Conflict
Simple Backolf

0nlineDelayExpired
Goto Online

Fig. 5. An example of event trce
analysis using a state machine approach. A backoff message tells
the instrument to ignore any
further messages or alarms.

Message
Received
and
ldentityConflict
SendBackotfMessage

- Recommendations for design and coding changes
Detailed test recommendations
An evaluation of safety requirements.
The draft also lists several techniques for hazard analysis
and avoidance. Some ofthese techniques include:
. Formal inspections. A formal method of peer review of
target documentation (design documents, code, test plans,
etc.) that culminates in a review meeting. Each member of
the review team has a specific role in the review meeting.
The objective ofthe inspection or review process meeting is
to identify issues and defects, which are documented and
addressed later by the reviewed document's author.4
o Fault tree analysis. A logic diagram of expected event
sequences. It can be used to show how hardware, software,
mechanical, and human interactions can cause ahazard
(see Fig. 3).
. Petri nets. A diagramming technique that enables timing
information to be incorporated into the safety analysis.S
This technique helps to identi$r software events that are
either too early or too late, thereby leading to hazard conditions. While fault tree analysis accents the effect of unexpected events in a logical linkage, the Petri net focuses concem on correct events occuring at possibly incorrect times.
o Failure modes and effects analysis. This involves an examination of all the failure modes in a system with a description
of the cause and effect associated with the failure mode.
Failure modes and effects analysis results can be documented in a table (see Fig. 4).
Requirements
0efinition
Phase

Specilication
Phase

Software
Requirements
Hazard
Analysis

lmplementation
Phase

o Event tree analysis. Ttris analysis moves events logically
through the system to determine the consequenceis of these
events. An event tree analysis is different from a fault tree
analysis in that a fault tree traces an undesired event to its
causes. Fig. 5 shows an event tree analysis using a state
machine approach.
o Formal specifications. A rigorous mathematical method of
defining a system, with rules and definitions that provide
the basis of proof.6'7
Other techniques proposed in the IEEE standard include
performance analysis, sneak circuit analysis, criticality
analysis, and fault tolerant testing.
The form we chose for our hazard avoidance plan includes
modified versions of the documents defined in the IEEE
standard, some ofthe analysis techniques described above,
and the hazard verification process described in the previous section. Like the IEEE standard, our plan allows the
analysis format to be adjusted to fit the problem. The adjustments are made according to the experience of the the software quality engineer and the type of application being considered. For instance, most of our analysis is in the form of
formal inspections, but an engineer may decide that instead
of using a state machine to model some function, Petri net
analysis is more applicable. Also like the IEEE standard,
the emphasis is on analysis and documentation during the
software development phases.
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Fig. 6. Software hazard avoidance process flow in the software
life cycle.
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The hazard avoidance activities that take place during the
software development phases are shown in Fig' 6' The inputs and deliverables to the hazard avoidance activities are
summarized in Fig. 7. Note that although the names of the
documents may differ slightly from the IEEE-recommended
documents, the contents remain the same. The one exception is the software hazard inspection list which corresponds to the IEEE-specified software safety code report'
We provide the same contents as the IEEE report in terms of
results, but we are more specific in mentioning the type of
analysis used for hazard avoidance. The result is that no
matter which form of analysis is chosen in any development
phase, the process documentation contains the choice along
with the results for each phase. The overall benefit is the
capability to follow the hazard and its treatment through
each development Phase.
Analysis and Verification Together
As shown in Fig. 6, hazard analysis begins in the requirements phase of a project. When a project establishes user
requirements and has identified a high-level architecture for
a product to fulfill the requirements, work begins on the
preliminary hazard analE si's.
With the early documents completed, data from similar
previously released products such as enhancement requests,
defects, and government regulators' reported complaints are
combined together for analysis. An evaluation team consisting ofusers, quality engineers, developers, internal regulatory
persomel, and ma.rketing engineers reviews the collected
data and proposed product architecture, and with each
member's experience base, decides on the levels of concem
for hazards identified in the new product.
The hazards are rated minor, moderate, or major based on
the consensus ofthe group. Each hazard is evaluated to determine its impact on patient care if the hazard were not
removed. These hazardous axeas provide the focus for the
quality engineer's future analysis during development and
verification. To complete the preliminary hazard analysis,
each hazard has associated causes and methods of verification listed. Each cause inclicates how a problem might occur
in the given architecture, and the verification list describes
the methods for making sure the hazatd isn't included in the
product. Fig. 8 shows a portion of a preliminary hazard report
containing the information mentioned above'
During the specification phase
soJtuLare requirements hazard
sults of analyzing the software
The requirements are provided

of product development, the
analAsis, which shows rerequirements, is produced'
in many forms sttch as data

Fig. 7. Inputs and deliverables
associatecl with each of the
steps in the hazard avoidance
process.

flow diagrams, verbal descriptions, entity relationship diagrams, and formal specifications depending on the form of
software being developed. The areas identified as hazards in
the requirements are analyzed according to whatever
method was defined in the preliminary hazaxd analysis'
In addition to performing ahazard analysis of the requirements during the specification phase, a softuare hazard
auoidmlce fault tree is also generated from the data provided
in the preliminary haza.rd analysis phase.
In the implementation ptra"se,a d'etai'led desi'gn hazard
analAsis is performed to examine the same a"reasstudied in
the previous phase, except this time the details of the design
and implementation are examined. Following the detailed
design hazard analysis, ttre so;ftware hazard inspection li'st
is created. This Iist is a collection of the software functions
requiring inspection in the hazardous axeas of the design'
We require inspections of all software functions that have a
cyclomatic complexity of 10 or greater.
The portion of ahazard analysis matrix shown in Fig' 9 provides an overwiew of the hazard avoidance history for two
hazards identified in the preliminary analysis phase'
Once all the analyses and tests have been completed, the
documentation is kept in the project notebook and the software test archives for the product. The notebook and archives are kept as evidence ofprocess adherence required
by industry and govemment regulatory agencies'
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Results
The software hazard, avoidance fault tree portion ofthe haz_
ard avoidance process has been used in eight MSy products
and product enhancements since l9gg. No safety defects
requiring instrument recalls have been reported for these
products. In one product line, hazard avoidance testing
dis_
covered 32o/o(as compared to lbo/oin previous projects that
used traditional development and testing processes) of all
serious and critical defects that would have had an effect on
patient welfaxe.
As of writing of this article, one product has used and com_
pleted the full hazard avoidance process described in
this
paper. Several otherprojects are in different stages
ofusing
the process. In the project that has completed the process,
two forms of analysis were used during the preliminary haz_
ard avoidance phase: formal inspections and formal methods.
The bulk of the hazards were found using formal inspec_
tions. A total of 23 inspections were performecl on procluct
documents, finding l2o/oof aLlhazardous defects.
Using HP-SL7 (HP Specification Language) two areas of po_
tential hazards were specified and examined. Four possible
hazardous defects were identified with formal methods.
Conclusion
The MSY development and implementation of the hazard
avoidance process has helped provide products with fewer
recalls, providing a higher level of customer satisfaction.
The results achieved so far with this process have been ex_
cellent. The emphasis on defect prevention will continue to
pervade our development effort, with the hazardavoidance
process as the cornerstone.
Defect prevention and analysis are not enough, and this pro_
cess provides a verification trace back to the requirements
phase of development. A_lsothis process provides
a svstem
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view of the objectives set in the ea.rlyphases of a project to
ensure their correct implementation.
From our experience so far, the cost of using this process
depends on the form ofanalysis chosen. The form ofanalysis has to be carefully considered when a potential hazard is
discovered. The types of analysis and the applicability to the
problem must be investigated. The cosVbenefit analysis
may
have to consider such questions as the cost of a potential
recall, the possible reuse of functional elements in another
product, and always, the effect on the patient and user.
No matter what form of analysis is chosen, the process steps
have been standardized and documented and are available
for govemment regulators, other developers, and any other
interested parties to examine. This process provides the
evidence that we have done all we can do to prevent soft_
ware hazards before building the instrument.
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Many software development organizations have begun to
formalize software reuse as a way to improve productivity
and increase quahf. However, most of the effort is put into
reusable components that are used for creating software
products. Methodologiesand processescan exist for the test
development effort as well. If software components can be
reused effectively,test componentscan be reused also. For
any reuse program to be successful,a formal process and
support tools are essential.
The sofbware quahW department that serves HP's Boise
Printer Division and Network Printer Division maintains a
vast printer test library, which includes performance tests,
conformancetests, other black-box tests, test procedures,
test results, test documentation, and lcrown-good output for
comparison. The test library requires extensive scripts to
extract and execute tests for various projects. Many new
tests are leveragedfrom old tests, but there is only a primitive
browsing mechanism to aid in locating them.
Fromlab

Fig. I shows the steps and databases involved in submitting,
reviewing, and executing tests in our existing test process.
Except for test execution, the processes shown in Fig. I are
scripts that are primarily responsible for moving test datax
from one database to another. Each database represents a
different state in the test development process.
The process begins with test data being moved from the lab
to the submitdatabase. Next the test data is reviewed to see if
it is complete. For example, the test program is checked to
make sure it compiles. If anything is wrong with the test
data, it is sent back to the lab for correction, and if everything is okay the test data is moved to the trialrundatabase.
During the trial run phase, the test program is executed to
flush out any problems. If there are problems, the test program is sent back to the lab for repair. If all goes well, the
test program is moved to the testlibdatabase. Once a test is
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Fig. 1. The existing test process
without a test management
system.
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in the testlibdatabase, it is ready for formal test execution.
Test execution involves not only testing the product, but also
captudng data for various databases and generating a test
report. At any point in this process modifications can be
made to the test data, resulting in moving data from the
database (state) it is in back to the submitdatabase.
To improve this process with tools that manage test selection and assist in test development for the various software
and firmware projects at our divisions, a test library management system, or TLMS, has been developed. This new
system is gradually being phased in to enhance and replace
parts of our existing test system. The rest of this paper describes the development, features, and test life cvcle ofthe
test library management system.

I

Goals
Several goals were established early in the TLMS development process. First, there was no doubt that a need existed
to track all tests under a version control system so that previous versions of tests could be recovered and executed if
the firmware or software was revised to fix defects or add
enhancements. It was also desirable to be able to track test
versions with firmware or soltware versions so that customized test suites could be created to test specific features of a
particular version of firmware or sofbware. TLMS also needed
to ensure clear ownership for each version of a test so that
there was only one individual who was responsible for any
and all changes made to a particular version. The entire
maintenance process needed to be more formally defined
and automated as much as possible. Another important goal
was to facilitate test reuse through a test case classification
scheme and a test location mechanism. This scheme would
aid in test case selection and test suite development.
Configuration
Management Tool
TLMS is based on an object-oriented configuration management tool called CaseWare/CM,l which provides a structured
development environment with a turnkey model that can be
used for most software development projects. This configuration management tool also provides both a graphical OSF/
Motif-based user interface and a command-line user interface,
and it runs on HP 9000 Series 300 and 700 workstations.
CaseWare/CM's built-in flexibility allowed us to create a customized model to fit our test development life cycle. As user
needs change, the model can be modified without impacting
the objects stored in the database.
To help with our reuse efforts, CaseWare/CM records the
development history of the test library as tests are created,
modilied, or imported. The test library configuration is standardized across projects so that test developers or test consultants who are browsing or searching for reusable tests
can easily find them. Tests and test suites are treated as
objects that can easily be included in other test suites.

Features trf TLI\,{S
Components and Attributes
Most of the operationsof TLMS center around components.
A componentis a related set of attributes that describean
object such as a test program. Each component has a number of attributes including its name,t),pe,status,source,
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description, author, subsystem, creation date, and date of
last modification. A component also has a version attribute.
Specific versions or instances of objects are referred to as
component uersions.
Different types of components exist for different tlpes of
objects. Objects in our case are test programs, include files,
spreadsheets, documents, shell scripts, C source files, and
font files. Some component tlpes are built into the configuration tool, and otherc can be created and added to the model
as needed. Specific behavior is given to each component
type, such as how the source attribute is compiled or edited.
Table I lists some of the built-in types and some of the types
that have been created specifically for TLMS.

TableI
ComponentTypes
Built-in Types

Description

csrc

C source

i nc l

C include

tsrc

lex source

ysrc

yacc source

snsrc

Shell source

L++

C++ source

ascii

ASCII text

swasm

Software assembly

TIMS Customized
Types
pmac

Printer macro language source
(main test program)

p_incl

pmacinclude file

post

PostScript@ source

msw0r0

Microsoft@ Word document

totus

Lotus@ 1-2-3@spreadsheet

excel

Microsoft Excel spreadsheet

font

Soft font file

testasm

Individual test assembly

suite

Test suite assembly

The naming convention used to designate a component
version has four parts, which helps to avoid ambiguity. Each
part is separated by a slash (/). This slash serves only to delineate the four parts of the component version name and
has nothing to do with a file system hierarchy. The four parts
are: subsystem, t54te, name, and version. Thus, for a test with
a subsystem of fonts,a type of pmac,a test name of fontpri4,and
a version of 2 the four-part name is fonts/pmac/fontpri4l2.
Dactr
of the four parts, along with the state of the component
version, is represented graphically in Fig. 2.
A special type of component version called an assembly is
used to group other component versions together. In the
context of TLMS, a test assembly consists of all component
versions needed to run a test. A minimum test assembly must
include a test program, a test procedure, and some expected

Example

ilame
Four-Part
lonts/pmacflontpri1/2

NamingConvention
Subsysten/Iype/llameAlersion

Fig. 2. A graphlcal representation of a component version.

results. An assemblyis somewhatanalogousto a directory
in a flle system. The graphical representation of an assembly
displays an extra box around the narneto distinguish it easily
from regular componentversions (seeFig. 3).
An assembly also has its own collection of attributes, including name, status, version, owner, and subsystem.An assembly may also have its own customized attributes. An example would be an installation directory attribute, which would
serve a.sa definition of where to install source flles in the
file system once they have been extracted from TLMS.
TLMS usestwo special assemblycomponentversions which
are customized for the test library application. The frrst is of
b4)e testasm(test assembly),which is the basic building block
of test suites (seeFig. 3). There is no limit to the number of
component versions that can be included in a test assembly.
However, by TT,MSconvention there should be only one main
and as many include files as needed
test program per testasm,
should also have some test
Each
test
assembly
test.
for the
designdocumentationdescribingwhat is being tested.
The other special assemblycomponentversion is of type
suite.This assemblyis used for grouping test assembliesinto
test suites.A test suite can consist of one or more testasms
and one or more test suites.Although there is no requiremost
ment that a test suite consist of only suitesand testasms,
other componentversion tlpes should be part of a testasm
and not a suite.

Component versions can easily be placed into an assembly
by creating a list of components to be bound into the assembly. The operation reconfigureis performed, which automatically selects the specified component versions and binds
them into the assembly. The list of components only needs
to have the first three parts of the four-part name for each
component, which causes the latest version of the component to be bound into the assembly. If a specific version of a
component is desired, it may also be specified as the fourth
part of the name in the list of components.
The reuse program being developed for tests in TLMS will
make use of customized attributes found on each testasm.
These attributes make up a faceted classification scheme,2 in
which the attributes form a tuple that describes a test. Queries to TT,MS use the classifications to extract a set of tests
requested by the tester. For example, a query might be to find
all released tests for a specific printer that will exercise the
font selection capability of the printer.
Test Suite Hierarchy
Components representing tests and test suites are grouped
in a hierarchical form to facilitate test location. A catalog is
maintained of reusable testasms(test assemblies) and suites,
any of which can be easily bound into any test suite for any
project. In this marurer project-specific test suites can
quickly be developed by combining new and existing tests.
The test library has at its highest level an assembly of type
suitenamed testlib(see Fig. 4). This assembly consists of
other assemblies of type suite.One is named catalog,which
contains all of the tests that are used in more than one project. This is the basis ofthe reusable library. The catalogis
hierarchically arranged into logical subassemblies, which
makes it easy to find tests. Printer conformance tests and
other black-box tests that can be used by more than one
project are found in the catalog.

---

Test
Assembly

-t''

--/

ffiffi
MainTest
Program

Iest Procedure

lncludeFile

Fig. 3. A porlion of a Ly?ical
TLMS test assembly.
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aaa

(seeFig.3)

Other test suite assemblies bound to the testlibare specific to
projects and are named for the project (e.g., proiect_aor
prolect_b).Each project assembly consists of a test suite
named proj_suite,which contains all of the suites and testasms
that make up the entire test suite for that project. A proj_suite
may contain links to testasmsor suites that are in the catalog,
or may have its own special component versions tailored for
the specific project. A project assembly may also contain
one or more testasmsor suites with a name that corresponds
to a version of software or firmware that is being tested. For
example, a suite may be developed to test certain features of
version 1.2 of some flrmware, and hence could be named Vl.2.
The subsystem narne for all assemblies for a specific project
should match the name of the project, unless the entire suite
or testasmis being used as it came from the catalog.This allows extraction or reporting on all component versions that
are specific to the project. For example, in Fig. 3 the component versions with the subsystem name fonts are actually
from the catalog.
Roles
Much of the activity in TLMS is allowed or disallowed based
on the role of the person interacting with TLMS. Users are
assigned one or more roles. Each role allows browsing
through the test library, along with certain other privileges
briefly described below.
Author. An author is allowed to create a new component version, derive (check out) a new component version from an
existing component version, and install tests on the flle system for execution. An author who has created or derived a
component version becomes the owner of the component
version until it is reviewed, approved, and released.
Test librarian. The test librarian is responsible for the content
and structure of the overall test library. The test librarian is
the only one able to create or manipulate component versions of type suite.The test librarian also makes sure that
each test is executed to veri$r that it works correctly before
putting it into the test library. Finally, the test librarian is the
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Fig. 4. A portion of a TLMS rest
suite hierarchy.

only person who can officially releasecomponentversions
into the test library.
TestConsultant.
The test consultant is responsiblefor reviewing test component versions before submitting them to the
test librarian for a trial test mn. Test consultants are only
able to modify componentversions that belong to projects
to which they have been assigned.Test consultants,in cooperation with R&D, define the component versions that belong
in a test suite, but they are not allowed to create them.
TestTechnician.The only activity that a test technician is
able to perform in TLMS is a test-suitebuild, which, in the
context ofTLMS, extracts all test sources,procedures,masters, and anything else that is required to execute a test and
placesthem in the file system.Testscan then be executed.
TIMS Administ]ator.The TLMS administrator is the superuser
of the system and is responsible for adding new users,
changing their roles, and making changesto the TLMS
model installed in the test library database.The TLMS administrator is also able to modify any component version
and generally circumvent the built-in security provided by
the rules set up in the TLMS model. This role must be used
with caution.
SoftwareDevelopment
Engineer.
This role is similar to the test
technician role. An individual with this role has permission
to browse through the test library and is able to perform a
test-suite build to extract tests and place them in the file
systemfor execution.
Guest.A guest only has permission to browse through TLMS.
A user with this role cannot modiff any component version,
extract tests via a build operation, or perform any other
operation.This role is provided for users to look at tests
currently in the test library.
TLMS Life Cycle
The main life cycle for tests is governedby a seriesof states
and transitions that affect any assemblyof type testasm(test
assembly)and the componentversions that are bound to it.

A component version progresses through several states
from the time it is checked out or created until it is released
into the test library. Most transitions are made directly to
component versions attached to a test assembly, and all
component versions bound to the testasmmake the transition
automatically. Thansitions can also be made directly to art
individual component version. Fig. 5 shows the states and
transitions for the TLMS main life cycle.
The initial state is called private.Most newly created test
assemblies begin the life cycle with this state as their default
status. A component version in this state can only be modified by the author (owner) who created it. A privatecomponent version can only be bound into testasmscreated by the
same owner. A newversion cannot be derived from a component version in this state because it is considered to be
unstable.
The only transition allowed from the privatestate is when the
testasmis ready to be published. Fublishing a test assembly
moves it from the privatestate to the workingstate. The tests
are made public for the first time which means that someone else can bind these component versions into another
testasm,and the Iibrarian can bind a testasminto a suite. This
transition is initiated by the owner of the test assembly.
The workingstate assumes that the tests bound into a testasm
are in working condition. In other words, the test can be
executed. It may not be completely correct, but at least it
runs. The owner is still the only one who can modify a component version. New versions can be derived from any component version in the workingstate (or any subsequent state),
but when this happens, the source attribute of the original
component version is frozen. The test assembly containing a
modified component version can continue to proceed along
the life cycle, but all source modifications must be made to
the new component version to avoid a double maintenance
problem.
The only transition allowed from the workingstate is when
the test assembly is ready to be reviewed by the test consultant. This transition moves the test assembly from the working
state to the finalreviewstate. This transition is also initiated by
the owner of the test assembly. Electronic mail is sent to
notify the authorized test consultant that a testasmhas been
submitted for final review.
The finalreviewstate allows the test consultant to review the
test for completeness. All tests should be complete and
must contain all of the necessary documentation. Once a
test assembly is in the finalreviewstate, it can no longer be
modifred by the owner. Only the proper test consultant has
modifi cation privi-leges.

Tlvo transitions are allowed from the finalreviewstate. The first
is the transition that moves the test assembly back to the
workingstate for rework by the owner. A report of the problems encountered is sent to the owner by electronic mail.
This report is required before the transition is made. In the
graphical user interface, a window opens that allows the test
consultant to enter the report, and in the command-Iine interface, the test consultant can attach an ASCII file containing
the report.
The second transition allowed from the finalreviewstate
moves component versions to the trialrunstate. As test assemblies make this transition, electronic mail is sent to the
test librarian indicating that a test is ready for a trial run.
Electronic mail is also sent to the author aclanowledging
that the test has passed final review and is ready for a trial
run. Both transitions from the finalreviewstate are initiated by
the test consultant.
The trialrunstate allows the test librarian to review a test for
completeness and ensure that it executes properly. The test
librarian also makes sure that the testasmhas a unique hstalIation directory so that the test can be installed onto the file
system without overwriting other tests. The test librarian is
the only individual who can modify any component version
in the trialrunstate. This is to prevent any changes to the component version without the test librarian lorowing about
them.
T\vo transitions are allowed from the trialrunstate. The first
transition moves component versions from the trialrunstate
back to the finalreviewstate if the test assembly is rejected.
This transition is used for those tests that do not meet applicable standards or do not pass the trial run. A report ofwhy
the test was rejected is sent via electronic mail to both the
test consultant and the owner (similar to the report sent
when the test assembly is sent back to the workingstate for
rework).
The second transition allowed from the trialrunstate moves
the test assembly to the releasedstate. This transition is
made only after a testasmhas successfully completed a trial
mn and it meets all of the applicable standards. An aclcrowledgment is sent via electronic mail to the author, the test
consultant, and others who are interested in lcrowing when
a test is released. Both transitions from the trialrunstate are
initial.ed by the test librarian.
The final state is the releasedstate. Any component version
in this state must have been approved by the test librarian
and by definition, be part of the official test library. A testasm
carmot be released unless all of its member component versions are released. Component versions in this state are no

Reiecl

Fig. 5. The TLMS main life cycle.
Test assemblies or indMdual
component verslons move
through this life cycle.
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means that all children (test assemblies or suites) not already
released must be in the trialrunstate or the unreleasedstate
(the only two states that allow transitions into the released
state), or the transition will fail. The releasedstate of this
short life cycle is the same as the releasedstate in the main
Iife cycle.
trceze

Fig, 6. The TLMS test suite life cycle.
longer modifiable by anyone. They are static, including all
attributes. The only exception to this is a comment attribute,
which can be updated at any time by the librarian if more
information needs to be stored with a test.
A separate, shorter life cycle for component versions oftype
suiteconsists of two states: unreleased
and released(see Fig. 6).
This life cycle exists to facilitate the creation of large test
suites without the overhead of having to move component
versions of type suite through all five states of the main life
cycle. Remember that component versions of type suiteare
typically made up of many test assemblies, and each test
assembly is typically made up of a test program and many
other files.
The initial state is called unreleased.Component versions of
type suitein the unreleasedstate can be modified as often as
necessa.ry, but only by the test librarian. Ttansition from the
unreleased
state to the releasedstate is allowed only when the
test suite is determined to be frozen (no more changes).
This transition can only be initiated by the test librarian. In
the case of suites, all component versions bound to it must
either be released already or released at the same time. This

r
.
o
r
o

Comparison
The TLMS main life cycle is intended to improve the test
process described earlier and shown in Fig. 1. Overlaying
the TLMS life cycle states shown in Fig. b with the processes
shown in Fig. I results in the process diagram shown in
Fig. 7. This diagram shows the following benefits to the
test process with TLMS:
Tests are maintained in one database, and there is no need
to move fi-les from one database to another to change state.
Attribute information such as stahrs, test owner, and creation
date is easily stored and queried.
Test development history is automatically recorded.
The test maintenance process is easier to control.
The test process is simpler.
Security and Access
Security rules for each model can be written and enforced
to maintain the integrity of the database. These rules and
privileges allow or disallow component version creation,
moffication, transition, and deletion based on the state of
the component version or the role of the user. Security rules
in TLMS enforce the privileges and operations described in
the life cycle section

FromLab
(Privals)

{finalreviewl

Fig. 7. The test process with
TLMS in piace. The items in
parentheses are the states in the
main TLMS [ife cycle shown in
Fig 5.
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User Interfaces
TWo user interfaces exist for TLMS. One is a graphical OSF/
Motif-based interface that mns on the X Window System.
Users can select actions from pop-up menus and navigate
through the various windows using a mouse. The other interface is a command-line interface. Although a graphical
interface is helpful in giving the user a visual picture of the
elements in the test library, a command-line interface is also
available to perform many simple commalrds. Among these
are commands to create a component version, move an assembly of component versions from one state to another,
modify the source attribute of a component version, install
the test suite onto the file system for execution, and import
an externally developed test into TLMS.
Reports
Reports of useful information are obtained from TLMS
through some corrunand-line queries. Some examples of
reports that are easily obtainable are a list of all component
versions in atest suite, the status ofall componentversions
in an assembly, the authors of a list of component versions'
a list of all projects using a given component version, and a
Iist of all component versions currently in a given state.
Fig. 8 shows part of a report of all testasms.
Benefits
TLMS provides an easy, consistent method of maintaining
and accessing all tests. Those who need to interact with the
test library can find what they want without having to ask art
expert. Also, the entire process oftest development and
maintenance can be structured and controlled. The development history of tests in the test library is captured automatically. Tests can be identified and selected for a given test
mn, and a customized test suite can quickly be created.
Tests that are not yet certified and released by the test
Iibrarian can still be executed if needed.
The sofl;ware test center is able to increase testing efficiency
by executing a test suite customized for a test run instead of

Fri Dec4 13:16:381992
Thu Dec3 16:49121992

Fig. 8. A portionof a TLMStest
assemblyreport.

the myriad of redundant tests that axe present in the old test
library. It is also much easier to verifu that the proper versions of tests are executed for any version of firmware or
softrvare.
As with all programs, new enhancements and changes will
probably be requested from the user community. TLMS features can be modified and extended without impact on the
objects stored in the database. Finally, a more formal test
reuse program can be established, which will allow test developers to take advantage of the work of others. This will in
turn decrease the total test development time, a significant
portion of a project's schedule.
Conclusion
The testing process is an important part of the software life
cycle. Without the proper tools and structure, it can become
inefficient and difficult to manage. With large volumes of
tests for any given proiect, manual processes yield errors that
can be avoided by applying configuration management practices to the test development and maintenance processes.
Customizable tools such as CaseWare/CM are available to
help control these processes. TLMS allows us to improve
and automate test development and maintenance, as well as
establish a formal test reuse program.
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Implementing and Sustaining a
Software Inspection Program in an
R&D Environment
Although
software
inspections
practice
havebecome
a common
intne
software
process,
development
introducing
theinspection
process
and
sustaining
andmeasuring
itssuccess
arestillchallenges.
by Jean M. Macleod

There is not much disagreement in the industry about the
value and benefits of software inspections. However, there's
more to implementing a software inspection program than
training moderators and creating forms. This paper discusses
how the software inspection program was implemented at
HP's Patient Care Monitoring Systems Division, with empha_
sis on how the program is sustained and how its success is
measured.
One thing we learned while implementing and sustaining an
inspection prograrn is that it must be managed with a clear
organizational owner and a champion (chief moderator).
The process must be flexible enough to withstand changes
and improvements without compromising those things that
define formal inspections such as preparation, inspection,
rework, and so on. The implementation is really an evolu_
tion that needs tailoring to the culture and environment
while keeping the fundamental process intact.
We have conducted over 85 inspections at our division. Data
has been collected and maintained in a database from the
very beginning so we could anallze how well the process is
working. Besides data about the process itself, we keep data
about the rework performed a.fter each inspection, including
the time to fix defects and the cause of each defect. The
cause data helps us look at the software development
process and identify areas for further investigation and
improvement.
Background
A formal sofbware inspection process was introduced to our
division about two yearc ago to increase the efficiency of the
defect detection process and ultimately shorten the time to
market for key products in the dMsion. From our historical
data on software projects, we knou'that it takes an average
of20 hours to find and fix a defect detected during the testing
phase of a project. We also lcrow that finding and fixing defects earlier in the development process takes less time. The
problem we had was to introduce software inspections into
the software development process as painlessly as possible
to gain acceptance of the process and start collecting data
that would prove the value ofthe process.
We modelled our inspection process after a method that uses
clearly defined process steps: kickoff, preparation, defect
logging meeting, causal analysis, rework, and follow-up.r
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Kickoff. This step is used to hand out the materials for the
inspection, assign roles to inspectors, and ensure that every_
one understands the purpose of the inspection as well as
when and where the defect logging meeting will be held.
This step car be done in a meeting or by electronic mail.
Preparation. The preparation step is critical to the success of
every inspection. This is when inspectors review and check
the document+ on their own, noting any defects to be logged.
The objective is for all inspectors to work independently to
find defects so that they will come to the defect logging
meeting prepared to report their defects.
Defect logging Meeting. This is the time when all inspectors
come together to review the document and report any defects that were found. During this meeting a defect log is
maintained by the moderator. The meeting is facilitated by
the moderator and should last no longer than two hours.
GausalAnalysis. The purpose of this step is to review three to
five m4ior defects that were found during the defect logging
meeting to determine the most likely causes for the defects.
The causal analysis is done at the end of the defect logging
meeting and involves brainstorming causes of the defects
and possible actions that could be taken to prevent those
defects from occurring again.
Rework. Rework is performed by the owner of the document
that was inspected. The owner is required to fix all defects
and take appropriate action to ensure that every item logged
during the defect logging meeting is addressed. The owner
also assigns a defect cause code to every defect.
Follow-Up. In this step the moderator checks with the document owner to determine if all defects logged during the
defect logging meeting were addressed. The moderator also
collects and reports all appropriate inspection metrics during
this step.
Our chief moderator was specially trained and then charged
with implementing the software inspection process in the
R&D lab. Although the process was modeled after the steps
mentioned above, we have made modifications to the process
that we felt were necessary to facilitate acceptance of the
process in our organization. Our first goal was to start using
inspections with one project, and then Ieverage that success
This
includes
architecture
d0cuments,
specifications,
design
documents,
andcode
listinqs.

to help gain acceptance of inspections as a way of doing business in R&D. We also constantly looked for ways to improve
the inspection process to increase the effectiveness and
efficiency of finding defects.
Implementing the Software Inspection Program
Gaining Support. It is important to gain the proper suppoft
and acceptance whenever a new prograrn is introduced. In
the case of software inspections, the impact is felt across
the entire R&D organization, and therefore it is very importart to involve as many people as possible when trying to
gain support and acceptance for the program.
Initially, the inspection process was accepted by one project
team, including the project manager. They were ready, able,
and willing to use inspections in all phases of the project,
beginning with the architecture documents and continuing
through specification, design, and code. It was important to
gain acceptance from the project manager so that time
could be allocated in the project schedule for inspections.
Because the entire team had accepted the idea, we found
that most inspections were very successful and showed a
very large return on the investment for the time spent by the
team in preparing for and participating in inspections.
While one team was targeted initially as the primary user of
inspections, other teams were also encouraged to conduct
inspections by their software quality engineering team leaders. The selling process was much less formal and relied
primarily on the software qualrty engineering team leader to
gain acceptance from the project team to do inspections.
We found that this process was not as successful in gaining
the acceptance required to make inspections a success
throughout the R&D organization.
In one instance, we had data that showed that one project
team was not getting a very high return on investment from
the inspections they were holding. When we analyzed what
was going on, we found that the team had never been given
a presentation on inspections and didn't understand the purpose of inspections. We found that reviews were being held
before the actual defect logging meeting to clean up the document before the inspection took place. As a result, defect
logging meetings were held that found no critical, serious, or
medium defects; only very low-level defects were found.
Once we determined what seemed to be the root cause of
the problem, an overview session was held with the tearn to
explain the purpose and benefits ofinspections. Inspections
held after the presentation showed some improvement but
more work needs to be done to determine other causes for
the low return on investment.

Initially, the chief moderator acted as a champion for the
inspection process, gaining acceptance from management
and project teams for the process and putting the pieces in
place to ensure that the process was followed in the same
way by all participants. This involved developing forms customized for the site and writing a guide that could be read by
anyone to help understand the inspection process. The next
job of the chief moderator was to help other moderators
learn how to moderate inspections by observing them as they
conducted defect logging meetings and acting as a coach. It is
important that the process be followed as consistently as
possible. Having the chief moderator coach other moderators
helped maintain the consistency of the inspection process.
The begirming stages of implementing the inspection process
required constant attention by the chiefmoderator. Once the
process was in place and the other moderators had been
trained, the role of chief moderator was reduced to one of
custodian, that is, analyzing the the data to find pattems that
might indicate a problem. Although the role of the chief
moderator has changed since we introduced the inspection
process, our experience shows that without the constant
watcMulness of the chief moderator the process will get out
of control and the benefits of inspections will suffer.
Getting Started. Our initial inspections were performed on
test scripts written by software qualrty engineers in the division. This allowed moderators to practice moderating and
inspectors to see the process in action before it was used
with project teams. Some of the bugs h the inspection forms
were worked out and minor improvements to the process
were made dwing this time.
Some shortcuts were taken to get the program started. We
decided to go forward with inspections in spite of not having
standards and checklists in place for every type of document. We recognized that creating standards and having
them accepted by engineers as standards for writing documents and code would take too long. Although we have
some standards and checklists in place, we still don't have a
complete set. It remains a goal to develop standards for all
of the different types of documents.

All project teams must be given the same message about the
purpose of inspections and they must have acceptance from
project managers so that the proper time will be allowed for
preparation and participation in defect logging meetings.

We also decided not to implement the causal analysis step of
the inspection process during the initial phase of introducing
inspections. Asking inspectors to stay on at the end of a twohour meeting to do a causal analysis would increase resistance to participating in inspections. Now that the process is
in place, we have recently started performing a causal analysis of three to five major defects at the end of every inspection. These limited causal analysis meetings are possible
because inspectors are now familiar with the process and
the defect logging meetings tend to be shorter. As with any
change, however, it has been slow to take hold and it will
take time to recognize the benefits of the causal analysis
meetings.

Ghief Moderator. The chief moderator is the most important
person when it comes to implementing and sustaining a software inspection program. It is the moderator's responsibility
to make sure that the process is being followed correctly
and to watch for variations in the data that would indicate a
problem or a need for improvement. The importance of this
role cannot be overstated when it comes to implementing
and sustaining the inspection program.

This has proved to be a successful model for implementing
inspections. It was very useful to practice doing inspections
and make minor improvements before taking the program to
the project teams. When the task of creating standards and
checklists seemed too laxge and threatened to prevent the
program from getting offthe ground, we found it more usefi'rl
to keep moving forward in spite of not having all the tools in
place. We atso felt that eliminating the causal analysis step
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by project

to the new process

and facilitated
teams. All of these shortcuts helped

us get the prograrn offthe ground and have inspections start
to take on a life of their own.
Sustaining and Improving the Process
Gollecting Metrics. Metrics have been collected from the very
begirming of our inspection program to enable us to measure the process and quantifii the benefits ofinspections. A
Microsoft@ Excel database w€ts created to maintain the
data. Data is collected from every inspection and includes
the type of document inspected, the number of pages inspected, the number ofdefects found, defect severities, and
the amount of time spent preparing for and participating in
the inspection (see Fig. 1). This datahelps us analyze how
the inspection process is working. Average inspection effectiveness (defects per page), inspection efficiency (hours per
defect), and return on investment are monitored to help us
determine the overall usefulness and value of inspections
(see Fig. 2).
Every defect found during an inspection must be resolved
by the author of the document (or the engineer doing the
Average
Hours/ Average
Return
on Avelage
Detects/
Defect
Inyestment
Inspection

Frrrr-Fil

I

Fig.3. Inspection defect causes.

rework). The reworker must assign a severity level to each
defect and, using standard cause codes, assign a defect
cause code for every defect that is fixed. The amount of
time spent doing all of the rework is also noted. This data is
maintained in the inspection database and analyzed to determine the most frequent causes of defects found during inspections. We have found that design defects are the most
common types of defects discovered with inspections (see
Fig. 3).* A further breakdown of the types of design defects
is shown in Fig. 4. A more thorough analysis of this data in
conjunction with the root-cause analysis data being collected
at the end of each inspection should help us determine opportunities for improvement in the software development
process.
kspection metrics are also used to help sell the process to
new project teams. We are able to show the results of every
inspection held in the last two yeaxs and prove the usefulness of the process to the most skeptical engineers. We now
have enough data to help other engineers and project managers estimate the amount of time to allocate for inspections
based on the type and size of documents (see Fig. 5).
We continue to collect data and look for new ways to analyze it to help us determine where to make improvements in
the process.
* Although
wedidnotinitially
dothecausal
process,
analysis
step
oftheinspection
wedid
require
eachreworker
to identify
asbesttheycouldthecause
0fevery
defect
thevfixed.This
isthedata
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Fig. 4. Design defects by subcategory.
Fig. 2. Inspection data by document type. This data is intended to
help determine the effectiveness ofthe inspection process.
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Intangible Benefits. We can't talk about the benefits of inspections without mentioning the intangible benefits, which are
beneflts that are hard to measure and quantify. For example,
we have changed one of the rules for conducting the defect
Iogging meeting by allowing limited discussiors about defects
when necessary. These discussions axe allowed if they lead
to a better understanding of a defect or explain how something works. However, discussions about style or how to fix
a defect axe not permitted. We have found that the increased
communication, the transfer of lurowledge, and the improved
teamwork are some of the intangible benefits from these
discussions. Inspectors leave the inspection feeling that they
have gained something as well as given something.
Managing Processtmprovements.All of the data collected is
used to measure the inspection process and look for ways to
improve it. It is important for the chief moderator and other
moderators to be vigilant about the data from inspections
and to look for opportunities for improvement. All of our
moderators meet periodically to talk about what is working
and what is not working. It is easy for the process to break
down and lose some of its effectiveness.
We have found that analyzing the data over time is usefirl to
show us whether our process is getting better or worse. For
example, when we looked at the effectiveness and efficiency
data points mentioned above at three-to-four-month intervals we saw that inspections were not as effective at finding
defects as they were when we first started doing inspections
(see Fig. 6). As a result, we have recently launched an inspection improvement project aimed at determining why
our effectiveness and efficiency are dropping and what we
can do to reverse the downward trend.
Defect Prevention, As mentioned eaxlier, when inspections
were originally introduced, we decided not to include the
causal analysis step of the process to facilitate acceptance
of the process. ultimately, however, the goal of software
inspections is to help prevent defects from occurring again
in the process. We are now trying to collect data on how
some ofthe defects found during inspectiqns could have
been prevented by doing a causal analysis at the end of each
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Defects= Gritical,Serious,andMediumDelects
Fig. 6. Software inspection trends. The calculation of each of these
data points is based on the total number of clefects, nspectlon
hours, and inspections that occur within a particular interval.
inspection.

We select three to five of the major defects that

were reported during the defect logging meeting and try to
get to the root cause ofthe defect by asking why it occurred.
Over time we hope that we will accumulate enough data to
help us pinpoint axeas in the development process that need
improvement.
Conclusion
The software inspections prograrn at HP's Patient Care
Monitoring Systems Division has been very successful. We
lmow from our data that software inspections are a much
more efficient way of finding defects than testing software
at the end of the development process. We also lcrow that
we are getting a better retum on investment for our inspection hours by investing them in inspecting the architecture,
specification, and design documents for a product, rather
than the traditional approach of inspecting only code.
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The Use of Total Quality Control
Techniques to rmprove the software
Localization Proeess
Byimplementing
a fewinexpensive
process
improvement
steps,
thetime
involved
indoing
translations
products
fortextusedinHP's
medicar
nas
been
signif
icantly
reduced.
by John W. Goodnow, Cindie A. Hammond, William A. Koppes, John J. Krieger, D. Kris Rovell-Rixx,
and Sandra J. Warner

Text is a m4ior elentent in the human interface of diagnostic
ultrasound imaging products manufactured at Hp's Imaging
Systems Division (ISY). The ultrasound systems, which display real-time two-dimensional images of the anatomy, also
display measurement and calculation labels, operator
prompt messages, help screens, and anatomical annotation
text (Fig. 1).
Regulatory requirements of certain countries stipulate that
medical equipment sold in these countries must be localized
with respect to software and hardware text and related user
documentation.
Even where regulatory requirements do not stipulate language as a requirement, it can be a competitive advantage to
have a localized product available.
ISY introduces new products or revisions of existing products at international medical conventions, where potential

customers from all around the world see English-language
product demonstrations. However, there is usually a large
time delay between English-Ianguage and localized product
availabilif. This can result in lost sales opportunities. Ln addition, some international sales contracts specify a financial
penalty if a product is not delivered on schedule.
Localizing the software text in a product requires a significant engineering effort. Engineers must design the English
product, provide documentation for the translators, implement the translated text, and assist with the language verifi_
cation and software validation testing. It is prudent to make
the time spent doing this localization work as efficient as
possible.
This paper describes how Total Quality Control (TeC) was
applied to the software localization at our division to reduce
the time required to localize embedded software text used in
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Fig. l. A screen from an HP
SONOS phased array imaging
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Why Selected. This stage should state why the issue was selected. It should show that benefits can be gained by making
improvements and conversely, that undesirable results will
occur if the process continues unmodified. Fig. 2b shows
the output from this stage for our proiect.

1.lssue
Reducethetime requiredto localizethe systemsoftware

Beginning Status. Before beginning any changes to a process,
the status of the current process must be understood. We
first listed all the details involved in the current localization
process. From these numerous details, we abstracted five
major steps from the current process (see Fig. 2c).

2.WhySelected
releases,
for all locallanguage
which increasescustomelsatisfactionandleducesthe costs
associatedwith tJansitionplansoutsideol the U.S.
fol localization.
resources
required
Reduces
engineering

.

3. BeginningStatus
ElapsedIime by TranslationStep
Proiecl
AverageTimefol 150-Stting

.
StepI CreateLoLAFile
Step2 Translation
Step3 GreateLanguage .
Software
Step4 LanguageVerilication
Siep5 Release

.

Step1 Step2 Step3 Step4 Step5
Localization
{c)

Fig. 2. Panelsfor the first part of the TQC storyboardfor the software translation enhancementproject.
our medical diagnostic ultrasound systems. At first we
thought that much of the delay in the localization process
occurred in the translation step. By using TQC we discovered that we could reduce delays in areas originally thought
to be beyond the control of the R&D lab.
The TQC Technique
The nine major stages of the TQC process improvement
model axe:
1. Issue
2. Why Selected
3. Beginning Status
4. Analysis
5. Actions
6. Results
7. Problems Remaining
8. Standardization
9. Future Plans.
We applied these nine steps to the issue of software
localization.

a
a
a

The lssue. Our first step was to choose an issue and formulate a concise issue statement. A TQC issue statement must:
Indicate a.change or direction
Have an indicator of quality in a product or service
Declare the process or operation involved.

.

The actions performed during this process include the
following steps:
Step 1: Create a LOLA file. The localization engineer extracts the English text from the source file and sends it to
the translator in the form of a LOLA file. LOLA, which stands
for local language, is an HP Vectra PC-based intemal software tool for translation text entry. In LOLA, the translator
sees the software text as isolated text strings.
Step 2: Tfanslation. The translator translates the text strings
to the local language using LOLA. The translated text is sent
back to the originating division for implementation.
Step 3: Create language software. The translated text is encoded into software and memory chips (ROMs). The prototype system ROMs are then delivered to the translator.
Step 4: Language verification. The translatorverifies the
translated text on a prototype product. During this step, the
translator sees the text in its proper context and can veriff
that the wording is appropriate for the context. The translator sends conections back to the Iocalization engineer at
the originating division.
Step 5: Release. The localization engineer corrects the language software text, qualiff assurance performs final software validation, and manufacturing releases the localized
products for shipment.
Because time was the indicator in our issue statement,
we classified the following three different time process
performance measures (PPMs) :
PPM-I: The calendar time required for each of the five
steps in the localization Process
PPM-2: The calendar time from the English language
release to the local language releases
PPM-3: The number of person days of R&D effort
consumed during each step in the localization
process.
To determine the time required for our current localization
process, we evaluated several recent localization projects
based on these PPMs. The average size ofthese projects
was 150 software text strings (see Fig. 2c).

Analysis. During this stage we used brainstorming techniques
to analyze previous projects to determine where time was
spent. To promote an open and nonintimidating atmosphere,
we followed these typical brainstorming guidelines:
. All ideas are permitted with one person speaking at a time
. Evaluation and discussion of ideas is postponed until later
. Questions are asked only to clarify ideas
o After all ideas are presented, the items on the list are
clarified to be sure they are understood by all.

The issue statement for our project is shown in Fig. 2a.
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4.Analysis
Textis frozenvery late,delayingthe stan of the tmnslationprocess.
Locallanguage
releases
havelow visibilityandarepoorlymanaged.
Locallanguagereleasesareoftengivenlow priority.
Notenoughcommunication
with the translators.
Translation
toolsusedby R&Darepoor(significant
manualetfortreqIired]
R&Ddoesntdeveloptext with translationin mind.

5.Actions
Stabilize
textandstartthetranslation
processearlierin thedevelopment
cycle.
Inc.ease
thevisibilityoftranslation
activitiesby providing
regularstatus
updates.
lncorporate
translation
activitiesintotheprolectmanagemenl
documents.
Workto establisha better"team"relalionshipwith thetranslators.
Developbettertranslationtools.
Providesoltwaredevelopment
gridelinesfor text.

5.Results
Elapsedline by TranslationStep
Beginning
BeforeTOC
Revision
Average Revision
1
15llSrrings
50Strings

Aft
Rer
245

Localization
(cl
Fig. 3. Panels for the second part of the TQC storyboard for the
software translation enhancement Droiect.

Several m4ior items pertaining to ISY procedures were
found from these brainstorming sessions:
. Preparing the original Engtish LOI"A file required many
hours of manual effort to cut and paste text from the source
code into the LOIA file. This process is tedious and error
prone.
n The product development schedule did not provide enough
time for localization activities. As soon as English was released engineering resources were dedicated to higherpriority projects. Localization was not a formal item in the
product's release protocol.
r Most engineers at our division had an English-focused viewpoint and did not realize that certain design considerations
are needed to make the software text localizable. Also,
since no one was given the responsibility for localization, it
was seen as someone else's job.
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. Messages in languages other than English typically require
between 30oloand 50/o more text characters. Often, the design
of the original English text did not take this into account.
. Syntax in languages other than English is typically different.
Sometimes engineers would construct text messages from
individual translated words assuming that the sSmtaxwas
universal. This resulted in nonsense localized messages.
. No attempt was made to stabilize software text before
English release. Engineers continued to make text changes
until final testing had begun. The translators either had to
wait until the English product was released to begin, or they
began earlier but had to revise the text numerous times.
In addition to the major items above, we also identified
many smaller process items that involved our interactions
with the translators. Fig. 3a summarizes all the issues found
in the brainslorming session.
To better evaluate why these items occurred, we created
several cause and effect diagrams, also called "fishbone"
diagrams because of their visual similarity to a fish skeleton.
We found four m4jor categories in which time could be lost:
process, communications, people, and tools. The categories
are drawn a.sbranches off the backbone of the cause and
effect diagram shown in Fig. 4.
Each of these categories was branched further until root
causes were identified. Each fishbone diagram highlights
the causes for the step being addressed, which in this case is
step 2 (translation).
Initially we created fishbone diagrams for Step 1 (create
LOtA file) and Step 3 ( create language software) because
each required a large amount of engineering time and they
were steps over which we had control. We believed that
R&D had little control over Step 2 (translation), but since it
took the longest time, we diagrammed it.
The fishbone diagram shown in Fig. 4 revealed some important issues. Since we do not have exclusive use ofscarce
translation resources, we must be on time in delivering
translation materials to the translators. If we are late in
sending our translation materials, the translators work on
tasks from other HP divisions. We can keep our place in the
work queue by giving more accurate dates to the translators.
Low estimates of the number of text strings to be translated
were another cause of delay. The translators schedule their
time based on the estimate we give them. If we underestimate the number of strings, our text cannot be translated in
the time allotted. The translators then spend a lot of time
juggling their projects to find time to translate the extra
strings.
Our estimates of the number of strings were low because
when the scope ofthe project increased, we did not update
the estimate.
Poor communication between the translators and our dMsion led to many small time delays, which together had a
large impact on the turnaround time.
After creating the flshbone diagrams, we tied the root
causes to the PPMs mentioned above. This gave us the insight needed for the next stage: developing the appropriate
action plan.

People

Process

\

TooFewTranslators \

PoorTextChangeGontrol

Low Pliority

Linited Useof
0utside

l{umberof StringsEstimatesPool

.9
Step2 Translation
Changesin ReturnDates
not Communicated
AssignedPriorityilot
Comnunicated

VacationSchedules
not Communicated

PoorUseof [01,Aby l$Y

TooltllanyPhoneCallsto
Slowsthemoown

Lackof Highlights
Text
on Ghanged

'""$q

Translators
Hesitant
to Ask Ouestions

"y

v

Gommunications
t-ig. 4. Cause and effect iiiagram for step 2 (transiaiion) of the originai iransiaiion process.

Action:

Actions. We held another brainstorming session to gather
ideas to address the root causes ofthe delays. This resulted
in a list of thirteen specific action items which were evaluated for impact, effort, and the amount of control we had
over the action item. We also idenffied owners for the action
items. Fig. 3b summarizes the main themes of the action
items.
The following list ties the main themes of the action items
to the problem they solve and the process performance
measures (PPMs) that are impacted:

Problem:

Stabilize text and start the translation process
earlier.
Text is frozen very late, delaying the start of the

PPM:

translation process.
2-English-toJanguage release time

Action:

Action:
Problem:

PPMs:

Action:
Problem:
PPMs:
Action:
Problem:
PPMs:

Include translation activities in project management documents.
We often give local language releases a low
priority and thus they are poorly managed and
have low visibility.
1, 2, and 3-elapsed time for each step, Englishto-languagereleasetime, and the number of R&D
person days consumed
Establish a better tearn relationship with the
translators.
Communication
1, 2, and 3
Investigate the development of our translation
tools.
Significant manual effort is required to convert
between LOI"Aand the source code.
1. 2. and 3

Froblem:
PPMs:

.
.
.

.

Investigate softwaxe development guidelines for
text string design.
English text must be reworked to function with
translations.
1, 2, and 3

Results.After we generatedthe action plan, we beganaddressing the action items. This resulted in the following
m4ior changesto our localization process:
In striving to release localized products earlier, stabilization
of text has become a priority for softwaxe developers.
The visibiliW of the translation activities has increased.
Commturication with the translators has improved, as has
our credibility with them. By working as a tearn with the
translators, we have improved communication and reduced
turnaround time.
Softrvare development guidelines for handling localization
have been established, published, and distributed internally.
Next, we evaluated the effect these actions had on our original goals by examining two localized product releases that
occurred during the course of our activities. Fig. 3c shows
PPM-I (elapsedtime between processsteps) for the tvro
product releases compared with the beginning average data
from Fig. 2c. Revision 1 was before taking the actions listed
above, while revision 2 shows the effects of the actions.
As we collected the data to generatethe graph, we found that
otrr PPMs were flawed. We did not have a good mechanism
for scaling the results based on the number of text strings.
Obviously, revision 1, which contained approximately 50
strings, would take a shorter period of time to localize thart
revision 2, which contained approximately 245 strings.
Despite this problem, it is still appaxentthat our efforts have
significantly reduced the times for steps 2 and 4. Because
(continued
onpage69)
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Tools for the Language Thanslation Process
project
Thesoftware
translation
enhancement
described
intheaccompanying
article
identified
theneedto reduce
engineering
timerequired
to prepare
textfor
translation
andintegrate
translated
textintotheproduct.
Partially
automating
the
preparation
andintegration
of locallanguage
textthrough
theuseof newdevel0pment
t0olsreduces
inc0nsistencies
between
languages
andfreesvaluable
engineering
resources.

Csource
c o d et h a tl o g i c a l lbye l o n gisn t h ef i l ec a nb e i n c l u d eodu t s i d e
these
additional
constructs
andwill not be interpreted
by the tools.A typicalstring
d e f i n i t i oins a s f o l l o w s :

GurrentProcess
process
Thecurrenttranslation
isbased
around
L0LA,
orlocallanguage
software
tool.whichisa PC-based
products
usedbyHP's
medical
application
divisions
for
language
translations.
LOLA
requires
thatfilesbeina special
format,
consisting
of
general
(such
information
asrevision,
language,
c0ntext),
formatspecifications,
andtranslatable
text.Theengineer
responsible
forlocalization
manually
c0nverts
a source
filecontaining
textto therequired
L0LAformat.
Converted
filesare
moved
froma workstation
to thePCandsentt0 thetranslators.
Translators
using
LOLA
translate
thefilesto thelocallanguage
andreturn
thetranslations
t0 the
originating
division.
Theengineer
thenmoves
thefilesfromthePCto a workstati0n
andmanually
converts
thetranslati0ns
to source
code.
Bequirements
Therequirements
identified
bytheTOC
teamf0rautomatic
handling
of local
language
translations
were:
. A unique
textfileformatmustbespecified
thatwillholdmaster
English
textand
associated
locallanguage
translations.
Thetextformat
mustbeC-like
in itsconstructi0n
andmustcontain
alltheinformation
in a Csource
fileaswellasthe
information
in a standard
L0LAfile.
. English
andlocallanguage
textfilesmustbeplaced
revision
under
control.
. Thetoolsmustautomatically
generate:
,, English
L0LAfilesfrommaster
English
textfiles
: English
Csource
filesfrommaster
English
textfiles
:, Local
language
textfilesfromlocallanguage
L0LAfiles
' Locallanguage
L0LAfilesfromlocallanguage
textfiles
' Local
language
Cfilesfromlocallanguage
textfiles
.rA filereporting
differences
between
twodifferent
versions
0f a textfile.

)

Localization
Tools
Thefollowing
localization
toolswerecreated
t0 perform
therequired
fileconversions,
calculate
differences
between
revisions,
andtransfer
filesto andfroma
translation
database.
Fig.1 shows
theenvironment
inwhichthesetoolsrun.
. neMextfile.
generates
Thisprogram
header
andglobal
textinformation
forthe
0articular
software
environment.
otexuhex,
hex2text.
andhex2c.
These
toolsperform
thefileconversions
specified
in
tnerequrrements.
.textdiffs.
Thisisaninteractive
X Windows
application.
WhenanEnglish
fileis
changed,
theengineer
usesthisprogram
t0 generate
theLOLA
database
files.
o readyloclang.
Thisprogram
transfers
anyfilesinthesource
treet0 theL0LA
database
andchecks
theconsistency
of thatdatabase,
.transferloclang.
Thisprogram
moves
L0LAfilesfromtheL0LAdatabase
to the
PCserver.
lt alsoputsthefilesin D0Sformat.
o receiveloclang.
Thisprogram
moves
L0LA
filesfromthePCserver
t0 the
development
workstation.
. lolarc.
Thisprogram
runs0nthePC,anddepending
0ntheparameters
sentto it,
transfers
LOLA
filesbetween
thePCserver
andthePC.

TextFormat
Withtheabove
requirements
in mind,a fileformat
wasspecified.
Formats
and
global
information
taketheformoffunctions.
Thenameofthefunction
indicates
theformat
t0 beset,andthefunction
argument
indicates
thevalueoftheformat
(e.9.,
justify(CENTER)J.
Global
formats,
suchascharacter
setsandfonts,
areusually
platf0rm
software
dependent,
gtobat{}.
andarecontained
intheconstruct
Textand
f0rmats
to beinterpreted
astranslatable
arecontained
inthec0nstruct
string{}.

Development
Workstations

string{
size(4,
501;
/* maxsize- 4 lines,50charseach*/
capitalize{LINE};
firstwordof line*/
/* capitalize
/" left iustifyte)d*/
iustify(LEFf);
constchar*constUser_def_msg=
that*/
{ /*usermessage
"Entera comment
to describe
the",/*appearson display*/
" 1 0 0 P( u pt o 1 6c h a r a c t e r s ) : " , 0 ] ;
description(Dialog
boxpromptthatappears
whenthe user
s e l e c t s ' M a n uEanl t r y ' f r otm
h es t o r ed i a l o gb o xT
. he
useris ableto typein anyl6-character
stringto
describe
thefileto bestored.0KAYandCANCEL
butrons
will appearbelowthe message.
Theuserselects0KAY
whensatisfied
withthe comment
or CANCEL
to selecta comment
fromthe listinstead.):

Thefollowing
scenario
in conjunction
withFig.2 shows
thetypical
lifeof a text
fileusing
thelocalizati0n
t00ls.
1.A newEnglish
textfile,whichhasbeenplaced
under
revision
control,
isconverted
to hexadecimal
andplaced
in a LOLA
file.

2 TheLOLAfileisaddedtothetranslationdatabaseautomaticallybyreadytocta
whenthedatabase
is ready
fortranslation.
Readyloclang
will inform
theuserif
textdiffs
needs
to berunonthefile.
3.TheLOLA
filesto betranslated
aretransferred
to thePCandarchived.
4.Thearchived
fileissentto thetranslators
viae-mail
fortranslation
intothe
locallanguage.

aaa

(viae-mail),
5.Whenthetranslators
aredone,
thefileis returned
unarchived,
transferred
to thePCserver
workstation,
andthenmoved
t0 a development
workstation.
Thisresults
ina locallanguage
L0LAfilecontaining
a reference
to the
English
revision
0fthetextfilefromwhichit wasderived
6.Theoriginal
English
revision
of thetextfileandtheL0LAlocallanguage
fileare
usedto create
thelocallanguage
textfile.
7.Thelocallanguage
textfileischecked
inandCsource
codeisautomatically
generated.

Fig.1.Therun{ime
environment
f0rthetranslati0n
t00ls.
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Whenengineers
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our action plan did not specifically address the R&D-intensive
cutting and pasting process, steps 1, 3, and 5 did not improve
significantly.
ProblemsRemaining.Although we were able to achieve a
significant degree of success, we did not solve aII of the localization issues we discovered during analysis (see Fig. 5a).
Standardization.The TQC process should lead to the development of standards. Standards help to maintain a process
and provide a platform from which to continue to build
(see Fig. 5b).

We developed three star-rdard documents. The first of these
documents, the Ttanslation Status Memo, is published
monthly. This document helps maintain high visibility for
translations and cleaxly communicates changes to the
schedule. The second document, the DMsion Release Plan,
details the features and products scheduled for release in
upcoming months. This document has been updated to include both local and English language release dates' Lastly,
the Guide for Creating Translatable System Text has been
published and distributed to the software development staff,
and is a living document in our software environment.
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7, ProblemsRemaining
Localization
toolsetis definedbut not implemented.
Proiectmanagemenl
documents
still needto be updated.
Therelativepriorityof localizationvercusnewfeaturedevelopnentis still
an issue.
"ldle time" (timelostbetweentranslationstopslneedsto be accountedfor
bBtte.in the procossmodolrnd thenmeasured.

L Standardization
TlanslationStatusllleno publishedmonthlybythetranslationcoordinator.
ReleasePlanupdatedto includelocal languagereleases.
Guidetor CroatingTranslatable
SystemTextpublishedanddistributed
internally.

9. FuturePlans
Updatethe ProductLifeCvcleto betteraddresstranslationrelatedactivities.
lmplonentthe localizationToolSet.
Colrtinue
to collectmetricsregardinglocalizationtime associatedwith n6w
releases.

Fig. 6. Panelsfor the third part of the TQC storyboardfor the software translationenhancementproject.
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FuturePlans.The final stagein the TQC processis generating
plans for the future (see Fig. 5c). We plan to update our
product life cycle process, and continue to collect metrics
on local languagereleases.
In addition, we plan to collect metrics on a new localization
tool set, which is design to improve our efnciency in handling
English and translated text (see "Tools for the Language
Tbanslation Frocess" on page 68). This toolset will obviate
the need to cut and paste, and will automate many of the
other steps in the localization process.Without our TeC
elforts, we would not have been able to justify the high cost
of implementing these tools.
Conclusion
Our group, although untrained in TQC methodologies, successftrlly applied TQC principles to a real problem. Even
though we focused on the results rather than the process, we
learned a lot about the process.Wewere able to scale the
use of TQC so that the process did not overshadow the problem at hand. In addition, we identified causes of problems
that may not have been uncovered with an unstructured, ad
hoc approach.
Given the positive experience we had with TQC methods
during this project, we will enthusiastically and confidently
use it again.
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A Thansaction Approaeh to Error
Handling
canbe
usedin databases
recovery
c0ncept
Thetransaction-based
m or er eusable
a p p l i et do c o mme rcia ap lp l i ca ti otonhs e l ppr ovide
l e g ra ms.
a n dm a i n t a i napbro
by Bruce A. Rafnel

Commercial programs contain two mqior paths: a forward
path that does the work and a reverse path that rolls back
the work when errors are detected. TVpicaIIy,these paths
are so tightly bound together that both paths are difficult to
read. Code that is difficult to read results in code that is
diffrcult to write, debug, enhance, and reuse.
For example, in the object-oriented programming methodologr, one reason why objects axenot as reusable as they
should be is that they are tightly bound together at the errorhandling level. Marrytimes error codes even give ciues about
how an object is implemented.
The solution is to handle errors in programs as they are handled in a databasetransaction* recovery mechanism. Irr a
databasetransaction, the transaction either executes in its
entirety or, if an error is detected in any of its operations, it
is totally canceled as if it had never executed. If an error is
found, all work is automatically rolled back to the beginning
of the transaction.
Error Handling
Software developershave sometimesbeen dismayedby how
difficult commercial programs are to maintain and design,
comparedto progralns they developedin school. Someone
typically points out that programs developed in school were
"toys," which assumedperfect inputs and hardware with
unlimited memory and disk space.In addition, most software
engineers have very little formal training in error-handling
methods. Tlpically, software developers Ieamed error handling by example or by trial and error, and they use the traditional error-handling model: check for an error, find an error,
and return an error code.

Exception handling, or error handling, has a large academic
base and many of the ideas given in this paper are probably
not new. However, most of the ideas presented here are
basedon 15years of observationsand e:rperienceswith a
lot of good feedbackfrom experiencedprogrammers.This
paper will describe a prograrnming style that separates most
of the error-handling process from the main algorithms.
Mixed Forward and Beverse Path Problem
The two major paths in commercial prograrns are shown in
Fig. 1. The forward path is the path doing the work that
the program is designed for. The reverse path is the errorhandling code needed to keep the forward path working
correctly. It does this by detecting problems, fixing them,
and rolling back partially completed work to a point where
the algorithm can continue forward again.
Thamp Error Problem
Often an intermediate function in a program has to stop what
it is doing in the middle of the algorithm because a function
it called cannot complete its designed task. This can lead to

+FunctionA
Setup
validateInputs'
CallFunctionC
ValidateResults

Setup
ValidateInputs
CallFunctionC
ValidateResulb
0peration
ValidacBesula
Return

Many formal design processes, such as structured analysis
and structured design, recommend that errors be ignored
during design because they are an implementation detail. It
seemsthat this implementation detail can take up to one
third of the code in commercial prograrns. This is not just
code added around algorithms, but code placed directly in
the middle of the algorithms. The resulting programs are
difficult to read, debug,and reuse.
* A database
ona database.
oneormoreoperations
transaction
isa unitofworkthatinv0lves
if it'sthe
datainthedatabase
couldbea transaction
Forexample,
theoperation
of insertlng
performed.
wouldbe
iscombined
withanupdate,
bothoperations
ll theinsert
onlyoperation
considered
onetransaction.

ReverseErrorPath

FonrardPath

* FunctionG
Setup
Validat6Inputs

Retuln
Fig. 1. Traditional error-handling program flow. The forward path
does the work ofthe program and the reverse path does the error
handling. Notice that error-handling code is dispersed throughout
thp
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Error Definition
Intheaccompanying
article
errors
arenotdefects.
Enors
areexceptions
thata
particular
algorithm
isnotdesigned
to handle.
Defects
areerrors
thatareoutof
thedesign
limits
of a whole
application
0rsystem.
Forexample,
manyalgorithms
aredesigned
withtheassumpti0n
thatthereis
unlimited
memory.
Whenthereisnotenough
memory
forthealgorithm
to completesuccessfully,
thisisanenorA whole
application
mustbedesigned
to handle
theseout-of-memory
errors.
lf anapplication
doesnothandle
theseerrors
andthe
program
haltsortheprogram
behaves
inanundocumented
way,thisisa defect.
In
otherwords,
efrors
arerelative
inthatthevdepend
onwhatlevelofthesoftware
hierarchy
isbeingobserved.
Enorhandling
consists
offourmainparts:
detecti0n,
correcti0n,
recovery,
and
reporting.
Error
recovery
isthemainfocusof theaccompanying
article.

"tramp errors."* Thamp errors are errors in functions that
axe not directly related to the current function.
Tfamp errors axe the result of a real error occurring in a
lowerlevel function. For example, functionA0 calls functionB0.
Function
B0 needs some memory so it calls the malloc0memory
allocation function. The malloc0function retums an out-ofmemory error. This is a real error for the mallocflfunction.
FunctionB0 does not kmow how to get more memory so it has
to stop and pass the error back to functionA0. From the perspective of functionB()and probably functionA0, an out-ofmemory error is a trarnp error.
Tiamp errors prevent functions from being the black boxes
they were designed to be. In the above example, notice that
functionA()now knows something about how functionB0 is
implemented.
Thamp errors are really part of error recovery and not part of
error detection because if the real errors could be corrected
immediately, trarnp errors would not occur.
Unreadable Code and Poor Reuse
Mixed forward and reverse paths and tramp errors combine
to obscure the main forward path of the prograrn, which is
doing the real work. The correction and recovery parts of
error handling are the main areas that obscure the code. Most
of the detection and reporting code can be put in separate
functions.
Because of tramp errors, almost every furction has to handle
errors generated by all lower-level functions called. This can
cause tight data coupling which makes code reuse more
difficult.
Tbansaction Error-Handling
Solution
To solve the above problems, two things need to be done:
separate the forward processing path from the reverse errorprocessing path and use context independent error codes.
This method of error handling is very similar to the way
databases handle error recovery. Ttansactions are used to
control the rollback process when a group of database
operations cannot be completed successfully.
* Thetermtramp
error
isused
because
it is' very
similar
t0thetramp
termused
data
In
structured
analysrs
andstructured
desrgn
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Separate the Paths
The traditional defensive way of programming is to assume
that a function may have failed to complete its designed
task, resulting in a lot of error-handling code to check for
the errors and to roll back partially completed work. This is
what we have in Fig. 1.
Reverse this assumption and assume that returning functions have completed their designed tasks successfully. If
the function or any of the functions it calls has errors, it will
pass processing control to a recovery point defined by the
programmer. In other words, transaction points are defined
so that if there are any problems, the work will be rolled back
to those points and the processing will proceed forward
again.
With this approach, there is no need to check for errors after
each function call, and the forward path is not cluttered
with tramp error-detection code. Only error-detection code
for real errors remains, and most of the error-correction and
recovery code is clustered around the begiruLing and end of
the transactions (see Fig. 2).
Because errors are processed separately from where they
are detected, the error codes need to hold the context of the
erTor.
Context Independent Error Codes
Error codes that provide more information than just an error
number are context independent er:ror codes. Information
such as what function generated the error, the state that
caused the error, the recommended correction, and the error
severity must be encoded in the error code so that it can be
corrected in a location separate from the forward processing
path.
Usually contexts of errors axe encoded for error-reporting
functions. For example, the names of the program, function,
error type, and error code are saved and reported later.
However, sophisticated encoding schemes are raxely used
because with traditional error handling, the context of the
ForwardPath

ReverseErrorPath
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Fig. 2. Tfansaction error-handling program flow.
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error is already lcrown because checking is done right a.fter
a call to the offending function.
With transaction error handling, the recovery process is
separated from the forward processing path so context
independent error codes are required. This may involve the
creation of unique error codes across a whole application
or system (with the codes bound at compile time). An alternative would be to assign code ranges or other unique
identifiers to functions at run time.
Code Readability and Reuse
The transaction approach makes programs easier to read
because the reverse error process paths are visually separated from the forward process paths.
The transaction error-handling style makes it possible to
create some general error-recovery interfaces so that functions (modules or objects) will only be loosely connected at
the error-handling level. This is possible because the number
oftramp errors used to control the recovery process is
reduced and only the real errors need to be handled.

Implementation
The following are some ideas about how to start developing
a transaction error-handling library. The list is not exhaustive
and there axe some problem areas, but it does offer some
concrete ideas for building a transaction error-handling
mechanism.
Tbansaction Control Management
Some language support is needed to implement the mechanism that controls error recovery. Languages like HP's PascalMODCAL have a try/recoverfeature that can be used to support
a transaction error-hartdling sWle. The try/recoverstatement
defines error-recovery code to be executed if an execution
error is detected within a particular area of a program. Fig. 3
shows the flow of control for a try/recoverstatement.
For other languages a feature usually called a "global goto"
must be used. This feature allows a lower-level function and
all other functions above it to exit to a point defined in a
higher-level function without passing error-code flags
through all the other tunctions. In C this is done with the
setjmpand longjmplibrary routines. The setlmpfunction saves
its environment stack when it is called, and longjmprestores
the environment saved by setjmp.The examples given later in
this article are written in C and show how these functions
are used.

Try

:

f coa"

Error

l.

l o t.
Areaof Prooram
under | uode
TrvandReci'verControlI

t:
lo

Error I

Error
\ Gode-l

:
Code

I
Recover
Error-Recovery

Fig. 3. The control flow for a trylrecover statement

The new C++ exception-handling feature2 provides an excellent foundation for a transaction-based error handler. Reference 3 also describes how to add C++ error-handling functions to regular C programs. However, overuse of the C++
exception-handling feature could lead to code that isjust as
cluttered as the traditional error-handling style. Tlansaction
boundaries for objects must be designed with the sarne care
that goes into the design of an object's interface.
If the language is missing a global goto (or multithreaded)
feature, macros or other wrapped functions can be used to
build recovery processes that are mostly invisible. Wrapper
functions are described in more detail later.
Some of the features that might be considered for a
transaction error-handling package include:
o Allowing nested transactions by keeping the transaction
begin points on a stack
r Allowing functions to share a common transaction stack
o Allowing functions to define their own transactions with a
common transaction stack or allowing functions to define
their own transaction stack for special cases
. Definin€i special transaction points to handle errors in
common categories (For example, abort the whole prograrn, restart the whole program, close all files and restart,
close current file and restart, and release all memory not
needed and restart.)
. Making provisions for the transaction error handling to be
turned on and off (When it is off, a function retums error
codes in the traditional way.)
r Defining expected errors for some functions by masking out
the errors needed. (This feature can be simulated by turning
off transaction error handling, but then unexpected errors
will also have to be managed.)
TFansaction Data Management
Recovery involves more than just rolling back functions
because there may be some intermediate work that needs to
be undone. This may involve releasing unneeded memory or
changing $obal variables back to the values they had at the
beginning of the transaction.
Memory. Memory is best managed with a mechanism similar
memory feature provided in some impleto the mark/release
mentations of the Pascal programming language. The marld
releaseprocedures allow dynamic allocation and deallocation
of memory in an executing Pascal progr€un.
The C language functions malloc()and free(),in co4junction
with a stack of pointers to keep track of the memory allocated, provide the best features for allocating and freeing
memory. With these features, a mark function can be called
just before the program transaction's start point to mark the
current stack point. ff a longjmpflgoes to this recovery point,
a release function is called to free any memory allocated
after the mark point.
A commit function, which indicates the successful completion of a transaction in the database context, is needed at
the end of a program transaction to remove pointers from
stack. Nested transactions, however, need to
the mark/release
be considered. A simple solution would be to have each
stack.
transaction keep its own mark/release

* Wrapperfunctions(ormacroslareusedt0addfunctionalitytoexistingfunction
library
functions}.
bechanged
{e.9.,
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Globals.Global variables(and other static variables) can be
rolled back with a strategr similar to the memory management problem. Just before a transaction's begin point the
states of all the $obals that might be changedin a transaction
are saved on a stack. This allows transactions to be nested.
Gontextlndependent
ErrorGodes.The traditional errorhandling style of checking error codes after each function
call automatically gives errors a context. The transaction
eror-handling style needsto provide this context information
in another way.
The biggest challenge here is that error codes alone are not
very usefirl. For example,97 could be the letter "a" (ASCII
code),the digits "6" and "1" (BCD format), index g7 into a
messagearray, the 97th enor, an out-of-memory error, a
disk-full error, a divide-by-zero error, and so forth.
To decodean error code the source ofthe error must be
lcnown. Some information that may need to be saved when
an error occurs includes the machine narne, program narne,
processnumber, module name,function narne,and of
course,the error code.This information needsto be sent
only when it is necessaryto roll back a transaction.
The amount of information that has to be saved is dependent on the location ofthe transaction recovery point and
the run-time environment. For example, a client-server
application may need more information than a simple PC
application. Each recovery point can usually find higherlevel context information fairly easily. For example, the
names of the machine, prograrn, module, and function can
easily be passed down to a lower-level recovery point. However, lower-level context information cannot be collected
becausethe function that had the error would no longer be
active.
Implementation Summary
The following axe some points to consider when implementing a transaction error-handling scheme:
r Put the rollback points (if any) at the beginning of functions
. Put error detection and default substitution at the beginning
of firnctions
. Put some error-detection code in the middle of functions to
check intermediate values
o Put error-detection code at the end offunctions to validate
the results
. Do not put error-handling code for managing rollbacks in
the middle of afunction.
Examples
TraditionalError-Handling
Style.The following exampleprogram, which reads a binary formatted file, is coded with a
common error-handlingstyle.The code would have been
more cluttered without the aExitErr()
and aRetErr()
macros to
managethe error reporting and recovery. This example uses
the simple error-recovery process: detect error, report error,
and exit. However, notice how much error-handling code is
mixed in with the algorithm.
read.c- Beada binaryformatted
file
Thisprogramreadsandprintsa binaryfilethathasthe
followingstructure:

l* Eecordtypecode(Thelastrecordhasa valueof 0)
Size Number
of characters
in Msg
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*l

/*
/*
/*
/*

Msg 0 to 2048characters
Recordtypecode
Size
Msg

pErd
#define
aExitEn(pMsg,
pErr)
#defineaBetEn(pMsg,

puts(pMsg);
exit(pErr)
puts(pMsg);
return(pEn)

typedefstruct{
long Type;
int
Size;
) aFileHead;
Algorithm:
/* Fonruard
l*
Main
l*
1.Openthefile.
f
2.CalltheReadprocess.
l*
3.Close
thefile.
f

*l

main()
{
int
Err;
* InFile;
FILE
"rb"l)==NULL)
= fopen("file.bin",
if ((lnFile
{
aExitErr("Error:
Couldnotopen:file.bin",l
);

)
if ((Err= aRead(lnFile))
!=0l {
aExitEn{"Enor:
Whilereading:
file.bin",
2};

)
if (fclose(lnFile)
{
aExitErr{"Error:
Closing:
file.bin",
9};

)
)/* main()*/
ForwardAlgorithm
continued:
ReadProcess
l. ReadtheTypeandSizevalues.
2. lf Type= 0,exit.
3. ReadSizenumber
intothe
of characters
Msgvariable.
4. PrinttheMsg.
5.Goto steol.

*l

int aRead(pHandlel
* pHandle;
FILE

{
int
char*
long
aFileHead

Err,N;
Mtg;
RecNum;
RecHead;
==NULL){
if ((Msg= (char*) malloc(20a8))
aRetErr("Error:
0ut of memory",3);

)
= 0L;
RecNum
w h i l e( t ) {
if (fseek(pHandle,
RecNum,
SEEK_SET)
< 0){
aRetErr("Error:
in fseek",4);

)

*) &RecHead,
N = fread((char
sizeof(aFileHead),
1,pHandle);
if (N< ()){
aRetErr("Error:
in fread",5);
)elseif(N!=l){
aRetErr("Error:
shortfread",6l;

l

==0L){
if (RecHead.TyPe
return(0);

*l
lx EOF

]
if(RecHead.Size){
1,
RecHead.Size,
if ((N= fread{Msg,
p H a n d l e<l 0) ){
in fread",7);
aRetErr("Error:
) e l s ei f ( N l = 1 ){
shortfread",8);
aRetErr("Error:

typedefstruct{
long Type;
int
Size;
i aFileHead;
Algorithm:
Forward
Main
1 .O p e tnh ef i l e .
2.CalltheReadprocess
thefile.
3.Close

)
if ({Err= aPrint(Msg,
R e c H e a d . S i!z=e0)){)
in aPrint",
Err);
aRetEr("Error:

)
)

main(){
* InFile;
FILE

= RecNum
+ sizeof(aFileHead);
RecNum
+ RecHead.Size

= 1;
erRec0n
point*/
rollback
if {erSet0}
{ /* Transaction
printf("Error:
%din function:
%s\n",erErr,
erFun
);
erUnset();
exit{1);
*/
section
)/* EndRecovery

)

*/
] /* aRead()

TransactionError-HandlingMethod. The following listings show
an implementation of the transaction error-handling style.
The first listing shows the program (transaction) read.crewritten to incorporate the transaction error-handling style. The
other listings show the support functions for the transaction
error-handling method.
Notice in the main body of the algorithm that the code following the recovery sections is clearer than the traditional
error-handling example and there is no error-handling or
recovery code mixed in with the algorithm.
There are some obvious shortcomings in the support modules. For example, most of the macros should be functions
and the vEnvvalues should be saved in a linked list.
A number of engineers have pointed out that the transaction
implementation of read.cis not really shorter than the traditional implementation of read.cbecause the error-handling
code was simply moved out of read.cand put in the support
functions. But that is exactly the goal to remove the errorhandling code from most firnctiors and encapsulate the errorhandling in common shared code.
The Main Program. This program performs the same function
as the read.cprogram given above. However, it has been
recoded to use the transaction style oferror handling. The
provide the error hanfunctions erSet,erUnset,and erRollBack
dling and are defined in the include file erpub.h,which is
described below.
The include file epub.hcontains wrapper macros which are
defined so that the appropriate transaction error-handling
functions are called in place of the standard library function.
For example, when the standard function fcloseis invoked,
the ftrnction eCloseis actually called.
read.c- Reada binaryformatted
file
filethathasthe
Thisprogram
readsandprintsa binary
following
structure:
Becord
typecode(Thelastrecordhasa valueof 0)
of characters
in Msg
Size Number
Msg 0 to 2048characters
Record
typecode
Size
Msg
# i n c l u d e" e r p u b . h "
# i n c l u d e" e p u b . h "

)

"rb");
lnFile= fopen("file.bin",
aRead(|nFile);
fclose(lnFile);
erUnset{);
/* main0*/

Algorithm
continued:
/* Forward
l*
ReadProcess
l*
1.ReadtheTypeandSizevalues.
l*
2. lf Type= 0, exit.
l*
intothe
of characters
3. ReadSizenumber
l*
Msgvariable.
l*
4.PrinttheMsg.
l*
5.Goto step1.
l"
l*

*l
*l
*l
*l
*l
*l
*l
*l
*l
*l

int aRead(pHandle)
* pHandle;
FILE

{

c h a r*
Mrg;
RecNum;
long
aFileHead RecHead;
M s g= ( c h a *r ) m a l l o c { c a M s g L e n ) ;
= 0L;
RecNum
w h i l e( 1 ) {
RecNum,
SEEK-SET);
fseek{pHandle,
1,pHandlel;
fread((char
sizeof(aFileHead),
") &RecHead,
==0L){
if (RecHead.Type
return;
/* E0F*/

)
if (RecHead.Size)
{
f r e a d ( M sBge, c H e a d . S li ,zpeH, a n d l e ) ;
RecHead.Size);
aPrint(Msg,

)
= RecNum
+ sizeof(aFileHead);
RecNum
+ RecHead.Size
"

)

*/
] /* aRead()
File erpub.h.The macros and global data structures defined
in this file form a crude error transaction manager. The
following operations are performed by these macros:
r erSet.This macro adds a rollback point to the vEnv
(environment) stack.
o erUnset.This macro removes the top rollback point from
the vEnvstack.
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. erRollBack.
This macro saves the function name and error
code in a global area (erFunand erErr),and if the erRec0nflag
is true, control is passed to the rollback point defined on the
top of the vEnvstack. If erRecOn
is false, erRollBack
will simply
return the usual error code.

File e.c. This file contains the implementations of the wrapper
macros defined in epub.h.Only two of the functions are
shown in the following listing. Notice that these functions
behave exactly like the standa.rd library firnctions with the
sarne narne because they call the standard library functions.

Remember that these macros are for illustration only. Thus,
there are no internal checks for problems, and the $obal data
structues shonld be defined as static values in a library module or collected into a structure that is created and passed to
each of the transaction enor-handling functions.

For more flexibility, a real error transaction manager might
allow the user to define the error codes that determine
whether or not a rollback occurs.
(onlya few are
Wrapper
Functions
/* e.c- ErrorLibrary
shownhere)*/

- ErrorRecovery
PublicInclude
file*/
/* erpub.h
#include
<setimp.h>
*/
/" PrivateVariables

#definevlnE
"epub.h"
#include
*
void eMalloc(pSize)

#definevMaxEnv 5
jmp_bufvEnv[vMaxEnv];
=-l;
int
vLevel

{

*/
Variables
/* Public
#definecerFunNameLen32
#define erSet()
setjmp(vEnv[++vlevel])
#define erUnset0 --vlevel
pErr,pRet) \
#defineerRollBack(pFun,
pFun,cerFunNameLen);
strncpy(erFun,
\
= \0;\
erFun[cerFunNamelen-l]
erErr= pErr;\
if (erRec0n
&& vLevel
>=0){ \
pErr];\
longjmp(vEnv[vLevel],
)else{\
return(pRet);
\

int

)
=0:
erErr

char
int

erFun[cerFunNameLenl;
= 0:
erRec0n

File epub.h.This file contains wrapper macros that cause the
functions defined in the file e.c to be called in place of the
standard library functions. The functions in e.c will behave
the same as the standard library functions, but if the er:ror
transaction manager is on (erRecOnis tme in erpub.h),control
will be passed to the last defined rollback point, rather than
just retuming the same error code as the associated standard
library function.
Using these wrapper macros makes it easier to add transaction error handling to old programs, but if it is desired to
make the error-handling process more visible, the functions
defined in e.c would be called directly instead of the standard
Iibrary functions.
This file is also a good place to define context independent
error codes.
- ErrorLibrary
Wrapper
/* epub.h
Macros(onlya few are
shownhere)*/
#defineceE0F
I
#definece0ut0fMem2
#defineceReadEn 3
#defineceReadShort
4

size_t pSize;
void* Mem;
==NULL)
if ((Mem= malloc(pSize))
{
erRollBack("malloc",
ce0ut0fMem,
Mem);

)
return(Mem);
*/
)/* eMalloc
pSize,
pNltem,
pStream)
size_teRead(pPtr,
char* pPtr;
size_t pSize,pNltem;
* pStream;
FILE

{
size,t Num;
pSize,
pNltem,
pStream);
Num= fread(pPtr,
if (feof(pStream))
{
erRollBack("fread",
ceE0ENum);
) elseif {Num<=0){
erRollBack("fread",
ceReadErr,
Num);
) e l s ei f ( N u m< p N l t e m ) {
erRollBack("fread",
ceReadShort,
Num);

)
return(Num);
*/
]/* eRead
Conclusion
When transaction error handling was introduced on a project, engineers initially resisted removing lF statements after
calls to functions using transaction error handling. Alter
seeing how much easier the code was to write and read, the
resistance faded and engineers started setting up their own
transaction recovery points.
It would seem that debugging code using the transaction
error-handling style would be difficult. However, eq)erience
has shown the debugging time to be a little better than the
debugging time for a traditional error-handling style. This
decrease in time can probably be attributed to less embedded error-handling code, causing defects to stand out
more. Also when error-handling code is added, it is added in
a structured way that disturbs very little of an already debugged program. This supports the way most engineers
traditionally like to code.

#ifndef vlnE
So far this error-handling style has not been used on any large
#definefclose(pStream)
eClose(pStream)
projects, but it has been used on small programs and func#definefopen(pFileName.pType) e0pen(pFileName,pType)
#define fread(pPtr,
pSize,pNltem,pStream)
tions written for enhancing old programs. One of the nicest
\
pSize,
pNltem,
pStream)
eRead(pPtr,
features of this style is that it can be used independently of
p0ffset,pPrtName)
#define fseek(pStream,
\
other error-handling styles.
pOffset,
pPrtName)
eSeek(pStream,
#definemalloc(pSize)
eMalloc(pSize)
#endif
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In summary, a transaction error-handling style can lead to
the following benefits:
r More reuse because error handling can be separated from
the algorithm so that the coupling between functions is
looser
. Improved code supportability because it is easier to read
the algorithm and see what happens with enors
. Better code quality because there are fewer error-handling
statements in the main algorithm, so the code is easier to
read and the defects stand out.
Just as the fi.urctional parts of algorithms are being separated
from user interfaces (clienVserver models), error handling
can also be separated from the functional algorithm.
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A User Interface Management System
for HP-UX System Administration
Applications
HP-UX
has
to simplify
system
administration
Developing
applications
ofa toolthataddresses
theneeds
of
beenmade
easier
bythecreation
thedevelooer.
by Mark H. Notess

The HP-UX* system administration manager (SAM) provides
basic system administration functionality for standalone
HP-UX systems and diskless clusters. The SAM tool simplifies HP-UX system administration so that the administrator
does not have to be a technical expert to manage an HP-UX
system. Tlpical HP-UX system administration functions
such as adding aperipheral, setting up the spooler, and adding or deleting users are provided in SAM. See "SAM versus
Manual Administration" on page 81 for an example of the
simplification provided with SAM.
By any measure, SAM is a large, complex interactive application. Of the approximately 150,000 lines of noncomment
source code, almost half of it is directly related to the user
interface. The SAM user interface consists of over 270 distinct screens, excluding help screens and messages. A substantial number of software, human factors, and learning
products engineering hours have been spent working on
SAM.

r
.
.
.
r
.
.

Any interactive application the size of SAM faces a m4ior
challenge in achieving a consistent user interface. User interface consistency includes many topics of concern such as:
Interaction paradigm
Selection and navigation methods
Position, labeling, and behavior of common elements
Relative layout of elements on the screen
Colors, fonts, cursor shapes
Message Wpes
Error handling.
With many developers coding portions of the SAM user interface, it is impossible to achieve consistency without some
mechanisms in place to assist in the process. Style guides
have been useful consistency mechanisms, but rarely suffice. We adopted a "no rules without tools" approach and
decided to create a user interface tool that would enforce,
where possible, consistency €unong developers. Where a
semantic understanding of the interface was necessarf,/, we
developed a style guide, but the goal was to let the tool handle as much as possible. The other motivation for our tool
was rapid development. Many general-purpose user interface
toolkits are not easy to leam, are hard to use, and take a long
time to master. Even user interface management systems that
are easier to work with are still general-pulpose and contain
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a lot of features that are irrelevant for a given application or
class of applications. We wanted SAM developers to be
as productive as possible, so we wanted to minimize the
following:
. Time to learn the user interface tool
n Time to prototype
o Time to write working code.
To achieve rapid development, we needed to hide the underlying user interface technologrt and provide an application
progr€un interface (API) that was at our developers'level of
interest.
The result of our concern for user interface consistency and
rapid development is the object action manager (ObAM), an
API for SAM and SAM-like applicaapplication-class-specific
tions. The remainder ofthis paper describes the design of
ObAM and reviews our preliminary results.
Design and Development
The old SAM user interface architecture did not shield developers from the underlying user interface technology and
as a result they had to learn more about the technologl thart
they wanted. While we did have a library of convenience
functions such as message handlers, developers still found
the API difficult to learn and a distraction from their primary
tunctionality in SAM. Providing SAM develfocus-putting
opers with a user interface toolkit they could use meant that
we had to study the requirements of user interfaces for system administration and then factor out common elements
and highJevel constructs that would be most useful. Examples of common elements used by every application include
displaying messages to the user and validating user input. The
following sections list some of the higher-lever constructs
we factored out.
list Management. Much of system administration is a matter
of adding, deleting, or modifying items in a list. For example,
system administrators frequently select an object such as a
device file, print job, or disk from a list to perform some
operation on. List manipulations such as filtering or sorting
items can be usefirl for large lists and require the same type
of interaction independent of what Wpe of item is in the list.
handlers,
managers,
display
includes
components
such
aswindow
t User
interface
technology
routines.
andgraphics

SAM versus Manual Administration
provided
Toillustrate
thesimplification
bySAMconsider
thefollowing
example,
whichshows
whatisinvolved
inadding
a usercalled
samtto thegroup
users
withoutSAMandwithSAM.
WithoutSAM.Thefollowing
keyboard
operations
arerequired
to adda userto
thesystem.
1.Addthenewusert0 thegroupusers
byediting
thefile/etc/group.
Aftertheedit
we have:

Graphics
Display

Character-8ased

users::20:john,harry,sue,klv,samt
2.Addsamtto the/etc/passwd
file.Firstmakea backup
copyofthefile:
cp/etc/passwd
/etc/passwd.old
3. Editthe/etc/passwd
fileto adda lineforthethenewuserThenewlinefor
samtmightlooklike:
samt,..:l
20:300:sam
thomas,x2007:/users/samt/bin/ksh
4. Create
a homedirectory
fortheuser:
(goto users
cd/users
directory)
(create
mkdir
samt
a directory
called
samt)
(setownership)
chown
samtsamt
(setgroup
chgrpusers
samt
ownership)
chmod
samt
forsamt)
{setpermissions
5.Create
a loginenvironment
forthenewuserbycopying
profile
thedefault
file
from/etcto thenewusersdirectory:
cp/etc/d.profile
/users/samV.profile
WithSAM.Afterselecting
theAdd...itemfromtheSAMUsers
andGroups
Actions
menu,
theadministrator
fillsin a form.lf thedefault
valuesontheform
areadequate,
alltheadministrator
hasto dois:
1.Typein a loginnameandselect
0K.
(f,vice)
2. Enter
a password
andagainselect0K.
procedures
SAMdoestherest.Thisapproach
avoids
enor-prone
suchasediting
filesandtyping
command
strings

Task0rientation.Systemadministration is task-oriented.A
Wpicd task sequenceconsists ofselecting an object to operate on, choosing the action to perform, supplying the necessary task parameters, launching the task, and verifying the
successofthe task.
Selectorc.Supplying task parameterc can be done with a
small set of user interface elements we call selectors. Examples of selectors axe a field for text entry a list to choose
from, or an option to toggle.
Procedures.Sometasks consist of multiple, possibly interdependent or sequential steps. While doing the steps, users
want to be able to figure out where they are in the process,
redo or revisit earlier steps, and so on.
The new SAM user interface architecture (Fig. 1) completely
shields developers from the underlying user interface technolosi. Developers have only one API to learn, which is tailored to their needs. With this axchitecture developers retain
direct control over the items most important to them while
the ObAM conhols the common elements.For example, element narnes, object attributes, and messagesaxe controlled

Ffu. l. TheSAMuserinterfacesoftwarearchitecture.
by the developer, and fonts, window positioning, labeling,
and control button layout are under ObAM control.
Choosing the Underlying Technology
Most user interface tools only support one display technology. With SAM, however, we wanted to provide an OSF/
Motif graphical user interface while continuing to support a
character-basedterminal user interface. After an extensive
evaluation, we selected a third-parby tool called Dialog Manager from ISAt to provide the plafform on which to build our
user interface managementsystem. Dialog Managerprovides
multiplatform support (OSF/IVIotif,terminals, Microsoft@
Windows, MPE/iX, Presentation Manager,etc.), 16-bit internationalization, and run-time binding of the user interface.
ObAM
The m4lor components of the ObAM are shown in Fig. 2.
The description file defines the various screens used by a
particular application and declares the firnctions to use in
callbacks. These functions, which axe associated with items
on the screen via definitions in the description file, perform
operations associated with those items. For example, a
menu item for mounting a disk might eventually result in the
execution of a C function containing a series of HP-IIX syslgm salls to accomplish the task. At run time the description
file is read in and parsed, and a data structure is created
with the appropriate linkages to the developers'callback
functions. The object-list executor is responsible for listing
objects on the screen (see Fig. 3) and facilitating user operation of the display, and the dialog box builder is responsible
for creating dialog boxes on the screen.
Description FiIe
The description file allows developers to define the type of
objects they are managing,the attributes ofthose objects,
the actions that can be applied to the objects, and the inputs
that are necessary for those actions to proceed. ObAM interprets the contents of the description frle at run time to
create all the SAM screens.
The description file shown below is for a simple file manager application. The ObAM description file language is not
a full-featured progamming language;it contains only definitions and variables. No sequencing,branching, or looping
constructs are defined in the language.
t Informationssysteme
fiirComputerintegrierte
Automatisierung
GmbH.
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User
Cha.acterBased
Terminal

Workstation
Graphics
Display

PCGraphics
0isplay

Fig. 2. The maincomponentsin
with ObAM.
and associated
*/
to shared
library
library"callbacks.sl"
/* points

actionfi_remove
{
label"Remove"
*/
"R" /* Keyboard
inputselector
mnemonic
do "rm$(fi_name)"
graywhennoselections

sample{
object_list-screen
label"FileManager"
status_item
fi_path
label"Directory:"
*/
maybedefined
subarea
files{ /* multiple
subareas
l a b e"l F i l e s "
entrycallbackfi_pwd()/*getpathfor currentdirectory*/
theformatandlabels
to showonthescreen*/
/*define

)
actionfi_cd{
label"Change
Directory"
"C"
mnemonic
dofi_changedir

]

table{
-v
-a 'pwd'l/bin/grep
init"/bin/ll
'^total'
'{print$l;print print
I awk
$2;
$l; print$4;print$5;print$6;print$7;
print$8;print$9l"'
columnI }
attrfi_perm
{ label"Permissions"
attrfi_links
{ label"Links"typenumeric
justifyright)
2}
attrfi_owner
{ label"Owner"column
3}
attrfi_group
{ label"Group"column
4
attrfi_size
column
{ label"Size(bytes)"
width12typenumericjustifyright)
attrfi_month
{ label"Month"column6 width3}
5 type
attrfi_day{ label"Day"column
justifyright)
numeric
attrfi_time{ label"Time/\nYear"column7 }
attrfi_name
{ keylabel"FileName"columnI }

actionfi-cd-immed
{
label"Change
To"
"T"
mnemonic
graywhennoor multiple
selections
dofi-cd-to0
l

)
)
directory
action*/
/* definedialogboxforthechange
task_dialog
fi_changedir
{
label"Change
Working
Directory"
*/
/" whenthe 0K buttonis selectedexecutefi_cd-doit()
fi_cd_doitO
ok callback
text_edit
fi_cd_path
{
label"NewDirectorv:"
width30l
)

)

withtheActionsmenuitem*/
/*Actionsassociated

Fi l€s
Directory:

ljnfi ltered
/users/nhn/uilD{/ob4df

1O2L
1024

nhn
nhn
mhn
nhn
rw-r..

r--

nhn
nhn

users

frn
-rw-r--r-

nhn
ffin

-r-!!ts-r
t s - r .'.r--rw-r--r--

nhn
nhn
nhn
nhn

users
u
sers
users

Iine/
Year

Jun
May

A9:44
I 3: 53

Fi le

Na

98

1I

Jun

1Ot\2

IDMERR(

24672

1

May

14:18

br.ui

327

7

lrlay

13:46

callbac

693

1

May

15:23

ca]]ba.

12651

7

May

15:23

callbac

Jun

O9:LL

font.r€

43
users

11
22

I4on

ll

464

7

Mav

15 : l

74

7

Mav

13:27

nakefi

7
/
7
I

May
nay
May
May

14:50
4:)u
15:51
14:23

s$ple
ssple
silple.
scope

1849
lu4v
7B7o
11 9 3

Fig. 3. The SAM screen that appears when the description file associated with our simple file manager example is parsed and displayed
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Fig. 3 shows the object-list screen that ObAM creates for
this application. The List,View,0ptions,Actions,and Helpmenu
items axe put on the screen automatically. This is the same
for other standard screen items. Object-list screens provide
list manipulation with the Listmenu item. The Actionsmenu
item contains a pull-down menu with actions that can be
performed on the selected object. The Viewpull-down menu
allows users to customize the list presentation through specifying the attributes (columns) to display, the order to display
the columns, the objects to filter out, and how to sort the
data.
Fig. 4 shows the dialog box defined by the task dialog
fi_changedirin the listing above. When the action item Change
Directoryis selected from the Actionspull-down menu, ObAM
accesses the task fi-changedirto determine what to do. According to the definitions in fi changedir,when the user enters the
desired directory in the selector and pushes the 0K button,
the callback function fi-cd-doit is executed. The callback

t
charbuf[1025];
ui_set_status(
l,getcwd(buf,1
025));
return(0);
) /* fi*pwd */

Fig. 4. The dialog box that appearswhen the Change
Directory
action
item is selectedfrom the Actions
menu.
function executes the chdircommand to change to the new
directory.
For dialog boxes we wanted to lay out selectors (text_editin
this example) automatically rather than requiring developers to worry about positioning objects on the screen. As we
designed our dialog-box builder, we realized it was unlikely
that we could do all the layout automatically because too
much semantic lcrowledge of the task is required to make
the appropriate layout decisions. Our solution was to lay out
selectors in the order in which they appear in the description file. In addition, if the developer defines more selectors
than will fit on the screen, we add scroll bars to the screen
automatically. ObAM also provides some simple layout constructs that allow specification of columns, skipping lines,
indenting, and grouping. In trading off control for flexibility,
we chose to control only where we had enougfr information
to control appropriately.
Application functionality can be connected to the screens in
trvo ways: callback functions, which can be used to get data
from the screens and perform actions with that data, and a
shell interface, which provides direct access to HP-UX commands from ObAM. Direct calls to commands can include
variables as axguments so that screen data can be used in
command execution. The Removeaction in the sample description file uses this capability to remove one or more
files.
User Interface Library
Within the developer's callbacks, the user interface library
(uilib) functions provide access to the data on the screens
and allow developers to control a limited number of screen
characteristics such as visibility and graying. The code beIow shows the C functions associated (via a shared library)
with the simple file manager example deflned above.
intfi_cd_doit()

{
charbuf[1025];
ui_get_data("f
i_cd_path",buf
);
chdi(buf);
return(0);
) /* fi_cd_doit
"/

Evaluation and Discussion
Since ObAM has been in use for SAM development, our initial evaluation suggests that we have been successfirl in
achieving our goals.
Developer Learning. Learning the new user interface tools is
an order of magnitude faster and easier than the old tool.
Users have reported learning times of two or three days for
the new system as opposed to two or three weeks for the
old system.
Ptototyping. An entire functional area of SAM can now be
prototyped in a day or two. Because ObAM supports using
HP-UX commands directly as well as C callbacks, a completely functional prototype can be built without the developer having to write and compile any C code. Tlrrning an
ObAM prototype into an ObAM product is evolutionary. The
screens can be constructed rapidly, and the functionality to
support the screens can be added incrementally.
Development.Developer satisfaction is much higher with the
new tools. Our old development tools required us to centralize screen creation responsibilities. If we had allowed developers to create their own screens with our old system. we
would have paid a healy price for having everyone learn the
cumbersome screen creation tool we had available, and it
would have been much more difficult to enforce consistency
across all the areas of SAM. Consequently, in the old system,
most of the SAM screens were created by one engineer. Requests for new screens or changes had to be funneled
through that one person, even ifthe need was as trivial as
changing the name of a callback or lengthening a field. In
contrast, ObAM puts developers in control ofthe parts of
the interface that are most important to them and reduces
time-consuming dependencies between engineers.
Gonsistency.Our consistency issues can be divided into two
categories: semantic and syntactic. Semantic consistency is
achieved by mapping different sets of functionality onto
ObAM capabilities using the same set of mles. This mapping
has to be done by hand because ObAM is not intelligent
enough to determine the attributes of a printer object, or to
figure out what steps are needed to add a disk. We have produced a SAM user interface style guide to help developers
with these decisions. Syntactic consistency is achieved by
ensuring that similar user interface elements look and feel
similar. ObAM has made our syntactic consistency effort
much easier. ObAM code lcrows, for example, that a pushbutton label should be followed by "..." if pressing it leads to
another screen; the developer doesn't have to think about
this decision.

intfi_cd_to{)

{
charbufll025l;
ui_get_objeclf
ield("fi_name",buf
);
chdir(buf);
return(0);
)/* fi_cd-doit*/
intfi_pwd()

An unstated goal of our ObAM work was to create something that would be useful beyond SAM. SAM itself is not so
much a single application as it is a collection of related applications such as a file system manager, a user accounts
manager, a cluster configuration tool, and so on. We know
that other projects have similar needs for rapid development
ofconsistent user interfaces. Over the years, the SAM team
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has received many inquiries about how to create SAM-like
user interfaces. This interest suggeststhat we have achieved
an application-category user interface management system,
not just a SAM-specificuser interface managementsystem.

user interface consistency if an appropriate system existed
that was tuned to the requirementsof each type of application. Application-specific user interface managementsystems
are likely to be beneficial when the target user interface has
the following characteristics:

Areas for Improvement
ObAM is still in its early stages,but we have already found
areasfor improvementsand new features.Someof these
axeasinclude:
. More factoring is needed.Somemessagingand error handling is repetitive enoughthat we could support it in the
description-file,firrther reducing the amount of application
developercode.
. Performancecould be improved by precompiling screen
descriptions. Our current architecture requires two separate
parsing cycles for task dialog descriptions.
o Better error messageswould aid learning and prototyping.
Currently,ObAM identifies the point of failure when parsing
a description file, but it could provide more helpful error
messages.

. Large size (many screens)
. Factorability (many similarities between interactions)
. Multiplatform (more than one user interface display
technology must be supported)
. Developers do not have to be user interface designers.

Conclusion
Our successin creating an application-specificuser interface management system suggeststhat other types of interactive applicationscould speeddevelopmentand improve
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